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ABSTRACT

With the continuous growth of scientific literature, it is becoming increasingly challenging to discover relevant scientific publications from
the plethora of available academic digital libraries. Despite the current
scale, important efforts have been achieved towards the research and
development of academic search engines, reference management tools,
review management platforms, scientometrics systems, and recommender systems that help finding a variety of relevant scientific items,
such as publications, books, researchers, grants and events, among
others.
This thesis focuses on recommender systems for scientific publications. Existing systems do not always provide the most relevant
scientific publications to users, despite they are present in the recommendation space. A common limitation is the lack of access to the
full content of the publications when designing the recommendation
methods. Solutions are largely based on the exploitation of metadata
(e.g., titles, abstracts, lists of references, etc.), but rarely with the text
of the publications. Another important limitation is the lack of time
awareness. Existing works have not addressed the important scenario
of recommending the most recent publications to users, due to the
challenge of recommending items for which no ratings (i.e., user preferences) have been yet provided. The lack of evaluation benchmarks
also limits the evolution and progress of the field.
This thesis investigates the use of fine-grained forms of citation
knowledge, extracted from the full textual content of scientific pub-

iii

lications, to enhance recommendations: citation proximity, citation
context, citation section, citation graph and citation intention. We
design and develop new recommendation methods that incorporate
such knowledge, individually and in combination.
By conducting offline evaluations, as well as user studies, we show
how the use of citation knowledge does help enhancing the performance of existing recommendation methods when addressing two key
tasks: (i) recommending scientific publications for a given work, and
(ii) recommending recent scientific publications to a user. Two novel
evaluation benchmarks have also been generated and made available
for the scientific community.
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

1
INTRODUCTION

A general overview of the thesis is provided in this chapter. Section 1.1
motivates the research problem and summarises existing progress and
limitations reported in the literature. Section 1.2 defines the scope of
the study by stating the addressed research questions and key contributions of this research. Section 1.3 outlines the research methodology
carried out in the thesis. Section 1.4 describes the structure of this
document and Section 1.5 lists the terms and phrases used in the
thesis interchangeably. Lastly, Section 1.6 lists the publications that
resulted from the research undertaken in the thesis.

1.1

motivation

With the continuous growth of scientific literature, it is becoming more
and more challenging to discover relevant scientific publications from
the plethora of available academic digital libraries.
A recent report by the International Association of Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers1 claims the existence of 33,100 active
scholarly peer-reviewed English-language journals in mid-2018 (plus
a further 9400 non-English-language journals), collectively publishing
over three million papers per year. The report also states that the production of scientific publications is steadily increasing at a 4% annual
rate. March 2020 statistics from one of the well-known digital libraries
1 https://www.stm-assoc.org/2018_10_04_STM_Report_2018.pdf

5

Information overload
problem

6

introduction

– the Association for computing Machinery Digital Library (ACMDL)
[109]– show numbers in the order of 181,692 books, 74,545 theses and
26,251 proceedings. It is also relevant to highlight that more than 100
academic databases and search engines, including academic journals,
institutional repositories, archives, or collections or scientific articles,
are currently available.2
Given the scale of digital scholarly information currently available, a

Existing solutions

wide range of efforts have been invested in the last decade to discover,
analyse and exploit digital contents. Those efforts range from the development of academic search engines like Google Scholar3 , CiteSeer4
and PubMed5 , reference management tools (e.g. JabRef6 , Zotero7 ),
review management platforms [273], scientometrics systems -which
analyse the impact of scientific literature [106]-, and Recommender
Systems (RS) for scientific publications, books, authors, events and
patents, among others [19, 84].
All these solutions are needed to facilitate the efficient discovery,
management and analysis of relevant research [66, 183, 202, 254], helping researchers and practitioners to concentrate on existing approaches
and resources, and avoid the unnecessary duplication of previous research efforts [34]. Search engines are designed to find relevant content
for a given query [224]. Reference management tools help users to
record bibliographic citations, generating databases of bibliographic
references that can then be filtered, selected or exported to facilitate
the creation of reference lists for scientific articles, reports, etc. Review
management platforms help with the automatic assignment of sci2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_databases_and_search_
3
4
5
6
7

engines
https://scholar.google.co.uk/
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/index
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
www.jabref.org
www.zotero.com
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entific papers to reviewers [70]. Scientometrics systems measure and
analyse scientific literature, including the impact of research papers
and academic journals, or the impact of research institutions [106,
157]. Finally, RS help to provide personalised suggestions of relevant
academic resources (publications, patents, events, etc.) to users [123].
In this thesis, our focus is on the research and development of
novel RS for scientific publications. The recommendation of sci-

Recommender
Systems

entific publications is an important and timely problem. Personalised
recommendations can help researchers to keep up-to-date with the
latest scientific discoveries in their fields [19, 213], provide junior researchers with key papers to help them familiarise with the concepts
of a particular research field [72, 126], or help researchers and practitioners to find relevant papers for their work, e.g. by finding relevant
references for an ongoing manuscript.
Over the last decade, multiple works have emerged that address the
recommendation of scientific publications. These works have focused

Various

on a variety of recommendation tasks including: (i) recommending

recommendation

relevant papers for a given user [189, 267], (ii) recommending relevant
papers for a given paper [140, 160], (iii) recommending relevant papers
for a particular snapshot of text (title, abstract, free research related
text etc.) [30, 116], (iv) recommending relevant papers for a particular
collection of papers [72, 236], and (v) recommending relevant papers
for an undergoing manuscript (i.e., a paper yet to be published) [102,
248]. While the first task –recommending relevant papers for a given
user– focuses on the traditional RS problem, where items (i.e., research
publications) are recommended to users (researchers) based on their
preferences (expressed as or extracted from e.g. previous publications,
topics of interest, etc.), the rest of the tasks do not have users (but a
paper, a set of papers, a snapshot of text, or an ongoing manuscript)

tasks

8
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as targets of the recommendations, enabling the discovery of relevant
scientific publications to help with a specific piece of work.
Addressed tasks

In this thesis, we aim to address both main scenarios: (i) the recommendation of relevant scientific publications to a user and (ii)
the recommendation of relevant scientific publications for a specific
piece of work (defined in this thesis as a scientific publication).
Regarding the recommendation of relevant scientific publications to

The time aspect

users, while most of the existing solutions recommend relevant papers
to users independently of the time when such papers were published,
in this thesis we address the real-world problem of recommending
recently published papers [95]. This is a particularly challenging
scenario where traditional recommendation methods such as collaborative filtering are not effective, since they are not able to recommend
the latest, most recent papers which have not previously seen, rated or
cited. In the recommender systems literature, this problem is known
as “new item cold start.” This problem has barely been addressed
in the context of academic recommendations. The concept of time
has been previously studied to better define and delimit long-term vs.
short-term preferences when capturing the researchers’ interests [252],
and to suggest papers to researchers with no previous activity (i.e.,
new researcher) [112]. However, to the best of our knowledge, only a
few works [95, 272] have addressed the problem of recommending the
most recently published scientific work, i.e., new publications.
In addition, while existing recommendation methods for scientific

Citation knowledge

publications explore a wide range of metadata to generate user and
item profiles from which recommendations are generated (e.g., title,
abstract, keywords, authors, publication venues, bibliographies, and
citation graphs among authors and papers) [19, 26, 102], full-text has
not been as widely used. It is important to highlight that full-text

1.1 motivation

of scientific articles is often stored behind paywalls, and hence, it
is not possible to freely access it. However, with the emergence of
the open access movement8 , many scientific publications have now
become publicly available, providing an exciting opportunity for a
fine-grained exploration and use of their content [71, 102].
Motivated by this situation, the thesis explores the use of full-text
of publications to capture and exploit the knowledge provided by
citations. Citations (or papers cited within a given paper) capture
important and relevant work, as authors carefully choose their references [45, 254]. Therefore, citations can play an important role
on comprehending the authors’ preferences (research interests) [115].
In this context, our main hypothesis is that the exploitation of citation knowledge can help improving the recommendation of scientific
publications.
We, therefore, investigate how citation knowledge could be captured and exploited to support the discovery of relevant scientific
publications. Among the captured citation knowledge we include (i)
the citation-graph (where nodes represent papers and edges represent
relations between such papers based on their citations), (ii) citation
section (section within the publication where the citation appears), (iii)
citation proximity (distance between citations), (iv) citation context
(text surrounding the citation), and (iv) citation intention (purpose
with which the citation is made - compare, criticise, etc.). We explore
such forms of citation knowledge, individually and in combination,
providing an in-depth analysis of their strengths and limitations.
In the subsequent sections, we describe the main research questions
and contributions behind this work in Section 1.2, the followed re-

8 https://open-access.net/en/information-on-open-access/
history-of-the-open-access-movement

9
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search methodology in Section 1.3, Section 1.4 presents the outline of
this thesis, various terminologies interchangeably used this thesis are
stated in Section 1.5, and lastly the publications backing up this work
are presented in Section 1.6.

1.2

research questions, hypotheses and contributions

The main research goal investigated in this thesis is:
Investigating whether and how citation knowledge could be
used to improve the performance of recommender systems for
scientific publications.
The main focus of this thesis is enhancing the performance of RS
for scientific publications by investigating a series of recommendation methods that utilise a wider notion of citation knowledge. Our
research can be summarised in four key research questions. To investigate the first two, we have conducted a systematic literature review
of existing works on RS for scientific publications (–see Chapter 3).
Research related with the last two questions is based on the empirical
investigations (–see Chapters 4 and 5).
RQ1: Which types of citation knowledge have been used in RS
for scientific publications?
This research question aims to investigate the different types of
citation knowledge that have been previously used in the literature.
Our hypothesis is that, due to the lack of access to the full content of
publications, previous works have explored only a limited notion of
citation knowledge and hence, more fine-grained characterisations of
this knowledge can be extracted, exploited and modelled to enhance
the performance of recommendation of scientific publications.

1.2 research questions, hypotheses and contributions

HP1: A limited notion of citation knowledge has been used so far in
the research and development of RS for scientific publications.
To address this research question, we have conducted a systematic
literature review of RS for scientific publications. We have defined
and launched a number of formal queries to collect relevant literature
from the Elsevier Scopus9 and ISI Web of Knowledge10 digital libraries.
These queries are aimed to extract literature about recommender systems
and scientific publications. Details about the queries are described in
Chapter 3. In particular, from the queries we obtained 741 scientific
publications. We conducted a manual filtering of such publications
to ensure that they were related to our topic of research interest,
reviewing a final number of 202 publications. Our contributions on
this line of work are:
• Conducting a systematic literature review on RS for scientific
publications.
• Identifying the different types of citation knowledge that have
been used in the literature of RS for scientific publications.
• Proposing more fine-grained characterisations of citation knowledge by exploiting the full textual content of publications.

RQ2: Which are the different recommendation tasks that have
been proposed in the literature of RS for scientific publications, and how citation knowledge has been applied for each
of these tasks?
The purpose of RS is to suggest relevant items to a user (identified
by a personal profile). In the context of RS for scientific publications,

9 https://www.scopus.com/
10 www.webofknowledge.com
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a user profile sometimes captures the preferences of a particular individual, but it can also capture the characteristics of a piece of work
for which recommendations are made. Based on the target of the
recommendation, we can differentiate five different recommendation
tasks in the literature: (i) recommending scientific publications for a
specific user [47, 189, 252, 253, 267], (ii) recommending scientific publications for a specific paper [160, 183], (iii) recommending scientific
publications for a particular snapshot of text (title, abstract, etc.) [30,
116], (iv) recommending scientific publications for a manuscript under
development [102, 248] and, (v) recommending scientific publications
for a set of specific papers [72, 150, 241]. While the first task focuses
on the need of recommending relevant scientific publications to a
user, the other four tasks focus on the need of recommending relevant
scientific publications for a particular piece of work.
In this thesis, we investigate the use of citation knowledge to address
both problems. Chapter 4 focuses on exploring the use of different
types of citation knowledge to recommend scientific publications for
a particular piece of work. In our case, this piece of work is identified
by a specific paper. Chapter 5 addresses, on the other hand, the use of
citation knowledge to recommend relevant scientific publications to a
user.
Our hypothesis when investigating this research question is that different recommendation tasks exist in the literature of RS for scientific
publications and that each of these tasks presents specific limitations,
particularly related to the exploitation of citation knowledge.
HP2: Different recommendation tasks exist in the literature of RS for
scientific publications, and particular limitations exist on how citation
knowledge has been used for each of the such tasks.

1.2 research questions, hypotheses and contributions

To address the above research question and to test our hypothesis,
we have conducted a systematic literature review following the same
methodology specified in RQ1. Our contribution on this line of work
are:
• Identifying the different recommendation tasks that exist in the
literature of RS for scientific publications.
• Identifying key limitations on how citation knowledge has been
used for each of the existing recommendation task.
RQ3: When addressing the task of recommending scientific
publications for a particular piece of work, can citation knowledge help improving existing RS?
When investigating RQ1 and RQ2, we identified different recommendation tasks with two main objectives: (i) recommending scientific
publications to a user, and (ii) recommending scientific publications
for a specific piece of work, where this piece of work can be captured
by a paper, a set of papers, a snapshot of text (title, abstract, free
research related text, etc.), or an ongoing manuscript. In RQ3, we
focus on the recommendation of scientific publications for a specific
piece of work (defined in our case as a research paper).
For this particular use case, we propose two novel notions of citation
knowledge, namely citation proximity and citation context, and use
them to improve existing recommendation methods. We hypothesise
that papers that are cited in close proximity within the content of
a scientific publication are related. Relations captured via citation
proximity can therefore be used to enhance the recommendation
of scientific publications. Similarly, the text around a citation (i.e.,
citation context) can help to better capture the topic of a cited paper,
and whether this topic is similar to the one of the target paper (or piece
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of work for which recommendations are being made). Our hypothesis
is that citation context can help establishing topic similarity, and hence
also providing more relevant recommendations.
HP3: Citation proximity and citation context can be used to enhance
existing recommendation methods when addressing the task of recommending scientific publications for a particular piece of work.
To address RQ3 and test HP3, we have designed two experiments
where (i) we defined novel notions of citation knowledge (in this
case, citation proximity and citation context), (ii) we proposed new
recommendation methods that integrate such notions of citation knowledge, individually and in combination, and (iii) we tested whether
those notions of citation knowledge do indeed help to enhance the
performance of the existing recommendation methods. Evaluations
have conducted by means of user studies. This research is extensively
described in Chapter 4. Our key contributions can be summarised as:
1. Utilising two novel notions of citation knowledge (citation proximity and citation context).
2. Proposing novel recommendation approaches that incorporate
citation proximity and citation context to address the task of
recommending scientific publications for a particular piece of
work (defined in our thesis as a scientific publication).
3. Assessing how our proposed methods compare against standard
recommendation approaches by means of user studies.
RQ4: When addressing the task of recommending recent scientific publications to a user, can citation knowledge help improving existing RS?
This research question focuses on the objective of recommending
scientific publications to a user. When investigating RQ1 and RQ2 we

1.2 research questions, hypotheses and contributions

observed that, while existing approaches had focus on recommending
papers to a user independently on when those papers were published,
very few approaches had focused on the problem of recommending
recent scientific publications to a user. This is a particularly relevant
problem since it is focused on keeping users up to date with the
most recent literature. It is also a particularly difficult problem, since
traditional recommendation methods, such as collaborative filtering,
do not work in this particular case. These methods are not able to
recommend the latest, most recent papers, since these papers have not
been previously seen, rated or cited. In the RS literature, this problem
is known as “new item cold start,” and it has barely been addressed
in the context of academic recommendations.
We propose to address this problem by means of defining and
incorporating four types of citation knowledge to enhance existing
recommendation methods. In particular, we propose the use of: (i)
citation section, i.e. section of the paper where the citation is placed
(introduction, related work, conclusions, etc.), (ii) citation context, i.e.
text around the citation, (iii) citation graph, i.e. where nodes represent
papers and edges represent relations between such papers based on
citations, and (iv) citation intention, i.e. intention with which the
citation is made –to provide background, to compare papers, etc. Each
of these types of citation knowledge captures valuable information that
may help improving the recommendation of scientific publications to
users. User profiles are defined by considering the publication history
of the users. Our key research hypothesis can be defined as:
HP4: Citation section, citation context, citation intention and citation
graph are notions of citation knowledge that can help enhancing existing recommendation methods when addressing the task of providing
personalised recommendations of recent scientific publications to a user.
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To address RQ4 and test HP4, we have designed two experiments
in which we (i) defined novel notions of citation knowledge (in this
case, citation section, citation context, citation intention and citation
graph), (ii) proposed new recommendation methods that integrate
such notions of citation knowledge, individually and in combination,
and (iii) tested whether those notions of citation knowledge do indeed
help to enhance existing recommendation methods. Evaluations have
conducted by creating a ‘gold standard’ dataset and testing the performance of our proposed recommendation methods against multiple
baselines. This research is extensively described in Chapter 5. Our key
contributions can be summarised as:
• Utilising novel notions of citation knowledge (citation section,
citation context, citation graph and citation intention).
• Propose novel recommendation approaches that incorporate
the above types of citation knowledge in isolation and in combination to address the task of recommending recent scientific
publications to a user.
• Creating a new ‘gold-standard’ dataset to assess the performance
of RS in the particular scenario of recommending recent and
relevant scientific publications to a user.
• Conducting a rigorous evaluation of our proposed recommendation methods by comparing them against multiple baselines by
using the previously generated gold-standard dataset.

1.3 research methodology

1.3

research methodology

This section (see Figure 1.1) briefly summarises the research methodology followed to answer the research questions posed in this thesis.
These research questions required both theoretical and empirical investigations.
For our theoretical investigations (RQ1 and RQ2), we conducted
a literature review of RS (see chapter 2) and of the particularities of
the area of RS for scientific publications (see chapter 3). We analysed
the literature from different dimensions concentrating particularly on
(i) the proposed recommendations tasks, (ii) how items and targets
(e.g., users) profiles are built to target such recommendation tasks,
(iii) the proposed recommendation methods, and (iv) their evaluation
(evaluation methods, metrics, datasets, etc.). Within this analysis, we
also concentrated our efforts on investigating the different notions of
citation knowledge extracted and used for the recommendation of
scientific publications. This literature review helped us to identify
multiple gaps in the domain and hence, unexplored research directions.
For our empirical investigations, we concentrated on the two most
popular recommendation tasks: (i) the recommendation of scientific
publications for a given piece of work chapter 4, and (ii) the recommendation of scientific publications for a user chapter 5. To target
these two tasks, we explored the use of different types of citation
knowledge both, individually and in combination. To conduct this
empirical research we considered the following steps:
1. Dataset Building: This is a first crucial step where data needs
to be prepared before starting the empirical investigation. If
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Chapter 3
Systematic Literature Review
Survey Scope and Methodology
Recommendation tasks
Citation Knowledge
Item and Target Modelling
Recommendation Approaches
Evaluation
Analysis of Recommender
Systems for Scientific
Publications

Chapter 4
Recommending to a
piece of work

Chapter 5
Recommending to a
user

Dataset Building
Proposed Approach
Evaluation

Collecting Data
Knowledge for Modelling
Items
Preferences for Modelling
Target
Citation Knowledge
Proposed Recommendation
Methods
Baselines
Evaluation Method
and Metric
Evaluation Results

Chapter 6

Conclusion

Discussion

Open Issues
and Future
Work

Figure 1.1: Pipeline of our work under each chapter. Arrows pointing to the same block mean two chapters are sharing same structure
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existing datasets can not be reused, new datasets are created.
This process contains three important steps, including:
a) Collecting and Parsing Data: In this step, digital copies of
scientific publications are collected. In general, scientific
publications are in Portable Document Format (PDF) format.
Data extractors are created to parse such files and extract
information, as well as citation knowledge from them.
b) Modelling Items: Features are extracted to model scientific
publications and to present them in a machine readable
format (vector, matrices, etc.).
c) Modelling Targets (e.g., user profiles): Targets’ profiles
are built by considering a variety of features and are also
presented in a machine readable format.
2. Proposed Recommendation Approach: We proposed a variety
of recommendation approaches that incorporate citation knowledge to address the above mentioned tasks. To develop such
approaches we:
• Selected and extracted citation knowledge: Exploring and
selecting various types of citation knowledge to address the
specific recommendation task.
• Proposed Recommendation Method: Investigate and propose various recommendation methods that integrate the
previously selected citation knowledge.
3. Evaluation: Measures the performance of the developed recommendation methods. When conducting evaluations we follow
various steps:
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• Baseline Selection: We selected the baselines to validate the
performance of the proposed methods.
• Evaluation Method and Metric: We selected the most appropriate evaluation method and evaluation metrics.
• Evaluation Results: We analysed the obtained results after
comparing our proposed recommendation methods against
the selected baselines using the chosen evaluation method
and metric. This analysis aims to answer our RQs.
We then reflect on the conducted theoretical and empirical research,
discuss the strengths and limitations of the conducted work and
propose new research directions.

1.4

thesis outline

This section presents the structure of the thesis, which is divided into
three major parts as follows.
Part I: Background and Literature Review In this first part of the
thesis, we introduce the addressed problem, as well as our research
questions and hypothesis. We also summarise existing works in the
literature and present (i) an overview of the area of RS, and (ii) a
systematic review of the specific field of RS for scientific publications.
Chapter 2 provides fundamental background knowledge for understanding RS in general. We start with a brief history of RS, followed
by the essential components of RS, existing popular recommendation
approaches and methods, and traditional evaluation methods and
metrics.
Chapter 3 presents a systematic literature review of the field of RS for
scientific publications. A comprehensive overview of existing works,

1.4 thesis outline

as well as an in-depth analysis of their strengths and limitations is
provided in this chapter, addressing the first two research questions
of this thesis (RQ1 and RQ2).
Part II: Proposed Empirical Solutions
This part of the thesis focuses on presenting our proposed approaches for the two key recommendation scenarios identified in the
literature of RS for scientific publications: (i) recommending scientific
publications for a given piece of work, and (ii) recommending scientific
publications for users.
Chapter 4 addresses RQ3, the use of citation knowledge for the recommendation of scientific publications for a particular piece of work
(characterised as a paper). Two notions of citation knowledge are
proposed to address this task (citation proximity and citation context),
capturing relations among publications based on citation distance and
topical similarity. Novel recommendation methods that incorporate
this knowledge are proposed and compared against existing methods
by means of user studies.
Chapter 5 addresses RQ4, the use of citation knowledge for the recommendation of recent scientific publications to a user. Four notions of
citation knowledge are proposed to address this task (citation section,
citation graph, citation context and citation intention). These types of
citation knowledge capture a variety of information about users’ preferences and the relations among publications. Novel recommendation
methods that incorporate this knowledge are proposed and compared
against baseline methods by means of a previously generated evaluation benchmark. This benchmark, along with the proposed notions
of citation knowledge, and the novel recommendation methods that
incorporate this knowledge, are the key contributions of our work.
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Part III: Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work In this last part
of the thesis, we reflect on our proposed notions of citation knowledge,
and present our proposed recommendation methods and conducted
experiments. We discuss how our experiments answer our research
questions and support or reject our hypotheses. Existing challenges
and open lines of work are also discussed, paving the way for new
research in the field.
Chapter 6 presents an in-depth discussion of our work, its strengths
and limitations. We describe how the conducted work has helped us
to answer the research questions, and the key challenges we met along
the way. We also discuss the main outcomes of this thesis as well as
the key future research directions that could be further explored.

1.5

terminology

In terms of nomenclature, please note that the following terms and expressions are used interchangeably along the thesis (see table 1.1). We
particularly acknowledge that academic recommender systems refer
to a wider variety of systems focused not only on scientific articles,
but on the recommendation of reviewers, scientific venues, etc. However, for simplicity, when we mention academic recommender systems
in this manuscript explicitly refer to those systems that recommend
scientific publications.

1.6 publications

Table 1.1: Terms and phrases used in the thesis interchangeably

Terms/Phrase

Interchangeable used terms/phrases

Scientific publication

Research paper, scientific paper, scholarly
paper, scholarly publication, and research
publication

Item

Scientific publication

User

Author, researcher, practitioner

Scientific publication re- Academic recommender system
commender system

1.6

publications

The work in this thesis have been published in the following peerreviewed venues. These publications are linked to the two main
technical chapters presented in this thesis.
Publication related to Chapter 4:
• Petr Knoth and Anita Khadka. 2017. Can we do better than
co-citations? - Bringing citation proximity analysis from idea
to practice in research article recommendation. In Proceedings
of the 2nd Joint Workshop on Bibliometric-enhanced Information
Retrieval and Natural Language Processing for Digital Libraries,
(BIRNDL ’17), at the 40th ACM SIGIR conference.
• Anita Khadka and Petr Knoth. 2018. Using citation-context to
reduce topic drifting on pure citation-based recommendation.
In Proceedings of the 12th ACM Conference on Recommender
Systems (RecSys ’18), 362-–366.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3240323.3240379
Publications related to Chapter 5:
• Anita Khadka, Iván Cantador and Miriam Fernández. 2020. Exploiting citation knowledge in personalised recommendation
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of recent scientific publications. In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation
(LREC ’20).
• Anita Khadka, Iván Cantador and Miriam Fernández. 2020. Capturing and Exploiting Citation Knowledge for Recommending Recently Published Papers. In Proceedings of the Semantic
technologies for smart information sharing and web collaboration Conference Track at 29th IEEE WETICE Conference.

2
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

Recommender Systems (RS) are proactive software tools that intend
to help users discover relevant items, by narrowing down a large
collection to the selective relevant item(s) [38, 223]. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, information overload is a challenging problem for different
domains. As a result, the use of RS is growing in a diverse and wider
set of communities, including e-commerce (e.g., Amazon.com1 , eBay2 ,
Netflix3 , Spotify4 , YouTube5 ), academia (e.g. researchers, publishers),
education (e.g., students, teachers, schools, university), broadcasting
(e.g. e-newspapers – BBC6 , Google news7 , Reuters news8 ) and others.
The use of recommender systems benefits to both service providers
and end users [123]. With regards to service providers, RS can help
them by recommending products to potential customers, improving
user satisfaction [73, 82, 125, 223] and user fidelity [223] (e.g. providing
extra care for returning customers by rewarding with loyalty vouchers,
for example). It can also help diversifying the products offered to the
customers and increasing their sales [223]. As for the users, RS can
help them to discover relevant items (e.g., cheaper travel packages)
[222], or obtain personalised recommendations [223].

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

www.amazon.com
www.ebay.com
www.netflix.com
www.spotify.com
www.youtube.com
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news
https://news.google.com/?hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen
https://uk.reuters.com/
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This chapter provides an overview of RS. The structure and content
of this chapter is inspired by the following references [41, 266].
We start with the formalisation of the recommendation problem in
Section 2.1, followed by a brief history of RS in Section 2.2 where we
describe the key milestones in the development of RS. In Section 2.3,
we present the different components of RS including: modelling of
users and items, recommendation tasks, etc. Sections 2.4 and 2.5
present a variety of existing recommendation techniques and various
evaluation settings for RS respectively. We list multiple open challenges yet to be resolved in the domain in Section 2.6, followed by
Section 2.7 which concludes this chapter.

2.1

overview of recommender systems

We formulate the recommendation problem based on [3] as follows:
The recommendation

Let u, u1 , u2 , ..., um ∈ U be the set of all the users of a recommender

problem and its

system, where m is the total number of users and i, i1 , i2 , ..., in ∈ I be

formulation

the set of all items in the system’s database containing n the number
of items, which are accessible to users in U. Let f : U × I → R be a
utility function for measuring usefulness of an item from the set I to a
user who belongs to U and R is an ordered set of real numbers . Then,
for each user u ∈ U, the objective of the recommender system is to
find an item i0 ∈ I which is yet to be known by the user u and that
maximises the user’s utility function. More formally,

∀u ∈ U,

iu0 = arg max f (u, i )
i∈ I

where iu0 is an item which is not known by the user u yet.

(2.1)

2.2 brief history of the recommender systems
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The utility of an item is represented as an interaction which indicates
the usefulness of an item to a user. It can vary based on the application
however, such interaction is usually a rating either given by the user
or assigned by the system. It is important to highlight that the utility
function f is not defined on the entire user-item space (U × I) but on
some subset of the data. This is due to the fact that not all users assign
ratings to all the items that they have interacted previously. Thus, f
needs to be extrapolated to the whole user-item space (U × I). For
this, the recommendation system needs to estimate the ratings for
the items which have not been rated yet. Once the unknown ratings
are known, recommendations to a user can be made in two ways
1) by choosing an item with highest rating score or 2) by providing
an ordered list of items based on the rating score [3]. Section 2.4
discusses various techniques used to define such utility functions and
to assess the unknown ratings and Section 2.5 shows how to validate
the performance of such techniques.

2.2

brief history of the recommender systems

In the early 90s, Goldberg et al. [87] introduced the idea of a system

Early works on

to act as a mediator where users do not need to know each other to

recommender

receive recommendations. They developed a system named Tapestry
which filters through annotated items (e.g. news articles, emails) and
recommends related items to the matching mailing list of like-mined
users. This system disseminates users’ interests and computes similarities among users by following the heuristic of like-minded people share
similar interests. Following this idea, several recommendation based
projects have been developed. The GroupLens system [220] suggested
netnews (i.e. news on the internet) based on the intuition that every

systems
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time a user reads a Usenet News article, this shows the user has a
preference towards that article. By capturing those preferences as
ratings and using the ratings of similar readers, personal preferences
were generated as a part of the article header. The Ringo system [239]
provided recommendations for music artists (or musicians) using a
similar technique of [220]. The Video recommender [105] employed a
similar approach of like-minded users as [220] to support recommendations through e-mails and the web among a virtual community of
movie lovers. The People Helping One Another Know Stuff (PHOAKS)
system recommended news articles from the internet [262].
By the late 90s, RS had gained popularity in both academia and industry. In academia, several research workshops and conferences were
Progress in the RS

established. Examples of these conferences include Recommender

research community

Systems (RecSys)9 , which quickly became the premium conference on
recommender systems, and other mainstream highly ranked conferences, such as Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR)
or The Web conference10 , which started to include tracks and sessions
on recommender systems.
On the Industry side, companies started to deploy RS to attract

Netflix Challenge

customers and increase their revenues [205]. In addition, several competitions became prominent. A key competition for the development
of RS has been the Netflix challenge.11 A million dollar prize incentive was offered as a part of this challenge where participants were
asked to improve the performance of the Netflix’s in-house software
application CineMatch system by 10%. This competition boosted the
design and development of recommendation methods which are now
embedded in a wide range of commerce and content applications
9 https://www.recsys.acm.org/
10 https://www.thewebconf.org/
11 https://www.netflixprize.com/
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Table 2.1: Examples of diverse recommender systems and their corresponding domains
Domain

Some examples

Movie

MovieLens12 , NetFlix3 , Amazon.com1 ,

Music

Ringo[239], Spotify4 , YouTube5

News

Reuters13 , Google News7

Scholarly

Suggest14 , Google Scholar15

Travel

Expedia16 , booking.com17

Fashion

Online fashion retailers (e.g. ASOS.com18 )

Jobs

LinkedIn Jobs19 , Glassdoor Jobs20

MatchMaking

Tinder21

e-Learning courses

Coursera22 , Udemy23

Games

Google play24 , Apple store25

(both online and offline). In Table 2.1, we list some of the existing RS
and the domains on which they have been applied.
Even though these systems initially started based on the idea of
like-mined users (i.e. user similarity), approaches have now expanded
to include a broader range of methods including content similarity,
and hybrid methods combining content and user similarities. The
research field keeps evolving not only with the development of new
recommendation methods, but also with the refinement of evaluation
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

https://movielens.org/
https://uk.reuters.com/
https://www.mendeley.com/
https://scholar.google.com/
https://www.expedia.com/
https://www.booking.com
https://www.asos.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/
https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/Job/
https://tinder.com/
https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.udemy.com/
https://play.google.com/
https://apps.apple.com/
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methodologies and metrics and the application of RS to new domains
and diverse forms of data. We discuss the emergence of recommendation problems, the evaluation of approaches and the progress on
evaluation methods in the following sections.

2.3

components of recommender systems

A recommender system helps its users by discovering potential relevant items for them. In the process, several components play a vital part
in understanding users’ requirements for delivering potential desirable items to the users. Hence, users, items and their interactions are
an important part of any RS. In the following sections, we introduce
the various components involved in the recommendation process.

2.3.1

Modelling Users and Items

Every recommender system needs to comprehend its users and items
for the provision of personalised recommendations. RS model users
by creating user profiles based on their preferences and model items
by creating item profiles based on their features. Below we introduce
both items and users along with the essential information required to
create their profiles.

2.3.1.1

Item and Item representation

‘Item’ is the general term that is used to denote what the system
recommends to users [171]. Items vary based on the objectives of
RS. For example, movies in movie recommendations, books in book
recommendations etc. RS capture features of items and based on

2.3 components of recommender systems

these features, items’ profiles are created. For instance, for a movie,
movie features such as actors, genre, title, synopsis of the movie can
be considered. To build items’ profiles, features are represented in
variety of formats including vectors [134], matrices [49, 97, 183] etc.
2.3.1.2 User and User profiles
’User’ is the general term that is used to denote the target of the recommendation. RS create users’ profiles by inferring users’ preferences
(interests). One common approach of gathering users’ interests is to
collect interactions between users and items in the system such as
purchasing, downloading, commenting, and rating. Users’ profiles are
created using such users’ interactions [223].

2.3.2

The Recommendation Task

This section defines different ways of recommendation delivering
mechanisms to users, usually known as the recommendation task.
In the early days of RS development, RS were viewed as tools to
predict ratings for items provided by users. With the continuous
development in the domain, the focus has shifted towards delivering
a list of ranked items that are relevant to users, so that users can
pick the most relevant items to them. We introduce both types of
recommendation tasks below:
2.3.2.1 Rating Prediction
As already mentioned, early works concentrated towards estimating
ratings for items which are yet to have rated by the users and recommend the item with the highest rating score. One of the notable works
that focus on the accurate rating prediction is the Netflix challenge.
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The competition was sponsored by the media streaming company Netflix, where they offered a million dollar incentive to those (researchers
and industry practitioners) who can develop a recommendation algorithm that is able to increase the performance of the Netflix system
CineMatch by 10% by predicting the ratings of users to items.

2.3.2.2

Item Ranking

Analogous to the rating prediction task, the item ranking task aims to
generate an ordered list of relevant items that are useful to the users.
When a user wants to discover something then one expects to get a
list of relevant items rather that one item which has a highest match
[56]. For instance, if the predicted item is already known by the user
then the recommendation has clearly failed to help the user. However,
if the user is given a list (– Top N ranked list where N is the number
of matched (high score) items) then the user has a choice to discover
relevant item(s) from many (i.e. a recommendation list of items).

2.3.3

Sources of User Preferences

To generate personalised recommendations of items that are tailored
Data source for user

to an individual’s preferences, RS require information about users,

modelling

specifically their past interactions with the system. Such interactions
are considered as evidence of the users’ choices or users’ feedback. To
accurately extrapolate the utility function in Equation (2.1) , RS need
enough user-item interaction data [125, 223]. These interactions can
be categorised into two types, namely explicit feedback and implicit
feedback.

2.3 components of recommender systems

2.3.3.1 Explicit Feedback
Preferences towards items explicitly expressed by the users are termed
as explicit feedback [124]. Such feedback is usually provided in
different forms [223, 229], such as:
• scalar ratings (– e.g. 1-5 stars with 1 being negative feedback and
5 being the highest positive feedback),
• ordinal ratings (– e.g. Likert scale selections : strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree)
• Binary ratings (– e.g. Good or bad, positive or negative, like or
dislike)
Explicit ratings are considered to be difficult to collect as systems
have to rely on their users to provide feedback. It is likely that without
rewards users may not be motivated to provide feedback explicitly.
Even when users explicitly provide feedback they tend to provide it
for those items that they like (i.e., positive but not negative feedback
is generally provided) [179]. In addition, providing explicit feedback
requires a considerable amount of cognitive effort by the users and,
summing their experiences in a single rating, or even in a ordinal
rating, may be challenging for some users [124, 280].

2.3.3.2

Implicit Feedback

Feedback inferred from users’ actions is referred as implicit feedback.
Some examples of implicit feedback include browsing sessions [118,
188, 189], purchase history, reading lists [210, 214] etc. Unary rating
(– e.g. if a user buys an item then 1 otherwise 0, which means no
information or preference is provided) is one of the widely applied
implicit feedback methods in the domain [223].
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Even though this type of feedback is comparatively easier to collect
(– generally if the recommender systems are already in the production
stage), collecting implicit feedback also faces substantial challenges.
For example, no negative preferences can be gathered from implicit feedback:
Since this feedback is collected based on users’ interactions and these
interactions are generally considered as an indication of the users’
positive preferences, no feedback is gathered about the users’ negative
preferences. If a user does not interact with a particular item that does
not necessarily mean the user dislikes the item. Some applications,
however, allow blocking or banning certain content, which may be
considered as negative feedback. Nonetheless, such feedback is not
available on all recommendation scenarios and/or applications. In
addition, the fact that a user interacts with a particular item does not
necessarily mean that the user has a positive preference towards such
item, such interactions may be the result of inadvertent actions (e.g.
browse, download, click-bait etc.) [237, 252]. It may also be the case
that the user dislikes the item after having interacted with it (i.e after
purchasing, downloading etc.). Such interaction can inject noise into
the data.

2.4

recommendation techniques

Since the first proposition of automated RS in the early 90s, the domain
is progressing continuously. As a result, multiple recommendation
techniques have been proposed and developed. This section presents
various recommendation techniques categorised based on two perspectives. They are an algorithmic perspective and a data exploitation
perspective. While the algorithmic perspective depends on the underlying type of algorithm to estimate the relevance of the items to the target
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user, the data exploitation perspective relies on the type of information that has been exploited concerning the user-item interactions to
compute item relevance.

2.4.1

Recommendation Methods: From the Algorithmic Perspective

From the algorithmic perspective, recommendation methods are classified into two types, namely memory-based and model-based.
2.4.1.1 Memory-based Recommendation Methods
Memory-based recommendation methods are heuristic-based methods
where a recommendation task (e.g item relevance computation) is

Memory-based

performed based on the entire collection of previously rated items

recommendation

by the users [3, 103, 228]. They rely on heuristics to directly estimate

methods

item relevance. This heuristic nature makes these methods easier to
implement and maintain [103, 220]. Due to the use of entire collection
while generating recommendations, the results are assumed to be
more accurate. However, the use of these methods may not always
be feasible, particularly when it comes to large amounts of data.
Examples of memory-based techniques include: cosine similarity [35,
228] and Pearson correlation [220, 239].
2.4.1.2 Model-based Recommendation Methods
Model-based recommendation methods can work with a subset of the
data. They use Machine Learning techniques to learn a model which

Model-based

is then applied to the recommendation tasks (e.g. item relevance

recommendation

computation) [125].
Some of the prominent model-based methods include: Bayesian
networks [35], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [31], Latent factor

methods
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models [148], and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [32] and others.
Most model-based techniques learn latent factors by encoding a set of
assumptions about the generative process of the observed feedback.
This is done by introducing parameters aimed to interpret the useritem interactions. The optimal values for such parameters are learned
in the training phase, by applying a suitable loss function to minimise
errors between the predicted values and the actual values (preferred
by the users). The fine-tuning of different parameters is needed to
make the model learn latent preferences from the data. With better
tuning and minimum error, model-based methods have the flexibility
to achieve efficient results. However, they may suffer from various
problems: (i) overfitting, which occurs when the training data fits too
well while learning, (ii) under-fitting, which occurs when the model
is unable to capture the underlying features of the data and, (iii) lack
of interpretability, as most Machine Learning models are a black box,
making it difficult to understand the decisions made and the outputs
provided by the model.

2.4.2

Recommendation Methods: From the Data Exploitation Perspective

From the perspective of data exploitation ( e.g. user-item interactions,
user and item features), recommendation methods are classified into
three main types, namely, Collaborative Filtering (CF), Content Based
Filtering (CBF), and Hybrid. We explain and review each method in
detail in the following sub-sections:

2.4.2.1

Content Based Filtering (CBF)

CBF approach analyses characteristics (features) of items that were
previously rated by a user and builds a profile of the user based on
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those rated items’ descriptions. Likewise, items profiles are created
based on their own characteristics. Then the recommendation process
match up the features of the user profile and the features of an item
profile. A higher similarity between the user and the item profiles
shows a stronger level of the user’s interest towards the item [171,
206, 207]. In the case of Scientific Publication Recommender Systems
(SPRS) domain, items are scientific publications and their features are
commonly represented by means of the entities such as title, abstract,
keywords etc.
More formally, an item in , i.e., a scientific publication, is represented
in a vector format in = wn,1 , wn,2 , ..., wn,l ∈ R L where wn,l denotes the
relative relevance (weight) of feature f l for in , and L is the number
of existing textual features. Similarly, a user um consists of a set of
texts from items that they have previously interacted and um is also
represented as a vector um = wm,1 , wm,2 , ..., wm,l ∈ R L , where wm,l
denotes the relative relevance (weight) of feature f l for um . The recommendation score of an item i for a target user u is then estimated
by means of similarity computing approaches. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, these approaches can be either memory based or model
based. For the memory-based, heuristic based learning such as the
cosine similarity score(u, i ) = cos(u, i ) is widely preferred. As for the
model-based, learning using statistical and machine learning techniques such as Bayesian classifiers [208], clustering algorithms [4, 155],
neural-network [21] based methods are more commonly considered.
There are multiple ways to represent and weight features. One
of the most common ways to encapsulate features is by means of a

Feature

vector representation, also called Vector Space Model (VSM) [178].

representation and

VSM assigns weights to features by using some weighing scheme.
This weighing scheme determines the relevancy of a particular feature

weighing scheme
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over the whole collection. A widely used weighing scheme is Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), proposed by [135].
The underlying idea of TF-IDF is that the terms with the highest
weight occur more often in a particular document than in the other
documents, but more infrequently in the full collection. They are
therefore more central and discriminate to the topic of the document.
More formally,

w(t, d) = q

t f t,d log( dNf t )
∑i (t f ti ,d )2 log( dNf t )2

(2.2)

i

where w(t,d) is a weighing function for a term t in relevance to a
document d, t f t,d is the number of times t appear in the document d,
N is the number of documents in the collection.
After items are represented and weighted based on a suitable weighMemory based

ing scheme, user profiles ūm ∈ R N are built by aggregating features
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from all the items that the user interacted with. A utility function
of item i for user u is heuristically computed by using a similarity
metrics such as cosine similarity, formulated in Equation (2.3).

cos(~u,~i ) =

~u.~i
k~ukk~i k

(2.3)

where cos(~u, ~i) is the utility function for computing the similarity
between user u and item i, ~u is the vector representations of features
for the user u and ~i is the vector representations of features for the
item i. We discuss this metric further in this chapter, see Section 2.4.2.2
(–Equations 2.5 and 2.7).
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Even though CBF is widely popular within heuristic based recommendation, it is also used within model-based. In this case, to identify
the relevancy of an item to users, the recommendation task is generally tackled as a classification problem where the possible classes
are binary, such as relevant or irrelevant, like or dislike or even 1 or 0
[125, 208]. Once the task is categorised as classification task, various
machine learning models can be applied. One of the most prominent
ones is the probabilistic model. We refer the reader to [125, 171, 223]
for more details.
One of the advantages of CBF is that it can recommend items by
matching item contents and therefore it does not suffer from the item

Strengths of CBF

cold start problem, which refers to the situation where items recently

techniques

added to a system that have not yet been rated, hence cannot not be
recommended. In addition, recommendations based on CBF have a
high degree of explainability based on their features [171].
Despite their strengths, CBF systems suffer from several limitations,
first issue is overspecialisation, which refers to recommending items

Limitations of CBF

that are too similar to the ones that are previously rated by the users

techniques

(or items in the users’ profiles) [171, 223]. For example, in a news
recommender system, an overspecialised system may recommend the
same news across different sites that have already been read by the
user. This may affect users to lose interest in the recommendations
and eventually on the system. Second, expert domain knowledge may
be needed for content analysis specifically for extracting meaningful
content features from items. Lastly, user cold start problem, CBF are
unable to recommend items for those users that are new and have not
yet interacted with or rated any items.
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2.4.2.2

Collaborative Filtering (CF)

Collaborative filtering exploits similarity among users (user-based)
and items (item-based) to make recommendations. It is based on the
assumptions that users with similar taste have similar interaction patterns with items in the system (user-based), and that users will enjoy
items that are similar to the ones they have already rated positively
(item-based) [219, 223, 229]. Similarities are computed based on the
user-item rating history, not on content, as opposed to CBF. Collaborative Filtering (CF) relies on ratings provided by users to items. It
is, therefore, a content-independent recommendation technique [229].
CF has been extensively studied in the literature, where we can find
multiple CF techniques, including memory-based and model-based
methods. For memory-based the entire user-item matrix needs to be
loaded into memory to produce recommendations.

2.4.2.2.1

Memory based Collaborative Filtering

Two types of memory

based CF methods are widely adopted in the literature: (i) user-based
collaborative filtering (UBCF) and (ii) item-based collaborative filtering
(IBCF) [103, 220].
User Based Collaborative Filtering (UBCF) recommends items to
User-based

users based on like-minded users [220]. The method finds the neigh-

Collaborative

bourhood of like-minded users for the target user u. Ratings are then

Filtering

analysed for each item i rated by the neighbourhood N (u) of the
target user. User-based CF make use of the entire set of user-item
rating matrix as input and typically produce outputs in two ways: (i)
a numerical score indicating to what degree the target user will like
or dislike an item and, (ii) a list of n recommendations where the list
contains relevant items to the target user [125]. The neighbourhood
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size may vary (5, 10, 50, 100 etc.). Some of the most popular metrics
to compute similarities among users include: (i) Pearson correlation
[220, 239], depicted in Equation (2.4), and cosine similarity [35, 228],
depicted in Equation (2.5).

sim(u, v) = q

∑i∈ I(u,v) (r(u,i) − r̄u )(r(v,i) − r̄v )
q
∑i∈ I(u,v) (r(u,i) − r̄u )2 ∑i∈ I(u,v) (r(v,i) − r̄v )2

(2.4)

sim(u, v) = q

∑i∈ I(u,v) r(u,i) r(v,i)
q
∑i∈ I(u,v) r(2u,i) ∑i∈ I(u,v) r(2v,i)

(2.5)

where sim(u, v) is the similarity score between users u and v, I(u,v)
denotes the items that both u and v have rated and r̄u is the mean
ratings of the items interacted by user u. The predicted rating for an
unknown item i for the target user u is then computed as shown in
Equation (2.6):

ˆ )=
r(u,i

r̄u + ∑v∈ N (u) (r(v,i) − r̄v )sim(u, v)
∑v∈ N (u) |sim(u, v)|

(2.6)

where N (u) denotes a neighbourhood of the user u which contains a
set of chosen number of neighbours as most similar users to the user u.
The items with the highest predicted ratings are then recommended
to the target user or a list of top n (– where n is the number of items
on the recommendation list).
Item-based Collaborative Filtering (IBCF) recommends items to
users based on item-similarity patterns. Lets say a user u1 likes an

Item-based

item i a which is similar to ib based on the other users’ opinions who

Collaborative

liked both items i a and ib . Also the user u1 has not rated the item

Filtering
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ib therefore, based on IBCF, the item ib should be recommended to
the user u1 . IBCF examines each item on the target user’s list of
interacted items and discovers other items that are similar to these
items based on the user-item rating matrix. It is important to highlight
that items that the user already interacted with are discarded from the
recommendation list.
IBCF is proposed to reduce the computation of scanning a vast number of potential neighbours which makes the computation impossible
to calculate predictions in real time. This is a usual case in e-commerce
industry where the number of users is likely to be higher than the
number of items and their tastes can change whereas items’ features
remain same [228]. This allows systems to pre-compute the item based
score (i.e. based on their ratings) and thus allows for the computation
of recommendations in real-time without any high computation load
[125, 228].
To find similar items, cosine similarity is established as the widely
Popular similarity

utilised metric in the domain. It measures the similarity between

measures

items represented as n-dimensional vectors (usually composed by the
ratings given to items) by computing the angle between them. Let
us examine this mechanism with the continuation of the example
mentioned earlier in this section, let U be a set of users that rated
both items i a and ib and the item-based cosine similarity looks like in
Equation (2.7).

sim(i a , ib ) = q

∑u∈U r(u,ia ) .r(u,ib )
q
∑u∈U r(2u,ia ) ∑u∈U r(2u,ib )

(2.7)

where r(u,ia ) is the rating given to the item i a by the user u and r(u,ib ) is
the rating given to the item ib by the user u. However, the standard
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cosine similarity does not consider differences in the average rating
behaviours of the users (e.g. the differences in rating scale between
users, as different users can have different perceptions over items).
This can be solved by using the adjusted cosine measure which deducts
the average ratings of the user [3, 125], see Equation (2.8).
∑u∈U (r(u,ia ) − r̄u )(r(u,ib ) − r̄u )
q
sim(i a , ib ) = q
∑u∈U (r(u,ia ) − r̄u2 ) ∑(u,ib ) −r̄u2

(2.8)

where r̄ a , r̄b are the average ratings given to the item i a and ib respectively. Likewise, Pearson correlation coefficient is also commonly applied
in the domain which is formulated in Equation (2.9).
∑u∈U (r(u,ia ) − r̄ a )(r(u,ib ) − r̄b )
q
sim(i a , ib ) = q
2)
(
r
−
r̄
∑u∈U (u,ia )
∑(u,ib ) −r̄b2
a

2.4.2.2.2

Model based CF methods

(2.9)

Model-based CF methods use

Machine Learning (ML) to predict user ratings for unrated items.

Model-based

The model-based methods built on a subset of the rating matrix. It

Collaborative

offers the benefits of both efficiency and scalability if large amounts

Filtering (CF)

of data need to be processed to generate recommendations. Some
examples of model-based CF are Latent factor models (e.g. Matrix
Factorisation (MF)[148], LDA[32], latent model[108]), Probabilistic
models (e.g. Probabilistic latent semantic model [107]) among others.
We discuss some of the most popular model-based techniques below.
Matrix Factorisation: Recommender systems based on Matrix Factorisation (MF) identify latent features from the data (– user-item

Matrix Factorisation

rating matrix) by performing dimensionality reduction over a highly

(MF) model

sparse rating matrix. MF decomposes user and item rating matrix into
a subspace of latent factors, aiming to capture implicit preferences
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of users and items. This is possible by characterising both users and
items by vectors of hidden factors [125].
The idea of exploiting latent factors is not a recent observation,
Deerwester et al. [62] discover the latent factors in documents in the
information retrieval domain applying Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
method. LSA attempts to infer concepts from documents implicitly
and makes it possible to retrieve relevant documents even if it does not
contain many matching words of the user’s query [125]. A large matrix
of document vectors can be collapsed into a smaller-rank estimation
in which highly correlated and co-occurring terms are captured in a
single factor. [227] applied such concept for rating prediction task. In
contrast to LSA, the SVD method cannot perform well with a large
sparse matrices which are common in RS. One of the notable works in
the early MF based recommender system is by Funk et al. [78] where
they factorise only observed ratings instead of the whole matrix, in
which each user u is assigned a vector of latent features automatically
inferred from the data and each item i is assigned a vector in the
same feature subspace. Intuitively, latent features aim to capture latent
relationships in the data. Then, by applying a dot product of latent
feature vectors, ratings for the item given by the user are estimated.
More formally, in a user-item rating matrix U × I, each user u is
assigned a vector pu ∈ R f of latent features automatically inferred
from the data and each item i is assigned a vector qi ∈ R f in the
same subspace. By conducting a dot product between latent feature
vectors qi and pu , the overall interests of the user u on the item i can
be calculated in the form of rating as shown in Equation (2.10).
r̂ui = qiT pu

(2.10)
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where r̂ui is the predicted rating for the item i given by the user u.
Even though computing the mapping of each item and user to factor
vectors qi , pu ∈ R f is a computationally expensive task, once it is
completed, it can be used to predict the ratings that users will give to
items (see Equation (2.10)). Also MF focuses on a subset data to learn
latent factors (pu and qi ), minimising the squared errors on the set of
known ratings. This process is depicted in Equation (2.11) [148].

min =

q∗,p∗

∑

(rui − qiT pu )2 + λ(kqi k2 + k pu k2 )

(2.11)

(u,i )∈K

where k is the set of the user-item (u, i ) pair for which ratings rui are
available. λ is a constant which prevents the model from overfitting.
Multiple approaches are available to minimise overfitting through a
regularisation such as Stochastic gradient descent [78] and alternating
least squares (ALS) [27] among others [148].
As we observed by our previous descriptions, CF methods display
a series of advantages. These methods are content independent, since

Strengths and

they are based on the user-item rating matrix. As they are content

Weaknesses of CF

independent, they can recommend any items even the ones that are
dissimilar to those items that are previously interacted. Despite the
above listed strengths CF techniques also suffer from multiple limitations. Referring to [3, 38], we list some of the widely recognised CF
weaknesses below:
• The cold start problem affects both, new users and new items.
Recommendations can not be provided for users and items for
which no ratings are associated.
• Not all users provide ratings to items that they have interacted
with, which may derive on data sparsity. CF rely on the overlap

techniques
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in ratings across users or items, they can suffer when the rating
matrix is sparse. There may be many items that are rated by
only few users in such case the sparsity of rating can be high
and finding overlap between users can be challenging in such
scenario [4].
• Gray sheep problem implies users with unusual preferences,
and who do not fit with any groups, may not obtain benefit from
CF based recommendations as CF methods will struggle to find
similar users with unique preferences [3].
• Extra precautions need to be made to validate that the ratings
obtained from users are genuine. Some users may deliberately
provide positive or negative ratings to obtain a benefit or to
discredit other users/items [223].

2.4.2.3

Hybrid Approaches

Hybrid methods jointly exploit the strengths of various approaches.
They aim to alleviate the shortcomings of one individual method by
combining the strengths of other methods [38, 39]. For instance, the
cold start problem suffered by CF approaches can be mitigated by
using the contents of items, following the CBF approach. Following
this premise, [38] proposed a series of hybrid methods combining
different approaches and categorised hybrid methods into seven types:
• Weighted: The scores of different recommendation components
are combined numerically. Recommendations are generated
based on the highest combined scores.
• Switching: The system chooses among various recommendation
components and applies the selected one to provide recommendations.
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• Mixed: Recommendations from different RS are presented together.
• Feature Combination: Features derived from different knowledge
sources are combined together and given to a single recommendation algorithm. This thesis follows this type of hybrid
method where we capture and explore different features (citation
knowledge) for generating recommendations.
• Feature Augmentation: One recommendation method is used to
compute a set of features. These features are used by a different
recommendation method to provide the final recommendation.
• Cascade: RS are given strict priority, with the lower priority ones
breaking ties in the scoring of the higher ones.
• Meta-level: One recommendation method is applied to produce a
recommendation model, which is then input to another method.
Some of the early hybrid methods are focused on the combination
of CBF and CF methods. For example, P-Tango recommends news
by combining CBF and CF using a weighted average function [52].
In the domain of scientific publications, hybrid approaches have also
emerged [72, 267], focused on recommending scientific publications
to users by combining CBF and CF methods.
Within the hybrid approaches, the last few years have seen the
emergence of Factorisation Machine (FM) to provide recommendations[218]. Factorisation Machine is a supervised ML technique [218]
famous for its ability to reduce the dimensionality problem. In addition to help reducing the user-item rating matrix sparsity problem.
More importantly, FM can help to incorporate other features in the
original user-item rating matrix by extending the matrix [218]. In case
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of movies, these features can include genres, actors, categories, etc. In
case of research paper recommendations features such as title, abstract,
citations, etc. could be incorporated as features in the original matrix.
Since it combines other features with rating matrix, it can be classified
as feature combination type of hybrid methods from [38]’s hybrid
categorisations.
As mentioned earlier, FM model allows to include extra features,
FM for

from which higher order latent interactions between users and items

recommendation

can be modelled. According to [218], a second order FM model suffices
for sparse matrix and is formulated as below:

n

n

ŷ(x) = w0 + ∑ wi xi + ∑
i =1

n

∑

h vi , v j i xi x j

(2.12)

i =1 j = i +1

where the model parameters that have to be estimated as: w0 ∈ R,
w ∈ Rn , V ∈ Rn×k the bracket operator represents the inner product
of two vectors of size k as shown below:
k

h vi , v j i =

∑ vi, f .v j, f

(2.13)

f =1

where v represents k-dimensional latent vectors associated with each
variable (i.e., users and items) and k ∈ N0+ is a hyperparameter that
defines the dimensionality of the factorisation. w0 is a global bias,
wi models the strength of the ith variable, ŵi,j = hvi , v j i models the
interaction between the ith and jth variable.
Note that, Equation (2.12) is similar to MF model, it contains a
global bias as well as user/item specific biases and includes user-item
interactions. According to [218], if we assume that each x ( j) vector is
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only non-zero at positions u and i, we can get traditional MF model
as shown below:

ŷ( x ) = w0 + wi + wu + hvi , vu i

(2.14)

The main difference between the previous two 2.12 and 2.14 is that
FM introduces higher order interactions in terms of latent vectors that
are also affected by categorical data. This means that the models go
beyond co-occurrences in order to find stronger relationships between
the latent representations of each feature. For more detail, how FM is
applied in SPRS where rating matrix is combined with other features
is explained in Section 5.4.1.

2.5

evaluation

Evaluation is a key part of designing and validating recommendation
systems. Since the early study of recommender systems developed in
the 90s, the research on the evaluation of RS has been ongoing and
is still an active research topic in the domain [238]. Some validation
approaches quantify how close the predicted ratings match the actual ratings given by the user while others consider the frequency
with which a recommender system makes the correct classification of
whether an item is relevant or not for the user [41]. Despite different
evaluation strategies, one noticeable focus in the community is a shift
from rating prediction to item ranking and other related prominent
tasks are to benchmark evaluation methods and metric and compare
different recommendation algorithms in the domain.
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In this section, we review three specific elements of the evaluation
of RS namely, evaluation methods, evaluation metrics and user-centric
evaluation aspects. Below we discuss each of these elements in detail.

2.5.1

Evaluation Methods

Two types of evaluation methods are widely applied in RS: offline and
online.

2.5.1.1

Offline Evaluation

Offline evaluation is usually performed without the active participation of users. It is based on the development of evaluation benchmarks
that are used to automatically compare recommendation approaches.
These benchmarks usually contain: (i) a set of users, (ii) a set of items
and, (iii) a user-item rating matrix encapsulating users’ preferences.
To develop such benchmarks approaches typically rely on real-world
RS (i.e., systems that are already in production stage), from where
users, items and preferences can be collected. One example of such
benchmarks is MovieLens26 , which contains ratings given by actual
users to movies. The collected data for the benchmark is split into
a training set and a test set. The training set is used to train the
recommendations algorithms, as well as to tune parameters. The test
set contains the ground truth (i.e., user preferences) that are used to
assess the results provided by the trained recommendation algorithm.
One important aspect of offline evaluations is how the data is split
for evaluation. Data splits should emulate as much as possible the
reality of the recommendation system. For this purpose different

26 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/latest/
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methods have been proposed to generate training and test sets. We
list here some of the most popular methods.
• Random split: The majority of methodologies split the data at
random, e.g., selecting 80% of the user-item interactions for training, and the remaining 20% for test. Usually this procedure is
repeated several times, averaging performance values in order to
get a more robust evaluation. For which, k-fold cross-validation
approach is widely used where the data is split into k roughly
equal sets (usually consider as folds). Then, k-1 folds are used
for training and the remaining one is held out as ground truth.
The process is repeated k times, selecting each time a different
fold as test set [228].
• Time split: When time is relevant for the recommendation, and
the timestamp for each interaction is available, the dataset is split
based on time. In general, older interactions are used for training
while the newest ones are used for test. [40]. This approach will
be applied for the evaluation present in Chapter 5.
A key advantage of using evaluation benchmarks is that evaluation
can be conducted in an automatic manner and it is easy to reproduce.
Hence, it is a prominent approach used in research, since it helps to
compare approaches and selecting the best performing algorithms.
We have indeed selected this approach to evaluate the work conducted
in Chapter 5. It is however not advisable to completely rely on offline
testing and deploy recommendation methods in production without
online testing [24]. Evaluation benchmarks may not contain up-to-date
information (e.g., users’ interests may have changed since the creation
of the benchmark) and recommendation algorithms may perform
differently on the live system.
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2.5.1.2

Online Evaluation

Online evaluation requires active participation of users to assess the RS.
There are two main types of online evaluation methods: user-studies,
and real-world systems.
Evaluation of real-world systems is used for already deployed systems with a sufficient large base of users. These systems are generally
found in industry. To assess these systems, businesses analyse the
behaviour of real customers using techniques such as A/B testing [28,
146]. In A/B testing, a subset of users interacts with the system to be
evaluated, while the rest of the users interact with the normal system,
which acts as baseline. The performance of the system to be evaluated
is measured relative to the baseline. Metrics such as number of visited
links, click-through rate, downloaded items, product revenue etc. are
applied in these type of assessments. This type of evaluation allows
businesses to collect information directly from real users, and test
their recommendation approaches.
User studies, on the other hand, evaluate RS by monitoring the
interactions of a set of test users with the system in a control environment. The users’ actions are recorded and used to assess the quality
of the recommendations [142]. Quality is assessed both, quantitatively
(based on metrics) and qualitatively (asking users about their experience). When conducting a quantitative assessment one can measure,
for example, the time to complete a certain task with the help of the
proposed RS. Qualitative assessments, on the other hand, gather information directly from the users. This includes judgements over the
recommended items (e.g. relevant or irrelevant, good or bad, Likert
scale -1 to 5, strongly agree to strongly disagree-) based on the users’
perception of the different aspects (accuracy, novelty, diversity, etc.)
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of such items. User studies allow collecting fine-grained information
from users but are expensive to conduct. This evaluation approach
has been selected for the work conducted in Chapter 4.

2.5.2

Evaluation Metrics

Several evaluation metrics have been proposed over the years to assess
the performance of RS. In this section, we present some of the most
popular metrics used for evaluation. These metrics can be divided
into two main types: (i) Error-based metrics and (ii) Ranking-based
metrics. In the early days of RS, the key task was to predict ratings.
Error-based metrics were, therefore, used for evaluation. Once the
focus shifted towards producing item rankings as the results of the
recommendation, ranking-based metrics have been commonly applied
evaluation. In the following subsections, we describe some of the most
popular error-based and ranking-based evaluation metrics.
2.5.2.1 Error-based Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the ability of a system to correctly predict a user’s preference for a specific item, error-based metrics are applied. Let’s imagine
we have a RS that generates predicted ratings r̂ui for a test set T of
user-item pairs (u, i ) for which the ‘true’ ratings rui are known. rui
are the ground truth ratings obtained through an online or an offline
evaluation method. Error-based metrics measure the error between
the predicted and the ‘true’ ratings.
Two of the most popular error-based metrics include: Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE), presented in Equation (2.15) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), presented in Equation (2.16).
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Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measures the error between the
predicted and the actual ratings. This metric penalises large errors.
s
RMSE =

1
(r̂ui − rui )2
| T | (u,i∑
)∈ T

(2.15)

MAE is an alternative to RMSE. It measures the average deviation
between the predicted ratings r̂ui and the actual rating values rui for
all evaluated users u ∈ U and all items in the test set (T). The smaller
the MAE value, the more accurate the predicted ratings for items are.
It is formulated in Equation (2.16).

MAE =

2.5.2.2

1
(|r̂ui − rui |)
| T | (u,i∑
)∈ T

(2.16)

Ranking-based Metric

Ranking-based metrics assess the performance of recommendation
methods that output a ranked list of items as recommendation. Some
of the most popular ranking-based evaluation metrics include: Precision, Recall, F1 measure, Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Normalised Discounted Cumulative Graph (nDCG).
Precision (P) is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant
[178] (see Equation (2.17)).

P=

TR
TR + FR

(2.17)

where TR is the number of true relevant (– recommended items that
are actually relevant), FR is the number of false relevant, that is,
representing wrong items as relevant. Since users may loose interest
after the first recommended items, different cutoffs are also used
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for evaluation, e.g., P@5, P@10, P@20 etc., which evaluates precision
for the first five, ten, and twenty items respectively. This is called
Precision@N (see Equation (2.18)) where N is the number of highly
ranked recommendations for the target user.

P@N =

| Relu @N |
1
|U | u∑
N
∈U

(2.18)

Recall (R) is the fraction of relevant items that are retrieved [178]
(see Equation (2.19))

R=

TR
TR + FN

(2.19)

where TR is the number of true relevant (recommended items that
are actually relevant), FN is the number of false irrelevant. As for
precision, recall at different levels, Recall@N is also considered.

R@N =

1
| Relu @N |
∑
|U | u∈U Relu

(2.20)

where Relu is the set of relevant items for the user u and Relu @N is
the set of relevant items for the user u available at the top N rank of
the recommendation list.
To get the global precision and recall score at the top N, the individual scores are averaged across all the test users as shown in
Equations 2.18 and 2.20 respectively.
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F1 measure (F1) is defined as a harmonic mean between precision
(P) and recall (R) metrics [178]. It can be computed using the formula
exhibited in Equation (2.21).

F1@N = 2 ∗

P@N ∗ R@N
P@N + R@N

(2.21)

Average Precision (AP) measures how good the rank is by running
the precision from 1 to N where N is the number of items that are
recommended (see Equation (2.22)).

AP@N =

1 N
P(k ) · rel (k )
m k∑
=1

(2.22)

where N is the cutoff point which determines the number of items to
be recommended, and m is the number of relevant items in the full
space of items rel (k ) is an indicator for noting whether kth item was
relevant (rel (k )=1) or not (rel (k )=0). AP is applied to a single user.
Mean Average Precision (MAP) derives from applying AP to all
the users in the test set, as shown in Equation (2.23).

MAP@N =

1
AP(u)
|U | u∑
∈U

(2.23)

where U is a set of all users in the test set.
Normalised Discounted Cumulative Graph (nDCG) considers multiple levels of relevance in the ground truth. The more relevant and
item, the more it contributes to the quality if it is recommended, but
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adjusted to its relative position in the ranking. This metric is defined
in Equation (2.24).

nDCG@N =

DCGu @N
1
|U | u∑
IDCG
u @N
∈U

(2.24)

where, DCGu @N is defined as:
N

DCGu @N =

2relu [i]−1
∑ log(k + 1)
k =1

(2.25)

Other relevant evaluation metrics not listed here include: Hit Rank
(HR), Average Reciprocal Hit Rank (ARHR), Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC), Area Under the ROC curve (AUC), and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), among others. More about these metrics, and the
evaluation of RS can be found in [104, 238].

2.5.3

User-centric Evaluation Aspects

Evaluating relevancy is sometimes not sufficient, since users may have
different goals and objectives when interacting with a RS. They may
want to discover the most novel items, or the most diverse ones. To
address this, a variety of user-centric aspects of evaluations have been
considered. We will briefly introduce here some of these aspects, but
for more information about user-centric evaluation metrics the reader
is referred to the following works [28, 150, 270, 299].
• Serendipity measures how unexpected and useful the recommended items are to the users [54]. Serendipitous items are both
unexpected and useful to the user [54, 82]. To increase serendipity
in the recommendations, Ge et al. [296] focused on the incor-
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poration of time rareness, which is achieved by considering less
popular items (e.g. with less ratings) and dissimilarity (items
that match least with the target user). Lu et al. [172] explored
the long-tail approach, recommending items from the bottom
of the recommendation list (i.e., choosing items with lowest
scores). [252] claimed dissimilar users can provide serendipitous
recommendations.
• Novelty This aspect encapsulates how new and relevant an item
is for a user [43, 299]. Analogous to serendipity, novelty may
not cater for unexpectedness, for instance, say a recommender
system suggests movies that were written by a user’s favourite director. If the system recommends a movie (directed by
the user’s favourite director) which the user was unaware of,
then the system will be considered as a novel but maybe not
serendipitous, since the user is likely to discover the movie on
their own.
• Coverage quantifies the percentage of items for which a recommender system is able to make predictions [103, 226]. Coverage
can be further categorised into two types, namely, item coverage
and user coverage.
– Item coverage is the percentage of items included in the
recommendation list over the number of potential items.

Coverageitem =

n
∗ 100
N

(2.26)

2.6 open challenges

– User coverage is the percentage of users for whom the recommender system was able to generate a recommendation
list over the number of potential users.

Coverageuser =

u
∗ 100
U

(2.27)

• Diversity measures how diverse or different, items are in the
recommended list. There is no clear understanding of how much
diversity is actually desirable for any domain or how large of
a compromise on accuracy should be tolerable. As a result,
this calls for more standardised multi-metric optimisation and
evaluation schemes in the context of a specific recommendation
task [123].

2.6

open challenges

Multiple challenges are present in the area of RS, and although some
solutions to address these challenges have been proposed in the last
two decades [3, 216, 221, 238], many of them still remain open. In this
section, we cite some of the most common challenges present in the
field of RS.

2.6.1

Understanding and Gathering User Preferences

Understanding users’ preferences is a very complex task. Since the
early development of RS, ratings are used to capture users’ preferences.
These ratings are captured via explicit or implicit feedback. However,
as mentioned earlier, preferences gathered via implicit feedback tend
to be noisy, since not always users click or download items they
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actually like them. To better comprehend users’ preferences multiple
works have added to the use of ratings and the consideration of other
aspects, including: demographic features [25, 197], social information
[8, 162, 211], context (e.g. time [150], location [66]), etc. Users may have
different preferences at different times or in different contexts (e.g.,
office environment vs. house environment). In our thesis, we explore
the use of citation knowledge, as an additional source of information
that can help us to better understand and capture user preferences.

2.6.2

Data Sparsity

Data sparsity refers to the amount of available interactions between
users and items. It happens when the number of user-item pairs (i.e.,
interactions between a user and an item) is very small compared to the
number of possible user-item pairs. First of all, not all users interact
with all items in a collection (e.g., not all users have seen all Netflix
movies), and users not always provide preferences for items they have
interacted with. As shown in Table 2.2, the number of empty cells
is substantially higher than the filled cells with rating entries. This
phenomenon can be measured as Equation (2.28) as mentioned in
[125].

sparsity = 1 −

| R|
|U | . | I |

(2.28)

where {u1 , u2 , ..., um } ∈ U be all the users and {i1 , i2 , ..., in } ∈ I be all
the items in the matrix shown in Table 2.2, and R be all the ratings
provided by users to items in the matrix of size m × n.

2.6 open challenges

Table 2.2: user-item rating matrix

item
user
u1

i1

i2

i3

x

i4

...

in
x

u2
u3

x

u4
..
.
um

2.6.3

Cold Start

When a new user starts interacting with a recommender system, the
user will not have any rating associated with them. Any recommender
system relying on users’ preferences to generate recommendations
may therefore not be able to generate any recommendations for the
user. This problem is known as the user cold-start problem. Similarly,
if a new item is introduced into the system (a new product, a new
movie, etc.) and it hasn’t been rated by any user yet, it is likely that
the item does not appear in any recommendation list. This problem is
known as the item cold-start problem [3].
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to mitigate
these problems. These includes: (i) recommending popular items to
new users, (ii) exploiting additional information from users (such as
demographic data, etc.) [112, 206], (iii) recommending unrated items
to users by considering their content and matching it with the users’
profiles, etc. We address the item cold start problem in this thesis
(see Chapter 5) when addressing the problem of recommending the
latest scientific publications to a user. Note that, in this real use-case
scenario (where users need to be up to date with the latest scientific
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publications), new publications may not have received any rating yet.
We propose the use of contextual knowledge to target this problem.

2.6.4

Trust

If users do not trust the RS then there is a high chance they might
not return [238]. In order to improve the trust, the RS needs to be
consistently useful to the users and should not intrude the users’
information without informing them. However, both building and
measuring trust in RS is still an open problem. While we think is
important to highlight this issue, we don’t address the challenge of
trust in this work.

2.6.5

Explainability

Explaining why the system is providing certain recommendations,
and no others is needed for multiple reasons including: building trust
into the RS, ensuring that biases are not captured and perpetuated by
the underlying algorithms, etc. We hypothesise that the use of citation
knowledge could help enhancing the explainability of existing RS for
scientific publications. While we do not assess this hypothesis in our
work, we consider it an important element of our future line of work.

2.6.6

User-centric evaluation

The fact that the recommended items are relevant may not always be
the most important aspect for a user. Users may seek other aspects
such as usefulness [104, 182], novelty [270], etc. Conducting user-
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centric evaluations is key to increase the overall user satisfaction with
RS. Although we do not target this particular challenge in this thesis
we also consider it to be a relevant aspect of our future work.

2.7

conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of the area of RS. As
we have seen, these systems are essential tools in modern days, since
they help us addressing the information overload problem in many
different domains.
We have presented in this chapter: (i) a brief overview of the history
of RS, (ii) a description of their key components, including users,
items and ratings, as well as the different techniques used to gather
such ratings, (iii) a summary of the most popular recommendation
techniques, both from the algorithmic perspective as well as from
the data exploitation perspective, (iv) a description of some of the
most popular evaluation methodologies and metrics for RS, and (v)
a summary of some of the challenges that we aim to address in this
thesis, as well as some that we consider as part of our future work.
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S C I E N T I F I C P U B L I C AT I O N R E C O M M E N D E R
SYSTEMS

As pointed out in the introductory chapter, a key part of this thesis
has been to conduct a systematic literature review of the landscape
of academic Recommender Systems (RS). Academic RS involve the
recommendation of a wide variety of items including research papers,
books, scientific events, and patents among others [26, 152]. In this
chapter, we specifically review those works that focused on the recommendation of scientific publications, which is our primary goal. On
reviewing the literature, we aim to answer two key research questions
of this thesis:
RQ1 : Which types of citation knowledge have been used in
RS for scientific publications?
This first question aims to explore the types of citation knowledge
that have been used so far for the recommendation of scientific publications. As mentioned in Chapter 1, until very recently, the full
textual content of scientific papers have been hidden behind paywalls,
hence the use of fine-grained notions of citation knowledge for the
recommendation of scientific papers is still under explored.
RQ2 : Which are the different recommendation tasks that have
been proposed in the literature of RS for scientific publications, and how citation knowledge has been applied for each
of these tasks?
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This second research question aims to investigate the variety of
recommendation tasks that have been addressed in the literature (e.g.,
recommending papers for an ongoing piece of work, recommending
papers to a user, etc.) and how, the above identified citation knowledge
has been used for each of these tasks.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. The survey scope
and the methodology followed to conduct this literature review is
presented in Section 3.1. The different recommendation tasks that have
been tackled in this domain are presented in Section 3.2, followed by
the different notions of citation knowledge that have been considered
in the literature - see Section 3.3. How recommendation targets and
items are modelled is presented in Section 3.4. Note that, while
the target of a recommendation is generally a user in this domain,
various works have also considered a given piece of work as the
target of the recommendation. We follow by describing the different
recommendation approaches that have been used for this domain
(see Section 3.5) and how they have been evaluated (see Section 3.6).
We conclude this chapter by reflecting on the open challenges of the
domain in Section 3.7.

3.1

survey scope and methodology

To understand and analyse the landscape of recommender systems for
scientific publications, we conducted a systematic literature review. In
this section, we present a methodology followed for conducting this
review.
To gather papers about the domain, we selected two well-known
Queries to search
relevant publications

academic databases, namely Elsevier Scopus1 and Web of Science2 .

3.1 survey scope and methodology

To retrieve relevant scientific publications from these databases, we
compose a set of queries including the following concepts, namely,
recommender systems and scientific publications, and their linguistic
variances.
For recommender systems, we included variances such as: recommend*, recommendation systems*, recommender system*, recommendation service*, recommender service*, recommendation approach*, recommender approach*, recommendation model*, recommender model*, recommendation method*, recommender method*,
recommendation algorithm*, recommender algorithm*, recommendation application*, recommender application*, recommendation engine*, recommender engine*, recommendation framework*, recommender framework*.
For scientific publication, we included variances such as: "research
paper*", research publication*", "research article*", "research document*", "research literature*", "scientific paper*" , "scientific publication*", "scientific document*", "scientific article*", "scientific literature*",
"scholarly publication*", "scholarly paper*", "scholarly document*" ,
"scholarly literature*", "scholarly article*" , "academic publication*",
"academic paper*", "academic document*", "academic article*", "academic literature*", "related publication*", "related paper*", "related
document*", "related literature*" , "related article*", "digital librar*" ,
"citation recommend*" , "citation-based*" are included for the search
of publications.
After running these queries, we obtained a total of 741 papers. These
papers were manually filtered by reading through title and abstract.
This helped us to discard those papers that, although mentioning the

1 https://www.elsevier.com/
2 https://www.webofknowledge.com/
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above concepts, were not related with the domain of interest. This list
was updated progressively during the course of the PhD, reviewing a
final list of 202 papers for this survey. Note that, some of these papers
are survey papers, or papers that refer to the creation of datasets and
other resources. Hence, although the full list of 202 papers have been
considered for our analysis, the statistics presented in the following
subsections are extracted from 176 papers.
We review these papers considering various dimensions including: (i) the recommendation task they target, (ii) how items and
recommendation targets (e.g., user) are modelled, (iii) which recommendation approaches are used, and (iii) which citation knowledge is
used and how is it incorporated.3

3.2

recommendation tasks

This section presents the main recommendation tasks identified in the
literature. Tasks are defined based on the target of the recommendation. Broadly we have identified two main tasks: (i) recommending
scientific publications for a given user, (ii) recommending scientific
publications for a given piece of work. The second task can be further categorised in several sub-tasks, where the piece of work can be
represented: (i) as a paper, (ii) as a set of papers, (iii) as a snapshot of
text (titles, abstracts, etc.), or (iv) as an ongoing (-yet to be published-)
manuscript.
The categorisation of the analysed works in these tasks is presented
in Table 3.1 and briefly explained in the sections below.

3 It is important to highlight that, some papers were vague in providing information,
but, to the best of our knowledge, we extract knowledge appropriately.
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Table 3.1: List of reviewed papers that are categorised based on different
recommendation tasks
Recommendation task
A paper

[2, 5, 15, 16, 29, 42, 45, 50, 64, 72, 80,
83–85, 94, 97, 98, 113, 117, 120, 128–131,
138, 140, 143, 144, 151, 152, 159, 160, 164,
177, 182, 183, 195, 196, 199, 202, 217, 232,
234, 236, 240, 244, 247, 259, 279, 282, 288,
297]

A set of papers

[50, 64, 72, 120, 128–130, 138, 151, 152,
232, 234, 236, 240]

A manuscript

[88, 92, 101, 102, 127, 168, 248, 284]

A snapshot of text

[18, 30, 34, 37, 44, 69, 71, 74, 79, 96, 114,
116, 132, 154, 165–167, 180, 181, 184, 192,
203, 215, 233, 235, 274, 289, 291, 298]

A piece of work

A user

References

[6–14, 17, 21–23, 33, 46–49, 51, 58–61, 63,
66, 68, 75, 90, 91, 93, 95, 110, 112, 118,
119, 121, 134, 145, 150, 155, 163, 169, 173,
175, 176, 188, 189, 191, 197, 198, 201, 204,
210, 211, 214, 231, 242, 245, 250–258, 260,
261, 265, 267, 268, 271, 272, 275–278, 281,
283, 285–287, 290, 292, 294, 295]

We can also observe, how from the analysed publications, 51%
works focus on recommendations of scientific publications for a given
piece of work, while 49% are focused on the recommendation of
scientific publications for a user (see Figure 3.1).
A piece of work
A user

49%

51%

Figure 3.1: Recommendation tasks distribution
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3.2.1

Recommending Scientific Publications For a Given Piece of Work

As mentioned before, recommending scientific publications for a given
piece of work covers various targets. Each of these sub-tasks is driven
by a different purpose. For example, users may be trying to find
appropriate references for an ongoing paper (hence the target of the
recommendation is an on-going manuscript), or they may be interested
in finding scientific publications that are similar to a paper of their
interest (in this case, the target of the recommendation is a paper).
Moreover, recommending scientific publications for a given piece of
work can also be understood as a ‘retrieval problem’ since scientific
publications are recommended/retrieved for a given work - or query
- (represented as a paper, a set of papers or a snapshot of text). In
this thesis, we are treating this task as a recommendation problem,
where the final goal is to recommend relevant items to a user, whose
preferences are represented from a piece of work provided by the
user to the system. It is relevant to notice that, as opposed to user
preferences, preferences captured from a piece of work are static in
nature, i.e., they do not change over time [174, 251].
We can also observe that, among the 51% of the studied works that
focus on recommending scientific publications for a given piece of
work, 43% focus on recommending scientific publications for a given
paper, 16% for a set of papers, 9% for an ongoing manuscript and 32%
for snapshot of text or textual content. The distributions of the various
recommendation sub-tasks can be seen in Figure 3.2.
It is important to highlight that, while some of these works have
explored the use of citation knowledge to provide recommendations,
due to the lack of access to the full-content of scientific publications,

3.2 recommendation tasks
Recommendation for a paper
Recommendation for a set of papers
Recommendation for a manuscript
Recommendation for a snapshot of text

32%

43%

9%

16%

Figure 3.2: Different recommendation tasks distribution within a piece of
work type

many of these works focus on shallow notions of citation knowledge
extracted out of meta data [98, 167, 244, 279, 291].
Moreover, in the studied works, we observe how different notions
of citation knowledge have been studied in isolation, but rarely in
combination with one another. More information about the types of
citation knowledge that have been so far explored to target this task,
and how they have been used, is provided in Section 3.3.
In Chapter 4, we address this task focusing on the use of finegrained notions of citation knowledge, extracted after parsing the full
content of a large collection of scientific publications. We also focus
on experimenting with different types of citation knowledge both, in
isolation, and in combination.
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3.2.2

Recommending Scientific Publications For a User

In this type of recommendation task, the target of the recommendation is a user. User preferences are generally captured based on
their interests, which may change over time [174, 253]. For example,
researchers may change the focus of their research over the years, or
they may be working on various topics simultaneously.
Some of the works that have attempted to target this problem, we
can highlight the following ones for their use of citation knowledge
[49, 95, 163, 251–254, 267] (see Table 3.2 for more reviewed works).
However, there are two issues that can be pointed out about these
works. First, as with works targeting the above task (i.e., the recommendation of scientific publications for a given piece of work), these
works either explore shallow notions of citation knowledge where this
knowledge has been extracted out of the metadata of the scientific publications and not out of their content, or they explore more fine-grained
notions of citation knowledge but explored mainly individually, but
rarely in combination. For example, [69, 160] exploit citation intention
but not citation section, [253] explored citation section but not citation
intention.
The other important issue that we observe when analysing these
works is that, while they focus on the recommendation of scientific
publications to a user, they do so independently on when those papers
were published. However, to the best of our knowledge, only the
works of [95, 272] have focused on the recommendation of the newly
published scientific publications to a user. Note that, this reflects an
important real-life problem where researchers and practitioners need
to be up to date with the latest developments in their scientific fields.
However, this is also a difficult problem to target since, as previously

3.3 citation knowledge

mentioned in Chapter 1, traditional recommendation methods, such
as Collaborative Filtering (CF), do not work in this setting. These
methods are not able to recommend items for which ratings (preferences) have not yet been provided (also known as the item cold-start
problem, as explained in Chapter 2).
In Chapter 5, we address the task of recommending newly published
papers focusing on: (i) the recommendation of recent scientific publications to a user and, (ii) the use of deeper notions of citation knowledge,
extracted after parsing the full content of a large collection of scientific
publications. We also focus on experimenting with different types of
citation knowledge both, in isolation, and in combination.

3.3

citation knowledge

With the aim to answer RQ1, this section provides a summary list of
the different types of citation knowledge that have so far been used in
the literature of RS for scientific publications. Existing works capture
citation knowledge in the following forms:
• Citation graph: A citation graph captures citation relations
between papers. Nodes represent citing papers and edges represent relations between such papers based on their citations.
Relations in the citation graph can be either directed –i.e., they
capture the explicit source and target papers of the citations
[183, 259] –, or undirected –i.e., they do not consider which
paper is the one citing and which paper is the one being cited
[95]. The hypothesis behind the use of the citation graph for
recommendation is that if a user u authors a paper pi that cites
a paper p j , then u is expressing a preference for p j and pi is
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also expressing a preference for p j . As we will see later on in
Chapter 5 this is not always correct, since papers can be cited for
different purposes, including criticisms. However, because of the
availability of metadata, the citation graph is one of the notions
of citation knowledge most frequently used in the literature.
• Citation proximity: Citation proximity is the distance between
co-cited papers in a scientific publication [85]. The idea of
citation proximity is that the shorter the distance between two
papers that are co-cited, the strongly relevant they are to one another. This notion of citation knowledge was first conceptualised
in 2009 by Gipp et al. [85] and used for the recommendation of
Web pages[230]. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis has
been the first one to apply the notion of citation proximity for
the recommendation of scientific publications (see Chapter 4).
• Citation context: Citation context refers to the text surrounding
the citation of a paper. The hypothesis behind the use of citation
context is that this text provides an indication of the semantics
with which the citation is mentioned [102, 253]. Multiple works
in the literature have used the notion of citation context with a
variety of purposes. When addressing the task of recommending
papers for an ongoing manuscript, [102] used citation context to
enrich the profile of the target manuscript. In a similar fashion,
[253] used citation context to enrich user preferences, when
addressing the task of recommending scientific publications for
a user.
• Citation section: Citation section captures the particular section
of a paper where the citation appears, e.g., introduction, related
work, conclusions, etc. [45]. References cited in the introduction
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section may have different importance and purpose to those
cited in other sections. The assumption behind using this type
of citation knowledge is that citations in different sections may
have different relevance. This notion of citation knowledge was
explored by [45] in combination with the citation graph. In their
work, they generated a directed graph linking papers based on

Prior works based on

citations and enriched this graph with information about the

citation section

positions of such citations. An edge representing a citation from
paper p1 to paper p2 may be tagged with multiple labels, if p1
cites p2 in several sections. This graph is then used to provide
recommendations for a given paper. They claimed to improve
the performance of their citation section based recommender
systems, especially the maximum improvement achieve by the
section presenting background information (i.e. Introduction), followed by the method section [45].
• Citation Intention: Citation intention captures the objective of
the citation. Citations can be used to provide background, compare the current work, etc. While the notion of citation intention
has been extensively used in the area of scientometrics, which
measures and analyses the impact of scientific literature, to the
best of our knowledge, only a few works have used this notion
of citation knowledge for the recommendation of scientific publications when addressing the task of recommending scientific
publications for a given paper [160] and for a given snapshot
of textual content [69]. The hypothesis of using citation intention is that not all intentions may reflect the same relevance.
For example, papers that are cited to provide background information may be more relevant to the users than those papers
cited to point to future lines of work. Since citation intention

categorisation
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Table 3.2: Reviewed papers categorised into recommendation task and their
utilisation of different types of citation knowledge.
Recommendation task
Citation Knowledge

A piece of Work

A user

Citation graph

[15, 16, 34, 42, 44, 45, 50, 64,
71, 72, 80, 88, 94, 97, 98, 102,
113, 117, 127–131, 144, 151,
152, 159, 164–168, 182, 183,
192, 199, 202, 217, 232–234,
244, 247, 248, 259, 274, 279,
288, 291, 297, 298]

[7, 23, 48, 49, 58, 93,
95, 150, 163, 250–254,
267, 283, 286, 287]

Citation Context

[34, 50, 69, 71, 74, 79, 102,
113, 116, 127, 140, 144, 160,
165, 166, 168, 284, 289]

[251, 253, 254]

Citation Section

[45, 144]

[251, 253, 254]

Citation Proximity

[140, 143]4 ,[83–85]5

Citation Intention

[69, 160]

is rarely explored in the RS domain, we studied various types
Prior works based on

of citation intention from other domains (e.g. citation analysis,

citation intention

scientometric etc.) and collected different categorisations that

categorisation

can be applied in the scientific publication RS. Table 3.8 details
the gathered citation intentions from the prior works.
Table 3.2 provides a summary of the different types of citation
knowledge that have been used across works in RS considering the
recommendation tasks described in Section 3.2. As we can see in this
table, while most reported approaches have focused on the use of the
citation graph and then citation context, very few works up to date
have exploited the notion of citation proximity, citation intention and
citation section either individually or in combination.
In the following sections, we analyse the studied works based on
different dimensions of the recommendation problem, including how
target (e.g., user) preferences are modelled, how research papers (i.e.,
item features) are captured, and which methods are applied widely to
4 This is our proposition
5 Only conceptualised, no experimental results provided
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recommend items to a target (user, paper, etc.) by considering both
the target’s preferences and the items’ features.

3.4

item and target modelling

In this section, we focus on describing how items (i.e.scientific publications) and targets (users, papers, etc.) are modelled. How items
and targets are modelled is a key aspect of the recommendation process. In this section, we also describe how different notions of citation
knowledge have been incorporated in the modelling process.

3.4.1

Item Modelling

In this thesis, the items to be recommended are scientific publications.
To model scientific publications, previous works have considered two
main types of information: (i) metadata about the publications (i.e.
title [195, 282], abstract [2, 203], keywords [37, 137], authors [252, 253],
publication date [159, 160], publication venue [30, 80, 168], list of
references [72, 88, 101, 102, 183], etc.) and (ii) the full textual content
of the publications [16, 165, 253].
Typically, terms from metadata information such as, title, abstract,
keywords etc. are extracted in the form of n-grams [75, 195] or topics
[131] and used to model items. In terms of full content, works have
also focused on the extraction of topics [184, 201] and on the extraction
of citation knowledge [74, 248, 251] in order to model items.
While metadata tends to be widely available, the full textual content
of scientific publications has been generally (and it is still in many
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cases) hidden behind paywalls [279]. Hence, a wider range of works
have been focused on the use of metadata to model such items.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the distribution of features used on the
studied works to model items (i.e., scientific publications). In Figure 3.36 , we group all aspects of citation knowledge (i.e. citation
graph, citation context, citation section, citation proximity and citation
intention) as one feature and present it as citation knowledge along
with other features such as title, abstract, bibliography (reference) list
etc. We detail the different notions of citation knowledge employed
by the reviewed papers in Figure 3.4 and in Table 3.3. It is essential
to mention that some works use more than one of the listed features
for modelling items and this has been accounted in the presented
distribution.
According to Figure 3.3, citation knowledge and reference list are the
most common features used to model items, with citation knowledge
used to model items in 45% of the studied works, and the reference
list used in 42% of the studied works. Other relevant features to
model items include: title (33%) and abstract (32%) etc. If we look in
detail into the works that use citation knowledge to model items (see
Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3), we however can observe that 89% of those
works are mainly based on the use of the citation graph (- which is
formed using the reference list -). About 23% of the works mention
the use of citation context, only 6% mention the use of citation section,
2 ( 3%) prior works have use some form of citation intention, and
non of the prior works have used the notion of citation proximity
in RS to model items. In terms of combining multiple notions of
citation knowledge to model items, only the works of Sugiyama et

6 We have also listed the prior works and their use of different features to model item
in Table A.1
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al. [251, 253, 254] have explored the combinations of various types
of citation knowledge, namely, citation graph, citation section and
citation context to model items.
Once the features are collated, different item representations – e.g.,
vectors, matrices, or knowledge bases – are built to gather and exploit
the above mentioned knowledge.
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Figure 3.3: Features that are employed in the literature for modelling items

3.4.2

Target Modelling

As previously mentioned, the field of RS for scientific publications
considers two types of targets: (i) a piece of work (represented as a
paper, a set of papers, an ongoing manuscript or a snapshot of text),
and (ii) a user. How these targets are modelled is different since
they have different nature. In this section, we will briefly present the
different techniques and features used to model these types of targets.
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Figure 3.4: Different types of citation knowledge that are employed in the
literature for modelling items

Table 3.3: List of reviewed papers utilising different aspects of citation knowledge to model items. CG stands for Citation graph, CC stands
for citation context, CS stands for citation section, CP stands for
citation proximity and CI stands for citation intention
Citation Knowledge
References

CG

CC

CS

[251, 253, 254]

x

x

x

[34, 50, 71, 102, 113, 114, 127, 165,
166, 168]

x

x

[45, 144]

x

[7, 15, 16, 23, 42, 44, 48, 49, 58, 64,
72, 80, 88, 93–95, 97, 98, 117, 119,
128–131, 150–152, 159, 164, 167,
182, 183, 192, 199, 202, 217, 232–
234, 244, 247, 248, 250, 252, 259,
267, 274, 279, 283, 286–288, 291,
297, 298]

x

CI

x

[74, 116, 140, 284, 289]

x

[69]
[160]

CP

x
x

x

3.4 item and target modelling

User/Target preferences can be captured by considering explicit
and implicit feedback. Explicit feedback may consist of ratings [17,
75, 204, 257, 290], scoring [93, 275] or user account with topic of
interest stated by the user [197, 242]. Approaches based on implicit
feedback to model a user’s profile, in contrast, generally capture
information from implicit actions such as browsing sessions [188,
189, 246, 276], clicks [110, 145, 214], bookmarks [51, 210, 211] and
tags [204, 290], among others. In this context, it is important to
note that, when limited information exists, such as authors who
have published few papers or do not have many logged activities
within the system, user profiles may be incomplete and inadequate
to provide accurate recommendations [252]. In addition, building
user profiles from the users’ browsing/downloading history may lead
to the development of inaccurate profiles if the user inadvertently
browses or downloads irrelevant items [237]. In these scenarios, the
use of citation information may be helpful to create more complete and
accurate user profiles for recommendation. Sugiyama et al. [252], for
example, proposed the use of the cited papers to enrich user profiles,
capturing users’ research interests by considering not only their past
publications, but also the citations of such publications. Hence, the
citing action has been adopted to capture users’ preferences widely
[95, 155, 250–254, 286].
A summary of the features used to model user preferences when
the target of the recommendation is a user can be seen in Table 3.10.
In terms of the statistics extracted from the studied papers, we can
observe that to collect user preferences, implicit feedback is applied
by 89% of the reviewed papers while explicit feedback is applied by
only 2%. Note that, some papers have used both implicit and explicit
feedback which is about 9%.
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Work/Target preferences As with items, when the target of the
recommendation is a particular work, ’preferences’ for such target can
be captured by considering metadata such as title [79, 195], abstract
[120, 291], keywords [92, 128, 168], authors [15, 37], publication date
[180, 289], publication venue [128, 168], and bibliography (i.e., the
list of publications that are referenced in a paper) [72, 183, 248, 267].
Preferences can also be captured by considering the textual content
of (the paper, set of papers, ongoing manuscript, - that constitutes
the target) [79] including text around citations - or citation-context
[252, 253, 267]. In this case, due to the inaccessibility of the full
content of papers, fewer works up to date have exploited the notion
of citation context to model target preferences in comparison to the
citation graph. Similarly, citation knowledge in terms of citation
section, citation proximity, and citation intention have been under
explored in the current literature [102, 160]. The citation graph, on
the other hand is a popular type of citation knowledge used to model
target preferences. A summary of the different works that have used
citation knowledge to capture preferences of a recommendation target,
when the recommendation target is a given piece of work can be seen
in Table 3.4. The distribution of features to model such target across
works is summarised in Table 3.9.

3.5

recommendation methods

Different recommendation methods have been designed based on the
above described representations. Among the most popular recommendation methods, we can highlight Content Based Filtering (CBF),

3.5 recommendation methods

Table 3.4: List of reviewed papers utilising different notions of citation knowledge for modelling as a target (a piece of work). CG stands for
citation graph, CC stands for citation context, CS stands for citation
section, CP stands for citation proximity and CI stands for citation
intention.
References

CG

CC

CS

[144]

x

x

x

[34, 50, 71, 102, 113, 127, 165,
166]

x

x

[45]

x

[15, 16, 42, 44, 64, 72, 80, 88,
94, 97, 98, 117, 129–131, 138,
151, 152, 159, 164, 167, 168,
182, 183, 192, 199, 202, 217,
232–234, 236, 244, 247, 248,
259, 274, 279, 288, 291, 297,
298]

x

CP

CI

x

[74, 79, 116, 140, 284, 289]

x

[69]

x

x

x

x

[160]

x

CF, and hybrid approaches.7 A categorisation of the studied works
with regards to the recommendation method that they utilised can be
seen in Table 3.5. Among the studied works, the most popular method
is hybrid which is used by 45% of the works, followed by CBF - 34%
and CF - 22%. Note that few papers used and/or compared different
approaches. For example, [182] proposed both, the use of CBF and
CF.
In the following sections, we briefly describe how these methods
have been applied for the recommendation of scientific publications.
In addition, we categorised the studied works based on their use of
these recommendation methods and their application of the various
types of citation knowledge (see Table 3.6).

7 Note that, we have categorised works in terms of broad methods only, i.e. CBF, CF,
hybrid. For example, if a paper uses multi-criteria collaborative filtering then it is
categorised as CF, if a paper uses an ontology to get concepts and find similarity
based on concepts then it is categorised as CBF etc.
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Table 3.5: List of reviewed papers in different recommendation approaches
Recommendation approach

References

CBF

[2, 6, 10, 11, 16, 18, 22, 23, 29, 30, 37, 46–48, 51, 58–61, 69,
74, 75, 79, 80, 90, 94, 110, 116, 131, 132, 134, 138, 145, 154,
168, 177, 181, 182, 191, 195, 198, 203, 214, 215, 217, 231,
235, 240, 242, 245, 248, 252, 255, 275–277, 282, 289, 294,
295]

CF

[15, 21, 33, 42, 44, 49, 72, 83, 85, 88, 95–98, 117, 129, 130,
143, 150–152, 155, 163, 164, 169, 182–184, 199, 201, 204, 210,
244, 259, 279, 281, 297, 298]

Hybrid

[5, 7–9, 12–14, 17, 34, 45, 50, 63, 64, 66, 68, 71, 84, 91–93,
101, 102, 112–114, 118–121, 127, 128, 140, 144, 159, 160,
165–167, 173, 175, 176, 180, 188, 189, 192, 196, 197, 202,
211, 232–234, 236, 247, 250, 251, 253, 254, 256–258, 260,
261, 265, 267, 268, 271, 272, 274, 278, 283–288, 290–292]

3.5.1

Content-based filtering (CBF)

Content Based Filtering (CBF) approaches recommend items to a target
that are similar to the items with which the target (e.g., the user) has
previously interacted with. These interactions are typically citing [72],
browsing [188, 246, 276], downloading [58, 93, 258, 267], reading [13],
saving [272], rating [17, 75, 134, 204, 257], scoring [61, 150, 163, 275]
etc.
Target profiles are created by extracting features from the interacted
items. Typically, these features can be terms from title [195], abstract
[2], keywords [37], citation context [69, 253], or even classification
taxonomies, such as the ACM classification taxonomy8 [6, 46, 145,
169], or DMOZ9 [13, 189].
Extracted terms and concepts are then used to represent target
profiles by converting them into machine recognisable forms (e.g.
vector representation) using weighing schemes (e.g., Term Frequency
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [135]). Once the targets and
8 https://dl.acm.org/ccs
9 https://web.archive.org/web/20180119172207/http://www.dmoz.org/
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items in the database are represented into a machine recognisable
form then a similarity metric (e.g., cosine similarity [140, 144, 252,
291], Jaccard coefficient [97, 169, 177]) is applied to compute the
similarity between the target and the items. The higher this similarity
is, the strongly relevant items are considered to be recommended
[138, 252, 254]. In addition to the well-known similarity measuring
metric, some reviewed works have used citation knowledge to procure
recommendation, for example, [140, 143]4 used citation proximity to
compute relatedness between relevant papers to a target paper.

3.5.2

Collaborative filtering (CF)

Collaborative filtering (CF) approaches recommend items to a target
(e.g., a user) that are preferred by like-minded users. Generally, users
who rate the same items with similar score are considered like-minded.
Explicit feedback given by the targets to items is captured by ratings
[17, 173, 201] votes [283] or scores [59–61, 93]. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2 capturing such feedback explicitly is high-cost
process, and most works rely on implicit feedback (browsing [58, 258],
downloading [93]) that can be noisy and incomplete at times.
An important issue to consider with this recommendation method
is that the number of targets (users) in comparison with the number
of items (scientific papers papers) is significantly lower [4]. Moreover,
few users are likely to rate the same papers. This creates a high degree
of sparsity. Hence, finding like-minded users can be challenging. Also,
CF suffers from the cold-start problem, i.e., scientific papers that are
not previously rated can not be recommended (even if they are relevant) or a new user who has not provided ratings (e.g. cited, authored,
scored etc.) to any publications can not get recommendations.
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When the target of the recommendation is not a user, but a piece of
work (e.g., a paper), preferences from the target to items are generally
captured based on citations. The assumption being that a paper
shows a preference for those papers it cites. In this case, instead of
a user-item rating matrix, a paper-citation matrix is created for the
recommendation [72, 182, 183]. While citations have been commonly
considered to gather preferences this approach has also gathered
criticism [26, 160]. Papers are cited for different reasons (providing
background, comparing approaches, highlighting the limitations of
previous works), and not all citations really express a preference.
Similarly, citations may be an incomplete form of preference gathering,
since sometimes, due to space limitations, important references are
not included [160].
Once the rating matrix is created (capturing preferences from targets towards items) the recommendation of scientific publications is
generally performed by applying traditional heuristic based neighbourhood methods (i.e. user-based collaborative filtering and item-based
collaborative filtering) [72, 183]. Some works have enhanced the performance of traditional heuristic based methods by applying graph
ranking algorithms such as PageRank [200], Hyperlink-Induced Topic
Search (HITS) [141] and SALSA [156] [72]. These algorithms are used
to obtain a score for each publication that is then used to modify the
scores of the rating matrix before applying heuristic based methods
for recommendation.
Some works have focused on the application of model based recommendation methods. Among those works, we can highlight the use of
Matrix Factorisation (MF) [148], representing targets and items in a
shared low-dimensional space, and the use of probabilistic classifiers
[183], which focus on sorting items based on probability. More inform-
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Table 3.6: List of reviewed papers categorised based on recommendation
approaches and their utilisation of different notions of citation
knowledge. Here, CG stands for Citation graph, CC stands for
citation context, CS stands for Citation section, CP stands for
citation proximity, CI stands for Citation intention
Citation Knowledge
References

Approaches

CG

CC

CS

[251, 253, 254]

Hybrid

x

x

x

[34, 50, 71, 102, 113, 114, 127,
165, 166]

Hybrid

x

x

[7, 64, 93, 119, 128, 159, 167,
192, 202, 232–234, 247, 250,
267, 274, 283, 286–288, 291]

Hybrid

x

[45, 144]

Hybrid

x

[160]

Hybrid

x

[140, 284]

Hybrid

[168]

CBF

x

[16, 23, 48, 58, 80, 94, 131,
217, 248, 252]

CBF

x

[74, 116, 289]

CBF

[69]

CBF

[15, 42, 44, 49, 72, 88, 95, 97,
98, 117, 129, 130, 150–152,
164, 183, 199, 244, 259, 279,
297, 298]

CF

CP

CI

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

ation about model based recommendation methods can bee seen in
Chapter 2.

3.5.3

Hybrid

Hybrid approaches jointly exploit multiple recommendation methods,
commonly CBF and CF methods [39]. Hybrid approaches aim to
overcome the disadvantages of individual recommendation methods
by combining them together. For example, the item cold start problem present in the CF approach can be mitigated by combining CBF
approach.
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Various works in the literature have combined multiple recommendation methods proposing hybrid approaches. Examples include the
work of [272], who combined CF and probabilistic topic modelling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)) to mitigate the item cold start problem, or the works of [253, 293], which proposed hybrid methods for
alleviating the sparsity problem.
Interesting works in this direction include the work of Liu et.al [162],
who combined social network data with CF to reduce the sparsity
of user-item matrices, and the work of Alotaibi et.al [9] explored
information about readership (reading a paper), co-readership (coreading papers) and tags (tagging a paper) with CF, also to alleviate
the sparsity problem. To uncover ‘like-minded’ individuals, also
reducing the sparsity problem, Pera et al. [210, 211] explored the items
shared across users’ libraries.
Over the years, citation knowledge has been incorporated into
hybrid methods, more specifically citation graph and lately citation
context. Ritchie [224] showed that indexing cited articles with the
terms appearing in citation context can improve the effectiveness of the
document retrieval. Based on this work, [102] proposed a probabilistic
hybrid model which uses a paper-citation matrix and citation context
to improve the recommendation for a target manuscript. [160] created
paper-citation matrix using citation graph and incorporated citation
intention to find the relevance between targets and items. Likewise,
[253] incorporated citation section with citation context and citation
graph to recommend items to a researcher.

3.6 evaluation

3.6

evaluation

This section summarises the different evaluation methods used in
the domain in Section 3.6.1, datasets in Section 3.6.2 and metrics
in Section 3.6.3 that have been applied for the validation of RS for
scientific publications.

3.6.1

Evaluation Methods

As pointed out in Section 2.5.1, there are two types of evaluation
methods to validate recommender systems, offline and online. Statistics about the use of these methods in the reviewed literature can
be seen in Figure 3.5. 49% of the works follow an offline evaluation,
31% applied online evaluation, 5% employed both online and offline
evaluations and 15% of the studied papers have not evaluated their
systems.
Offline methods use evaluation benchmarks containing rating data
that is separated into a training set that used to train the model, and a
test set that used for validating it. Such evaluation benchmarks are
generally gathered from real-world recommender systems from where
interactions between live users and items are collected [24, 26].
Offline evaluation benchmarks for recommender systems exist in
a variety of domains including: movie recommendation10 , music
recommendation11 , etc. However, these benchmarks are uncommon
in the field of recommender systems for scientific publications (see
Table 3.7).

10 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/latest/
11 http://files.grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec2011/hetrec2011-lastfm-2k.zip
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5%

Offline
Online
No Evaluation
Online and Offline

15%

49%

31%

Figure 3.5: The statistics of different evaluation methods employed by the
reviewed works

To tackle the lack of evaluation benchmarks researchers have considered using the reference list of each publication as ground-truth
data [102, 166, 240, 248]. A cited paper is relevant to both, the paper
that cites it and the users who author the paper that cites it. Note
that, both can be recommendation targets. However, as previously
mentioned, citations are referenced with different purposes, and a
paper may be cited because it is criticised, or simply because it is
popular or seminal (This is known as the Matthew effect [186]) [26,
251]. In such cases, the cited papers may not be relevant neither for
the paper that cites them, nor for the users that authored such paper.
Another issue to consider on the generation of these benchmarks
is the use of time-aware data split (training and test data split). Even
though time-based split have been considered by some works such as
[102, 192, 217]. However, they do not use it for recommending new
items where new items do not have any interactions (e.g. cited). Only
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the works of Ha et al. [95] and Wang et al. [272] have considered time
within their evaluations for new item recommendations for users.
The online evaluation method is generally used by industries that
already have deployed production level recommendation engines (e.g.,
Mendeley’s suggest.12 ) In such cases A/B testing methods are used
for evaluation [26].
User studies is a type of online evaluation, as pointed out in Section 2.5.1.2, have also been applied by some works in the literature. For
example, the work of McNee et.al [183] made use of questionnaires
to assess the familiarity and relevance of recommended papers. 120
participants were engaged in this experiment. [72] developed a web
prototype and engaged 19 students on its evaluation. Participants
provided a list of 5-10 query papers to the prototype, which generated
a 5-item recommendation list for each target paper. Participants were
asked to evaluate each list based on coverage and relevancy to the
topic of interest. Similarly, [267] created a web prototype named TechLens and engaged 110 participants in its evaluation. Each participant
was asked to select a target paper. For each target paper the system
provided a 5-item recommendation list. The participants were asked
to evaluate each list based on the quality, familiarity and authority of
the recommendation.
In our work, we have selected to use two types of evaluation, user
studies in Chapter 4 and offline evaluations in Chapter 5.

3.6.2

Evaluation Datasets

Various datasets have been used in the past to investigate academic
recommender systems. A comprehensive list of publicly available
12 https://www.mendeley.com/guides/web/05-mendeley-suggest
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datasets is given in Table 3.7. For each dataset, the table shows a brief
description of the type of data, time when accessed data, the number
of users, items and ratings in the dataset, and whether the full text
PDFav and publication history of the users UPHav are available.

Aca-

Cita-

demic Graph and AMiner

Large knowledge graph combining Microsoft Aca-

Open repository of scholarly citation data

dataset V11

topics, etc. We report data here about the citations

13 https://www.aminer.cn/aminer_data
14 https://opencitations.net/corpus
15 https://www.openacademic.ai/oag/

Graph15

demic

Open

tions14

Open

AMiner contains a series of datasets capturing re-

AMiner13

lations among citations, academic social networks,

Description

Dataset

2019

2019

2019

lished

/Pub-

Accessed

253M

Not specified

Not specified

Users

381M

7.5M

4M

Items

No

No

No

Ratings

No

No

No

PDFav

No

No

No

UPHav

Table 3.7: Publicly available datasets for academic recommender systems. Where, PDFav stands for Portable Document Format (PDF) document
available and UPHav represents the availability of authors’ publications history
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2019

201021

2019

2019

2019

https://acl-arc.comp.nus.edu.sg/

published date
Anonymised data and needs to be requested

https://old.datahub.io/dataset/citeulike

Data needs to be requested

https://core.ac.uk/services/dataset/

Download requester pays Amazon S3 bucket https://arxiv.org/help/bulk_data_s3

https://arxiv.org/help/bulk_data

tional Linguistics

Corpus of scholarly publications about Computa-

ACL

antho-

system challenge

[122]

logy23

Dataset shared by Mendeley for a recommender

papers

Dataset of users’ selected bookmarks to academic

lished up to 2018

Dataset of open access research publications pub-

such as physics, mathematics etc.

Open access e-prints publications in different fields

Mendeley

CiteULike20

CORE18

ArXiv16

Not specified

50,000

5,551

No

Not specified

22,878

4.8M

16,980

9.8M

1,5M

No

Yes22

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes19

Yes17

No

No

No

No

No
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between 2000-2010

ACM proceedings based papers published

2000-2006

ACL anthology based papers published between

24 https://acl-arc.comp.nus.edu.sg/
25 ttps://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~sugiyama/Dataset2.html
26 Anonymised data

SPD 225

SPD 124

2019

2019

50

28

100,531

597

Yes26

Yes

No

Yes

No

No
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As we can see, most of these datasets do not provide ratings, limiting
the application of a wide range of recommendation methods. Those
datasets providing rating information have anonymised information,
the details of users and publications, which can restrict the exploration
of other features such as features from publication e.g. title, citation
context etc. Moreover, none of the listed datasets captures the authors’
publication history, and thus knowledge about the users, particularly
their preferences (i.e., publications and references), cannot be easily
captured. It is also important to observe that most of the existing
datasets do not provide the full texts of publications, and hence, a
wide variety of citation knowledge cannot be extracted from them.
Given the limitations of the existing datasets used for recommendation, in this thesis, we have proposed the creation of novel datasets
both in Chapter 4, when targeting the recommendation of scientific
publications for a given target paper, and in Chapter 5, when targeting
the recommendation of scientific publications for a given target user.

3.6.3

Evaluation Metrics

A variety of evaluation metrics have been applied to measure the
performance of recommendation approaches for scientific publications
including: error-based, ranking-based and user-centric metrics. 63%
of the reviewed papers evaluated their systems through the use of
ranking metrics including precision, recall, nDCG, Mean Average
Precision (MAP) etc. For details about these evaluation metrics the
reader is referred to Chapter 2.

3.7 discussion

3.7

discussion

Through the conducted systematic literature review, we have attempted to answer two important research questions in this thesis: RQ1:
Which types of citation knowledge have been used in RS for scientific publications? and RQ2: Which are the different recommendation task that have been
proposed in the literature of RS for scientific publications and how citation
knowledge has been applied for each of these tasks?
As we have observed, while citation graph is one of the most popular notions of citation knowledge used for recommendation, and
citation context is also commonly used in those approaches that have
access to the full text of scientific publications, other notions of citation
knowledge, such as citation section, citation proximity, or citation intention have been barely considered in the literature of RS for scientific
publications. Citation intention, in particular, has been applied to other
fields like scientometrics[269], but, to the best of our knowledge, this
thesis is the first work to apply citation proximity knowledge and also
the combinations of different notions of citation knowledge (citation
graph, citation context, citation section and citation intention) for the
recommendation of scientific publications.
We have also observed that these notions of citation knowledge have
been applied for two main tasks: (i) the recommendation of scientific
publications for a given piece of work and (ii) the recommendation of
scientific publications for a user. In different tasks, different notions
of citation knowledge have been applied to model both, items and
recommendation targets, as well as to enhance the performance of
recommendation methods. We have observed that:
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• Many of the studied works use shallow notions of citation knowledge due to the lack of access to the full-text of scientific articles.
In particular, the use of citation proximity has not been applied
before for the recommendation of scientific publications, and
citation intention has not been applied yet for recommending
scientific publications to users.
• Many of the studied works explore different types of citation
knowledge in isolation, but not in combination with one another.
• Existing works are focused on providing recommendations independently on when papers are published. To the best of our
knowledge, only few works ([95, 272]) have previously focused
on recommending the most recent scientific publications to a
user.
• Only industry-based labs with RS in production can conduct
online evaluations. The rest of the studied works either rely
on offline evaluations using ‘incomplete’ benchmarks (lack of
preferences/ratings, lack of full textual content of papers, smallscale datasets, etc.) or on high-cost user studies where a small
number of users is engaged in the evaluation.
In this thesis, we aim to target the above mentioned limitations
of existing works. Chapter 4 addresses the task of recommending
scientific publications for a given piece of work (understood in our
thesis as a paper, following the majority of studied approaches). We
propose in this chapter, novel recommendation methods that incorporate an unexplored notion of citation knowledge in the domain of
RS for scientific publications (citation proximity). We also explore
the combination of citation proximity and citation context, proposing
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recommendation methods that explore simultaneously multiple types
of citation knowledge.
In Chapter 5, we focus on the recommendation of scientific publications to a user, and in particular, we aim to target the real-world
problem of recommending users the most recent scientific articles. As
previously mentioned, to the best of our knowledge this problem has
not been widely addressed in the literature, and it is a particularly
challenging one. Note that, traditional recommendation methods,
such as collaborative filtering, do not work in this particular scenario, since they are not able to recommend items for which ratings
have not been previously provided (item cold start problem). We
address this complex scenario by means of the use of deep notions
of citation knowledge including the citation graph, citation section,
citation context, and more importantly, citation intention. To the best
of our knowledge, this thesis is the first one that explores the notion
of citation intention for the recommendation of scientific publications
to users. As in Chapter 4, we also explore the effectiveness of these
notions of citation knowledge in combination.
In addition, this thesis contributes to the scientific field with two
important evaluation benchmarks focused on the two above mentioned
tasks. These benchmarks are detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
Other challenges/gaps, have been identified while conducting this
literature review. While we do not address these challenges in this
thesis we list them below. They are a reflection of the possible opportunities and open research lines within this field.
• Situational awareness: A PhD student starting on a research
field may have completely different needs that a senior researcher
who have been part of the field for many years. Similarly, the
types of papers that a researcher may be looking for while
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working on a survey paper may be different than the ones she
is looking for while working on a concrete problem. Understanding all these different situations, and adapting to them, is
something that has not yet been targeted in the domain of RS
for scientific publications.
• Sparsity: As we previously mentioned, while preferences are
gathered either implicitly (by downloading, reading, citing papers, etc.) or explicitly [4] there is a much higher number of
publications than users expressing their preferences. Hence
the user-item rating matrix is generally really sparse. The development of techniques addressing this problem could help
improving the performance of recommendation methods, such
as collaborative filtering.
• Heterogeneity of research fields: Interdisciplinary is key in
research. However, finding relevant papers belonging to different disciplines is a problem not yet explicitly addressed in the
current literature. While some recommendations are provided
based on citations, and co-citations, unless the interdisciplinary
between fields is already established, relevant papers from different disciplines will not be recommended. We believe this is an
important research line that should be explored in future work.
• Explainability: To the best of our knowledge, very few of the
proposed RS do provide explanations of why those scientific
publications, and no others, are the ones being recommended.
Providing explanations could help users to better assess whether
the recommended papers are valuable to them in accordance to
their information needs [271].
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• Reproducibility: Some analysed works do not provide concrete
details of their implementations, and do not share code and/or
datasets, making it difficult and sometimes impossible, to reproduce those approaches and provide appropriate comparisons.
For example, prior works such as [9, 214, 240] mentioned the use
of terms from research publications for building item profiles but
do not indicate from where such terms were extracted (e.g., from
the title, the abstract, etc.). This slows down the research and
development of the field, since approaches can not be reproduce
and formally compared against each other.
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[45]
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Aim
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Fundamental

EVOL
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Extension

Technical

Method

Use

Use

Table 3.8: Types of citation intention proposed by prior works grouped into top-level classes
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Table 3.9: List of reviewed papers categorised based on target preferences
when the target is a piece of work. Here, Ci stands for Citing, Ti
stands for Title, Ab stands for Abstract, Ke stands for Keywords,
Au stands for Author, Ve stands for Venue, Py stands for Publication year, Ft stands for Terms from free text, Tx stands for
Taxonomy, Ck stands for Citation knowledge
References

Ci

Ti

Ab

Ke

Au

Ve

Py

Ft

Tx

Ck

[168]

x

x

x

x

x

x

[182]

x

x

x

x

x

[98, 117]

x

[284]

x

x

x

[102]

x

x

x

[232]

x

x

[236]

x

x

[128]

x

x

[131]

x

x

[92]27

x

[297]

x

x

[50, 288]

x

x

[64]

x

[101, 202, 248]27

x

x

[42, 45, 72, 88, 94,

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

97, 113, 127, 130, 144,
151, 152, 159, 160, 164,
183, 199, 244, 247, 259,
279]
[129]
[5]

x
x

x

x

[140, 143]

x

[83–85]
[217]

x

x

27 No mention of entities to extract terms

x

x
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[195, 282]

x

[177, 234]

x

[196]

x

[2, 138]
[15]
[80]

x
x

x
x
x

x

[16]27

x

[29, 240]27
[18, 30, 34, 37, 44, 69,

x

71, 74, 79, 96, 114, 116,
132, 154, 165–167, 180,
181, 184, 192, 203, 215,
233, 235, 274, 289, 291,
298]
[196]

x

x

[22]

x

[17, 75, 134, 204, 257, 287, 290]
x

x

[51, 91, 211]

x

x

x

Sv

[214]

x

[21]

x

[275]

x

x

x

[118, 188, 189, 198, 245, 276, 278, 294, 295]

T

[210]

x

[119]

B
x

A

[58, 258]

References

x

x

x

Bm

x

x

x

Rd

x

Cl

V
x

D
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Implicit Feedback

x

Ac

Sh

x

x

Cm

x

An

Ci

x
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x

R

P

Vo

Explicit Feedback

Table 3.10: List of reviewed papers categorised based on target preferences when the target is a user. Here, A stands for authoring, B stands for
browsing, T stands for tagging, Bm stands for bookmarking, Sc stands for scoring, Rd stands for reading, Cl stands for clicking, R
stands for rating, V stands for viewing, D stands for downloading, P stands for has profile, Sr stands for searching, Ac stands for
accessing, Sh stands for sharing, Vo stands for voting, Cm stands for commenting, An stands for annotating, Ci stands for citing
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x
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[176]
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x

x

x

x

x
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Part II
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

4
R E C O M M E N D I N G S C I E N T I F I C P U B L I C AT I O N S F O R
A G I V E N P I E C E O F W O R K U S I N G C I TAT I O N
C O N T E X T A N D C I TAT I O N P R O X I M I T Y

As pointed out in the previous chapters, one of the main tasks addressed by academic Recommender Systems (RS) is the recommendation of scientific publications for a given piece of work. In the literature,
that piece of work is captured by a paper, an on-going manuscript, or
components of a paper such as its title and abstract. In this chapter, we
focus on addressing this particular task, i.e., recommending scientific
publications for a given piece of work, and more specifically for an
input paper. Our goal is to address RQ3, investigating whether the use
of citation knowledge can help improving existing recommendation
methods in the above task. For such purpose, we define two types
of citation knowledge –citation proximity and citation context– and
propose novel recommendation methods that exploit such knowledge.
An evaluation of our methods is conducted by means of user studies.
RQ3 : When addressing the task of recommending scientific
publications for a particular piece of work, can citation knowledge help improving existing RS?
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1
motivates the work, Section 4.2 describes the data used to conduct this
research, Section 4.3 presents the proposed recommendation methods,
Section 4.4.1 describes the conducted experiments, and Section 4.5
provides some conclusions.
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4.1

introduction

Recommending scientific publications for a given piece of work is
Recommending

a relevant task. It helps researchers to find relevant literature with

scientific

respect to their ongoing work: writing a paper for which relevant

publications for a
given piece of work

references need to be cited, finding relevant papers within a particular
research field, etc.
As observed in Chapter 3, multiple recommendation methods have
emerged in the literature of RS attempting to address the above problem [45, 140, 160, 183]. Existing methods tend to suggest relevant
publications based on metadata, such as title [195], abstract [172] and
references [183, 267]. However, the use of metadata only may not
be sufficient or entirely reliable. Titles and abstracts are sometimes
written in a style to draw attention rather than to comprehensively
describe a piece of work [26]. Moreover, these methods do not explore
the use of fine-grained citation knowledge that can be extracted from
the full texts of scientific publications. It is important to highlight that
until very recently the full textual content of scientific publications was
hidden behind pay walls. Thanks to the open access movement, more
publications than ever are now freely available, forming an important
resource, from which fine-grained knowledge has yet to be explored.
In this chapter, we explore the full textual content of publications
and introduce two notions of citation knowledge to address the above
mentioned recommendation task: (i) citation proximity and (ii) citation
context.

Citation proximity

The main hypothesis behind the idea of citation proximity [85] is
that “the closer the documents are co-cited, the strongly related they
are”, i.e., publications whose citations co-occur in a close vicinity tend
to have a certain relation (convey similar ideas, cover similar topics

4.1 introduction
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or methods, etc.); when authors write research papers, they tend to
strengthen their arguments by citing other scientific publications in
their papers [252, 253].
An example of the notion of citation proximity is displayed in
Figure 4.1. This image captures an excerpt from [147], where the
citations (Billsus and Pazzani 1998) and (Sarwar et al. 2002), cited in
a close vicinity, are associated with the same topic –dimensionality
reduction. Similarly, the citations (Deerwester et al. 1990) and (Zha et al.
1990) also refer to a similar topic but specific to the challenges.
When introducing the idea of citation proximity [85], the authors
proposed a method to measure citation proximity: Citation Proximity Index (CPI). This method computes a proximity value based on
whether documents are co-cited within the same sentence, paragraph,
chapter, journal, etc. While this method was used to measure proximity for the recommendation of web pages [84], this idea has rarely
been applied to the recommendation of scientific publications. In this
chapter, our first aim is to assess whether the notion of citation proximity can be (i) extracted, considering that we have access to the full
textual content of scientific publications, and (ii) applied to enhance
existing recommendation methods.
One of the issues identified when doing this first assessment is
that recommendations based solely on citation without any content
may suffer from topic drifting [26, 113]. Topic drifting can be defined
as moving away from the main topical concept of the target paper.
Not considering the topical focus of the citations could derive on
treating all citations equally and recommend, for example, scientific
publications that define mathematical concepts when looking for recommendations about image classification; as machine learning based
research papers tend to use mathematics and acknowledge them ac-

Citation context
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cordingly. To address this problem, we propose to combine citation
position and citation context (i.e., text around citations) to generate
paper recommendations.
The hypothesis is that by knowing the context behind citing a
particular reference, we can improve the performance of existing RS.
Note that, these two notions of citation knowledge have not been
previously combined in the literature, which constitutes one of the
key innovations proposed in this chapter.
We propose an evaluation based on user studies to assess whether
citation proximity and citation context knowledge do indeed help
enhancing existing recommendation methods. In a first user study, we
evaluate our proposed recommendation model, which applies only
citation-proximity knowledge, and we compare it against existing
baselines. A second user study is conducted to assess combination
of citation-proximity and citation context, also comparing this model
against existing baselines. Results show that our proposed model,
utilising both citation proximity and citation context, outperforms
the baselines by around 25% at different Normalised Discounted
Cumulative Graph (nDCG) cutoffs.

4.2

dataset building

To conduct our research we needed to compile appropriate datasets.
Collecting Data

As shown in Table 3.7, existing datasets used in RS for scientific
publications do generally provide a wide range of metadata, but do
not provide the full textual content of scientific articles. We have
therefore compiled and built appropriate datasets from which our
previously described notions of citation knowledge (citation proximity
and citation context) could be extracted.

4.2 dataset building
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Challenges

Figure 4.1: A toy example for our proximity based hypothesis.

To gather data, we relied on CORE1 , the world’s largest collection
of open access research papers. CORE provides a large collection
of papers, including their full text, making this data suitable for
our research purposes. We originally downloaded from CORE a
dataset of two million scientific publications. This set of scientific
publications has been used to generate two datasets for the research
presented in this chapter. These datasets are described in detail in Sections 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.2.1. The first dataset contains 368,385 publications
with 142,157,561 co-citations among them. The second dataset is an
extension of the first one containing about two million publications
with 665,330,651 co-citations among them.
To parse the content from the collected papers in Portable Document
Format (PDF), we made use of the GeneRation Of Bibliographic Data
(GROBID) parser.2 We implemented a software library that receives as
input the text of a scientific publication parsed by GROBID, identifies
where the citations are in the text, and extracts for each citation its position, and its context, captured as the sentence where the reference has
1 https://core.ac.uk/services/dataset/
2 https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid

Parsing Data
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been cited as well as the preceding, and the following sentences. Note
that, if the citation is located at the start or end of a paragraph, the
preceding or following sentences, respectively, are not extracted. During the parsing process, the reference list of the scientific publication
is also extracted and process to provide additional information about
the citations (the title of the paper, its list of authors, published date,
etc.). More information about how citation information is extracted
and applied for recommendation is explained in Section 4.3.

4.3

proposed approach

This section presents the types of citation knowledge explored to
address the task of recommending scientific publications for a given
paper in Section 4.3.1, and our proposed recommendation methods,
which exploit such knowledge in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1

Citation Knowledge

We have selected two types of citation knowledge to address this task:
citation proximity and citation context.
Citation Proximity represents a distance between co-cited publicaCitation proximity

tions [85]. As mentioned before, the main hypothesis of this approach

analysis

is “the closer two documents are co-cited, the strongly related they
are.” In [85], CPI is computed as follows: if two documents are
co-cited in a same sentence level, then CPI = 1, if they are cited in
same paragraphs, then CPI = 1/2. If documents are co-cited in same
chapters of the paper, CPI = 1/4, if they are co-cited in the same
edition of the journal, CPI = 1/8, and if they are co-cited in the same
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CPI = 1

Figure 4.2: Illustration of Citation Proximity [85]

journal but in different edition, CPI = 1/16. An illustration of this
computation is shown in Figure 4.2. The final citation proximity value
is the average of all the proximities among the co-cited documents.
While in their work, Gipp et al. [85] presented a design of this method,
the method was not applied for the recommendation for scientific
publications.
In this chapter, we propose three new citation proximity functions,
which use character counts between co-cited documents rather than

Proposed proximity

arbitrary CPI values as proposed by [85], to compute a final cita-

methods

tion proximity score. We implement and evaluate a RS for scientific
publications based on this notion of citation proximity. More information about how citation information is extracted and applied for
recommendation is explained in Section 4.3.2.
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Citation Context represents the semantic context in which the article is cited and it is captured by the textual content around the citation.
It is computed as the sentence where the reference has been cited as
well as the preceding, and the following sentence. Note that, if the
citation is located at the start or end of a paragraph, the preceding or
following sentences, respectively, are not extracted. This adoption of
citation context has been inspired by the work of Ritchie et al. [224].
While other works [102, 127] have used a slightly different approach to
extract citation-contexts, by adopting a fixed window of terms around
a citation, we focus on a sentence-level definition of citation context.
Note that a fixed window may cut short relevant sentences, hence
not capturing the full semantic meaning of the citation context. An
example of citation context is provided in Figure 4.3 where three
sentences are highlighted with yellow, green and red colours. The
green highlighted sentence is the sentence where a citation i.e. Deerwester et al. 1990 is mentioned for which citation context is getting
created, the yellow and the red highlighted sentences are respectively
preceding and succeeding sentences of the citation.

Figure 4.3: A toy example of a citation context formed from citing, preceding
and succeeding sentences
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As described in Chapter 3, the notion of citation proximity has
been unexplored in the area of RS for scientific publications. A key

Citation proximity

innovation of our work, therefore, includes the provided definition

and citation context

and application of citation proximity knowledge. The notion of citation context, on the other hand, has been previously explored in the
literature to address this task, but not in combination with citation
proximity.

4.3.2

Proposed Recommendation Methods

In this section, we describe our proposed recommendation methods.
These methods incorporate the above notions of citation knowledge.
The first set of methods focus on citation proximity, the second set of
methods focus on incorporating citation proximity and context in combination. These methods are described in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2
respectively.
4.3.2.1 Citation Proximity (CP) Recommendation Method
Our Citation Proximity (CP) recommendation method consists of four
main components: Citation Knowledge Extraction, Citation Knowledge Normalisation, Citation Proximity Analysis, and Recommendation. These steps are depicted in Figure 4.4.
• Citation Knowledge Extraction: As described in Section 4.3.1,
in this step we extract and parse the set of references for papers
in the test collection, as well as all the citations of these papers
within the text. For each scientific publication that is introduced
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Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in fauc
us orci luctus et ultrices posuere a cu
cubilia [1] Curae Donec velit neque,
porta vel ultricies ligula et. [2]
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auctor sit amet aliquam vel ullamcorper sit
amet ligula. Curabitur non
nulla sit amet nisl tempus convallis quis ac
lectus. [1] Praesent sapien massa, convallis a
pellentesque.
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nec, egestas non nisi. Cras ultricies ligula [3].
sed magna dictum porta. Curabitur non nulla
sit amet nisl tempus et vel, convallies quis
quis ac lectus. Donec sollicitudin molestie.

nec, egestas non nisi. Cras ultricies ligula [3].
sed magna dictum porta. Curabitur non nulla
sit amet nisl tempus et vel, convallies quis
quis ac lectus. Donec sollicitudin molestie.

[1] Curabitur arcu erat, accumsan id.
[2] ellentesque in ipsum id orci porta
[3] eget felis porttitor volutpat.

[1] Curabitur arcu erat, accumsan id.
[2] ellentesque in ipsum id orci porta
[3] eget felis porttitor volutpat.
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Figure 4.4: Model diagram of the proposed citation proximity (CP) recommendation method. Solid arrows indicate data flow and dashed
arrows exhibit data details at that particular steps.

as input, this component outputs a set of tuples, one for each
paper referenced and cited in the text of the publication.

(referenceId, title, authors [], characterOffsets [], yearPublished, sourceId)
(4.1)

where referenceId is the identifier of the referenced paper, title
is the title of the referenced paper, authors is the list of authors,
characterOffsets is the array of positions within the body of the
input scientific publication where the referenceId paper is cited,
yearPublished is the year of publication and sourceID is a unique
identifier of the input scientific publication. The list of paramet-
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ers extracted from each parsed scientific publication is listed in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: List of parameters extracted from a parsed scientific publication
Identifier

Description

re f erenceId

Identifier of the publication that is being
referenced/cited

sourceId

Identifier of the publication that cites referenceId

title

Title of the referenced/cited publication
(referenceId)

authors

Authors of the referenced/cited publication
(referenceId)

characterO f f sets

A collection of position(s) of the referenced/cited (referenceId) paper within the
citing paper (SourceID)

yearPublished

The publication year of the referenced/cited publication (referenceId)

• Citation Knowledge Normalisation: Once the full collection
of scientific publications has been parsed using the Citation
Extraction component, the Citation Normalisation component
takes as an input the full set of reference tuples and deduplicates
them. The goal of this step is to avoid having duplicate entries for
the same research article. We use a naive deduplication method
that targets precision at the expense of recall. This method takes
into consideration the title of the publication, the publication
date and at least one author from the list of authors to identify
duplicates. The output of this component is a matrix of co-cited
documents where each cell, for example, Vi,j contains citation
position information where a paper i co-occurs with a paper j in
a given source document.
• Citation Proximity Analysis: Two papers can be co-cited several times within the same scientific publication, as well as in
different scientific publications. This component computes a co-
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citation proximity score prox for each two given papers taking
into consideration all the times that they are co-cited together as
well as the proximity in which they are co-cited. The intuition
behind the proposed metric is that, the higher the number of
times two papers are co-cited, as well as the closer their proximity, the more strongly relevant they are to one another. Our
proposed method to compute co-citation scores is defined in
Equation (4.2).

prox ab =

| Docs| a∈ Docs∧b∈ Docs
(4.2)
selected distance metric applied on ({d1ab , ..., dnab })

where a and b are two papers co-cited within the scientific publications of the input dataset Docs. n is the number of times a
and b are cited together in Docs. d1 denotes the first distance
between the co-cited pair a and b. dn denotes the last distance
between them. The numerator captures the number of times
the co-cited pair a and b are cited together in documents in the
dataset Docs and the denominator captures the distance metrics
applied to a set of distances (proximity). Three different metrics
(proximity functions) are proposed to compute this proximity:
MinProx, SumProx and MeanProx. Each of these measures is
introduced below:

MinProx
Minimum distance
between co-cited pair

This method selects the closest distance between

a co-cited pair. It chooses the distance that has minimum value
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from the set of distances as depicted in Equation (4.2). The
formulation of MinProx is given in Equation (4.3).

prox ab
Min =

| Docs| a∈ Docs∧b∈ Docs
log(min{d1ab , ..., dnab })

(4.3)

where logarithm (log) is applied to smooth the larger distance.
It is essential to mention that during distance computation, one
of the hypothesis is the distance between co-cited documents
are never Zero or One. Hence, log of zero or one will not occur.
For example, a case of citations being cited together depicting
as [ X, Y ] in a citing document in the dataset (Doc) and where a
separator character between them is present. If the reference “X”
has character offset 102 and reference “Y” will have character
offset 104 then the distance between them will be 104 − 102 = 2.

SumProx

This method adds all the co-cited distances between

the co-cited pair as depicted in Equation (4.2). The formulation
of SumProx is given in Equation (4.4).

Summed distance
between co-cited pair

ab
proxSum
=

| Docs| a∈ Docs∧b∈ Docs
∑in=1 log(diab )

(4.4)

where di is the ith distance between the co-cited documents a and
b, and logarithm (log) is applied to smooth the larger distance.

MeanProx

This method computes the mean from all the

co-cited distances between the co-cited pair as depicted in Equa-

Averaged distance
between co-cited pair
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tion (4.2). The formulation of MeanProx is given in Equation (4.5).

prox ab
Mean =

| Docs| a∈ Docs∧b∈ Docs
log(mean{d1ab , ..., dnab })

(4.5)

where logarithm (log) is applied to smooth the larger distance.
• Recommendation of Scientific Publications: When recommending scientific publications for a given paper a, we take into consideration all the papers that are co-cited with a in the corpus.
The recommendation module then provides a ranked list of recommendations based on the previously computed prox score.
The list of publications with higher score in decreasing order is
provided as recommendation. It is important to highlight two
key limitations of this recommendation method. First, recommendations can not be provided for papers that are not in the
original corpus. Second, recommendations can not be provided
for papers that are not co-cited with other scientific publications.
The evaluation of our proposed method and the results obtained by
using citation proximity are presented in Section 4.4.

4.3.2.2

Citation Proximity-Context (CPC) Recommendation Method

In this section, we introduce our Citation Proximity-Context (CPC)
recommendation method. This method explores two types of citation
knowledge in combination, citation proximity and citation context.
Our previously proposed method, solely based on citation proximity,
determines the relevancy of scientific publications based on a numeric
one dimensional connection (i.e., whether the scientific publications
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are co-cited). However, the context of such connections (i.e., how the
papers are co-cited together) is lost in our previous model. This can
lead to topic-drifting, i.e., recommending papers that although, cocited together do not cover similar topics. For instance, papers focused
on mathematical methods may be recommended when searching for
scientific publications about image classification.
Our hypothesis is that, by analysing and exploiting citation context,
we can enhance the performance of the recommendation method
solely based on proximity. We, therefore, propose to combine citation
proximity and citation context to provide recommendations that are
topically relevant. As explained in Section 4.3.1, citation context is
computed as the sentence where the reference has been cited as well as
the preceding, and the following sentences. Note that, if the citation is
located at the start or end of a paragraph, the preceding or following
sentences, respectively, are not extracted. This adoption of citation
context has been inspired by the work of Ritchie et al. [224].
Our method delivers recommendations for a scientific publication
in a two-stage process. First, we employ citation proximity method
to select an initial set of relevant publications. We then infer the
topics from each recommendation generated in the first stage and
compare these topics to the ones of the target paper. The pseudocode of the proposed method is presented in Algorithm 1 where
D is a corpus containing full text documents, X is a set containing
citation knowledge of all the documents in D, L is a Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model, T is a set containing learned topics, and R is
a list containing recommended items. We used 20 documents as an
initial list of recommended items in R.
Our recommendation method can be summarised in five main
components:
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for generating recommendations
from Citation Proximity-Context (CPC) method
Input: Corpus D containing full text documents, Set X
containing citation features of all the documents in D
and query (target) document ~q
Output: n number of item in the recommendation list
1 Run LDA on D to generate model L and topic set T
2 Create R ⊆ X using proximity-based method
3 for each ~
x ∈ R do
4
Assign topic t to ~x using L.
5
Find {sw} semantically similar top word from the topic t
using GloVe’s Wikipedia corpus.
6
Find vector representations ~v of {sw}
7
Calculate Cosine similarity between ~q and ~v
8 end
9 Reorder R into descending order of cosine similarity
10 Output top n items in R

• Citation Knowledge Extraction: This component is used to extract the citation context for all citations in the corpus. As
previously mentioned, citation context is defined in our work as
the sentence where the reference has been cited as well as the
preceding, and the following sentences. If the citation is located
at the start or end of a paragraph, the preceding or following
sentences, respectively, are not extracted.
• Citation Proximity Recommendations: We use Gipp’s citation
proximity method [84] to provide an initial list of relevant scientific publications based on citation proximity. We define this
list as R.
• Topic Inference from Citation Contexts: This component extract a list of topics from the previously extracted citation contexts. The idea of applying topic modelling on citation context is
to cluster the documents which are focused on the same concept
but portrayed in different ways by different authors. Finding
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different mentions for the same idea can help providing a meaningful understanding of the research domain. Topic models are
widely used to infer latent topics from a corpus of documents.
According to [32], documents can be considered as random mixtures over latent topics where each topic is characterised by a
distribution over all the words. In our work, we follow the
generative process proposed by [32] to discover latent topics
from the citation contexts in the corpus D. Inferring latent topics
from short-texts (citation contexts) is, however, a difficult task.
Inspired by the work of Hong et al. [111], who conducted topic
modelling over Twitter data by aggregating tweets (texts of a
maximum of 140 characters), we conducted topic modelling over
our data by aggregating all the extracted citation contexts for
each paper and treating this as a document. For example, a scientific publication d is cited ten times in a corpus, we aggregated
the 10 different citation contexts in which d is cited and treated
this aggregation as one unique document for topic inference.
Once the topics are extracted from these generated documents,
we assign the most prominent topic to each scientific publication.
The outputs of this component are (i) a list of topics T, each
topic described by a list of words {w1 , w2 , ..., wm } where m is
the number of words assigned for each topic, and (ii) a list of
scientific publications, each of them with one topic Ti assigned.
• Topic Mapping to Word Embeddings: The goal of this component is to refine the list of words that define each of the topics
extracted in the previous step by means of word embeddings.
Word embeddings can capture the subtle semantic relationships
between terms in a corpus. For example, the sum of the embedding vectors for Capital and France is very similar to the embed-
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~
~
~
+ Capital
≈ Paris)
ding vector that describes Paris (i.e. France
[190]. Taking this idea as an inspiration, this component projects
the words of each topic, Ti , to an vector space. To conduct this
step, we use ‘GloVe’3 , a statistical model introduced by [209],
and its publicly available vector representation of the Wikipedia
corpus4 . We chose this Glove vectors because of its immense
and diverse range of enriched topics embedded, and also because this model [209] has been shown to perform better than
Word2Vec embedding [190]. The output of this component is a
single vector representation vi extracted for each topic Ti . This
vector is computed as mean of the projection weight vectors of
each of the words associated to Ti .
We applied a topic modelling method [32] to cluster the documents which are focused on the same concept but portrayed
in different ways by different authors. This can help provide a
meaningful understanding of the research domain. In addition,
we wanted to capture the subtle semantic relationships between
concepts. We therefore opted to use the word embeddings in
addition to the topic modelling. We adopted the Glove vectors
[209] trained on the corpus of Wikipedia as Wikipedia encapsulates a diverse range of topics embedded. Alternatively, another
option would be to use the GloVe learning algorithm alone (i.e.
without topic modelling) for obtaining vector representations
for terms/words by training on aggregated global word-word
co-occurrence statistics from our corpus containing two million
documents. Then the resulting representations can showcase
interesting linear substructures of the word vector space and
3 https://github.com/thomasjungblut/glove
4 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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compute the Euclidean distance of the mean GloVe vectors of
documents. However, we did not choose the option due to the
lack of time and computing resources. We believe comparing
these two methodologies in future can be an interesting task.
• Recommendation of Scientific Publications: In the final step, a
cosine similarity metric is used to measure the similarity between
the target publication and the initial list of recommendations, R;
see Equation (4.6). The recommended publications are re-ranked
based on the decreasing cosine similarity value between q and x;
where x ∈ R.

d(vq , v x ) =

vq .v x
kvq kkv x k

(4.6)

where vq and v x are the vector representations of the target paper and the recommended scientific publication, respectively.
Finally, we choose the top five documents as recommendations
for the target document. The decision to show only five recommendations is based on not to overwhelm the user with loads of
choices.

4.4

evaluation

This section reports the experiments conducted to assess our recommendation methods. The evaluation of Citation Proximity (CP) recommendation method is described in Section 4.4.1, and the evaluation
of Citation Proximity-Context (CPC) recommendation method is described in Section 4.4.2. For each section, we present the proposed
evaluation set-up as well as the obtained results.
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Citation Proximity (CP) Recommendation Method

4.4.1

This section reports the experiment conducted to evaluate our CP
recommendation method. The proposed evaluation set up is described in Section 4.4.1.1 including the evaluation method, metrics and
baselines. Results of this evaluation are described in Section 4.4.1.2.
Note that, the use of citation proximity for recommendation is still in
its infancy. The key objective of this first small-scale evaluation has
therefore been to assess whether citation proximity could be a key aspect of citation knowledge to help improving existing recommendation
methods for scientific publications.

4.4.1.1

Evaluation Set-up

In this section, we report the evaluation set-up for our proposed CP
recommendation method, including the dataset used for evaluation,
the proposed evaluation method, the baseline used for comparison,
and the selected evaluation metrics.
• Dataset: For our experiments, we depart from the CORE dataset
described in Section 4.2. We used a subset of 368,385 open
source scientific publications, all in PDF format and applied
GROBID [170] to convert these PDF files into the Text Encoding
Initiatives (TEI) format in order to extract the required citation
knowledge. Citations and their positions were extracted for a
subset of 368,385 documents. The rest of the PDFs were scans or
erroneously encoded and hence, no citation knowledge could be
extracted from them. A total of 6,609,147 papers were referenced
in the 368,385 original scientific publications. On average, we
are able to extract 18 references for each publication. In addition,
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from this dataset we extracted a matrix of 142,157,561 co-cited
pairs with their proximity information.
• Evaluation Method: We opted to conduct a user evaluation to
assess whether citation proximity can help to enhance existing
recommendation methods. Ten members of a Computer Science
department (all of them working on the areas of “Data mining”
and “Information Retrieval”) volunteer for this experimentation.
Following this sample of human evaluators, we randomly selected six scientific publications on the above areas of expertise.
For each of the six papers, we presented the human evaluators
four sets of recommendations, each of them containing five papers. Three of the recommendations were generated using the
MinProx, SumProx, and MeanProx metrics presented above, and
the fourth recommendation was generated using the baseline
(see below). Each evaluator provided 120 relevant judgements
(6 query papers - 4 sets of recommendations per target paper 5 suggested papers per recommendation). The relevant judgements where binary ratings, i.e., the evaluators assigned the
recommended scientific publications a value of 1 if they considered the recommended paper relevant with respect to the
query paper and 0 otherwise. A total of 1,200 binary judgements
were generated using this method.
• Evaluation Baseline: We used as a baseline a method that
does not include citation proximity information. The suggested
baseline method, proposed by [243], is defined in Equation (4.7).
This baseline method only takes into consideration the number
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of documents where a and b are co-cited, but not the proximity
of these co-citations.

ab
cocitbaseline
= | Docs| a∈ Docs∧b∈ Docs ,

(4.7)

• Evaluation Metrics: We selected Precision @1, @3 and @5, as
key evaluation metrics, considering a scenario where the key
objective of the evaluation is to provide top relevant items first.

4.4.1.2

Evaluation Results

As explained in the previous section, we have calculated precision
at three different levels. The results of this experimentation are displayed in Table 4.2. Our experimental results indicate that the use of
citation proximity helps generating more relevant recommendations
in comparison with the baseline method. More specifically, two out
of the three proposed proximity functions, SumProx and MeanProx,
outperform the Baseline, indicating that averaging or summing the
proximity distances among the cited papers seems to yield more precise results. The improvement over the baseline for P@5 ranges from
0.27 to 0.34, i.e., more than 25% improvement.
Table 4.2: Precision at three different levels. For each metric, a gray scale is
used to highlight higher (dark gray) and lower (white) precision
values. Higher precision values are represented in bold font.

Method

p@1

p@3

p@5

Co-Citation

0.29

0.27

0.27

MinProx

0.2

0.25

0.25

SumProx

0.32

0.33

0.34

MeanProx

0.32

0.34

0.3
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To assess the subjectivity of the task, we have also calculated an
inter-rater reliability statistic to weight the agreement between the
evaluators. To do so, we have used Fleiss’s κ as follows:

κ=

P̄ − P̄e
1 − P̄e

(4.8)

where, P̄e denotes the observed agreement and P̄ denotes the probability of agreement. Hence, (1 − P̄) is the degree of agreement which is
obtainable by chance and P̄ − P̄e gives the degree of agreement which
is actually obtained. For all the sample data and its recommendations,
we observed κ = 0.25 suggesting a fair agreement. The interpretation
of the level of agreement is shown in Table 4.3 provided by [153].
Table 4.3: κ values interpretation [153]

κ

Interpretation

<0

Poor agreement

0.01 – 0.20

Slight agreement

0.21 – 0.40

Fair agreement

0.41 – 0.60

Moderate agreement

0.61 – 0.80

Substantial agreement

0.81 – 1.00

Almost perfect agreement

To quantify the statistical significance, we conducted the chi-square
test which gives an indication of the extent to which judgements
(in our case, relevance/irrelevance) differ across the methods. We
obtained a chi-square value of 9.64 and a p-value of 0.0219 with 3
degrees of freedom and an alpha value of 0.05. Since the p-value is less
than the alpha value and the chi square value is higher than the critical
value 7.815 (– the critical value is obtained from the chi-square test
table [77]), the methods and observed data are statistically significant.
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Citation Proximity-Context (CPC) Recommendation Method

4.4.2

This section presents the experiment conducted to evaluate our proposed CPC recommendation method. This method uses two types
of citation knowledge in combination, citation proximity and citation
context. The proposed evaluation set up is described in Section 4.4.2.1
including the evaluation method, metrics and baselines. Results of
this evaluation are described in Section 4.4.2.2.

4.4.2.1

Evaluation Set-up

In this section, we report the evaluation set-up for the proposed CPC
recommendation method, including the dataset used for evaluation,
the proposed evaluation method, the baseline used for comparison,
and the selected evaluation metrics.
• Dataset: For the experiment, We extended the dataset in our
previous experiment to two million open source scientific publications, all in PDF format. We used GROBID [170] to convert
these PDF files into the TEI format in order to extract the required citation knowledge. A total of 30,721,863 papers were
referenced in the 2 million scientific publications. On average,
we were able to extract 15 references for each publication. Then,
citations, their positions and their context were extracted for two
millions documents. In addition, from this dataset we extracted a
matrix of 665,330,651 co-cited pairs with their proximity information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest scientific
dataset up to date containing citation-context information. This
dataset has been made available for the scientific community
under [139], and it is one of the key contributions of this thesis.
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Moreover, we inferred 200 topics using LDA topic modelling
method [32] from the scientific publications in the dataset. These
topics were used in our CPC method to detect semantic relationships between papers. We selected 200 topics inspired by the
literature [272].
• Evaluation Method: We opted to conduct a user evaluation to
assess whether citation proximity, in combination with citation
context, can help to enhance existing recommendation methods.
Fourteen members of a Computer Science department (all of
them working on the areas of “Data mining” and “Machine
Learning”) volunteer for this experimentation. Following this
sample of human evaluators, we randomly selected five scientific
publications on the above areas of expertise. For each of the
five target papers, we presented the human evaluators five sets
of recommendations, including the proposed method and four
baselines (see below). Each evaluator provided 125 relevant
judgements (5 query papers - 5 sets of recommendations per
paper - 5 suggested papers per recommendation). The relevant
judgements where on a Likert scale [161] (extremely relevant,
very relevant, somewhat relevant, and not relevant).
• Evaluation Baselines: We selected four different baselines for
this evaluation.
– Co-Citation: Our first baseline is the one used in our previous evaluation, [243], which is defined in Equation (4.7).
As explained earlier this baseline method only takes into
consideration the number of documents where a and b are
co-cited, but not the proximity of these co-citations, or the
citation context, to provide recommendations.
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– CPMeanProx : Our second baseline is our CP method (presented in Section 4.3.2.1), using MeanProx to compute the mean
citation proximity.
– CPA: Our third baseline is the Citation Proximity Analysis
(CPA) method proposed by Gipp et al. [85] and also described in Section 4.3.1. This method has been replicated for
the purpose of this study using the exact values of citation
proximity index described in the paper.
– CBF: The last implemented baseline is a content-based filtering recommendation method. Scientific publications are
represented as vectors of terms weighted based on t f ∗ id f
[135]. The cosine similarity metric is used to compute the
similarity between the target paper and the papers to be
recommended. Scientific publications with a higher similarity score to the target paper are the ones provided as
recommendation.

4.4.2.2

Evaluation Results

The obtained nDCG results at both 3rd and 5th are displayed in
Table 4.4. Our results show how our method, CPC, performs better than all baseline methods at both nDCG levels. However, results
from both proximity-based citation analyses (CPA and CPMeanProx ) are
surprising; with nDCG@5 values of 69% and 79% respectively in
comparison to 86% in content-based and co-citation methods. According to [85], the performance of CPA should have been better than
Co − Citation and our first experiment for CP also corroborated the
concept. We investigated our evaluation dataset and we believe that
the length of documents has a higher impact on the proximity-based
approach than the originally envisioned. This suggests that looking
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into the ways of normalising documents’ length might be a plausible
next step for future research.
Table 4.4: nDCG results at 3rd and 5th for the proposed method and baselines.
For each metric, a gray scale is used to highlight high (dark gray)
and low (white) values.

Method

nDCG@3

nDCG@5

Co − Citation

0.717

0.864

CPA

0.575

0.688

CPMeanProx

0.659

0.782

CBF

0.764

0.865

CPC

0.838

0.902

To quantify the statistical significance of the obtained result, we
conducted the Kruskal-Wallis test [149] which gives an indication of
the extent to which the scores (judgements) given by the participants
to the documents differ across methods. We obtained a statistic value
of 155.477 and a p-value of 1.288 × 10−08 with 4 degrees of freedom
and an alpha value of 0.05. Since the p-value is less than the alpha
value and the statistic value is higher than the critical value 9.488 (the critical value is obtained from the chi-square test table [77]), the
methods and observed scores are statistically significant.
To check the homogeneity in the ratings of participants, an interrater reliability check is performed using Cronbach’s alpha [57] which
resulted in the value of 0.904, which indicates that participants are
in agreement with excellent internal consistency. The interpretation
of the level of agreement is obtained from Table 4.5 provided by [86]
which shows that a score of more than 0.7 value is acceptable [55, 86].
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Table 4.5: Cronbach’s alpha interpretation table [86]

Cronbach’s alpha
α ≥ 0.9

Excellent

0.9 > α ≥ 0.8

Good

0.8 > α ≥ 0.7

Acceptable

0.7 > α ≥ 0.6

Questionable

0.6 > α ≥ 0.5

Poor

0.5 > α

4.5

Internal consistency

Unacceptable

discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated whether the use of citation
knowledge can help improving existing RS for scientific publications
when addressing task of recommending scientific publications for a
given piece of work. In the literature, this work is captured by a paper,
an on-going manuscript, or a snapshot of text (e.g. components of a
paper such as title or abstract). We have captured it by using a paper.
Two types of citation knowledge have been explored in this task:
citation proximity and citation context. We have extracted such knowledge from the content of scientific publications and use it to recommend scientific publications. Upon doing so, we have proposed novel
recommendation methods encapsulating this knowledge. Our hypothesis for using citation proximity for this particular task is that
papers that are co-cited together, and in close proximity, tend to be
relevant to one another. Similarly, papers that are cited based on
similar terminologies and expressions (i.e., whose citation contexts are
similar), tend to refer to similar topics.
Our experiments have shown how the proposed recommendation
methods, which use these two types of citation knowledge, perform
better than the baselines. This shows how citation proximity and

4.5 discussion and conclusions

citation context, particularly in combination can indeed help to enhance the performance of exiting RS for scientific publications when
addressing the task of recommending scientific publications for a
given target paper.
In conducting these experiments, we have also provided a novel
dataset containing the extracted citation knowledge from the publications. This includes not only metadata of the referenced papers but
also the citation context and citation position (in terms of sentence,
paragraph and chapter level) while citing them. Note that, as pointed out in Chapter 3, public datasets with the full-text of scientific
publications are limited, and their size is generally small, typically
in the thousands of documents. Our provided large-scale dataset,
containing 53 million unique citation-based records extracted from 2
million scientific publications, is a key contribution of this PhD to the
scientific community.
Multiple challenges do however remain open, and we acknowledge
several limitations of the proposed methods and conducted research.
First of all, while our proposed citation-proximity recommendation
method is a pioneer method on exploring the use of citation proximity to provide recommendations of scientific publications, it suffers
from an important limitation. Papers that are not cited, which will
generally happen with the most recent papers, will not receive any
recommendation. Since we are in a task of recommending papers for
a particular paper this encapsulates both, the target and item cold
start problems.
A second limitation of the presented research is the lack of ratings,
or ground truth. Note that our dataset does not contain ratings (or
associated preferences). Hence, we have conducted user-studies in
our evaluation. With the lack of ratings, it is not possible to train
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other potential baselines (such as Collaborative Filtering (CF)) and
conduct a more comprehensive evaluation against a wider variety
of methods. Obtaining reliable ground truth, particularly for this
recommendation task, is not trivial. Note that, the recommendation
is not made for users, but for a particular piece of work (in this
case, represented by a paper). Subjectivity therefore comes into place,
since different users, with the same query paper, may be looking for
different recommendations.
To address this task, we have focused on two types of citation
knowledge, citation proximity and citation context. We selected these
types of knowledge since we hypothesise they could be the useful ones
for the given recommendation task. However, other types of citation
knowledge, such as the ones that will be presented in Chapter 5,
could have also been applied and evaluated for this task. This would
have required to propose additional recommendation methods, or
modifications of existing methods, to incorporate this knowledge.
This is part of our future work.
Finally, it is also important to highlight that our evaluations were
based on a maximum of fourteen users. It would have been desirable
to recruit more users for the conducted evaluations. However, as
specified in Chapter 2, user studies are costly since users’ time is
expensive. Also, recruiting users with the appropriate expertise to
assess RS for scientific publications is not trivial. Note that, these users
need to be researchers with sufficient knowledge of domain. We used
computer science domain in our user study during evaluation.
Despite the above-mentioned limitations, this chapter presents multiple important contributions to the field including (i) novel conceptualisations of citation knowledge, including citation proximity and citation context (ii) a large dataset containing citation knowledge extracted

4.5 discussion and conclusions

from scientific publications, (iii) novel recommendation methods that
incorporate, by means of a wide range of metrics, various types of
citation knowledge, and (iv) an evaluation that shows how, for the
particular task of recommending papers to a given paper, the use
of citation knowledge can help enhancing existing recommendation
methods.
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5
R E C O M M E N D I N G S C I E N T I F I C P U B L I C AT I O N S F O R
A U S E R U S I N G C I TAT I O N G R A P H , C I TAT I O N
C O N T E X T, C I TAT I O N S E C T I O N A N D C I TAT I O N
INTENTION

As pointed out in Chapter 3, the second main task addressed by
Recommender Systems (RS) for scientific publications is the recommendation of relevant scientific publications for a user. As opposed
to most of the existing solutions for this task, which have focused on
recommending relevant papers to a user independently of the time
when such papers were published, we address the real-world problem
of recommending recently published papers [95]. This is a particularly
challenging problem where existing RS methods, such as Collaborative
Filtering (CF), are ineffective to provide recommendations. Note that,
recent scientific publications are not previously seen, rated or cited
and hence, they have no ratings associated to them.
Our purpose in this chapter is, therefore, to address RQ4, investigating whether the use of wider granularity of citation knowledge
can help improving existing recommendation methods when addressing the task of providing personalised recommendations of recent
scientific publications. With this purpose, we define four types of
citation knowledge –citation section, citation graph, citation context
and citation intention–, and propose novel recommendation methods
that exploit such knowledge. An evaluation of the proposed methods
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is conducted by means of offline evaluations. A novel benchmark has
been also developed to conduct such evaluations.
RQ4 : When addressing the task of recommending recent scientific publications to a user, can citation knowledge help improving existing RS?
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1
motivates the work, Section 5.2 describes the data used to conduct
this research, Section 5.3 presents our recommendation methods, Section 5.4 reports the conducted experiments, and Section 5.5 concludes
the work presented in the chapter.

5.1

introduction

With the continuous growth of scientific literature, discovering relevant
academic papers for a researcher has become a critical task. This task
is particularly important when considering that researchers need to
be up to date with the latest developments in their scientific fields.
Hence, the need of RS that can recommend them the latest, more
recent relevant papers.
While multiple works in the literature [11, 245, 267] (more works in
Table 3.1) have aimed to target the problem of recommending scientific
publications to a user, they have done this independently on when
those papers were published. To the best of our knowledge, only the
works by Ha et al. [95] and Wang et al. [272] have considered the time
and item cold start aspects of this problem.
To address this problem, we investigate how citation knowledge
could be captured and exploited to support users towards the discovery of recent and relevant scientific publications. On doing so,
we propose novel hybrid recommendation methods that explore the
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users’ history (in terms of their publications and cited papers) to
build their profiles, and various notions of citation knowledge to
provide personalised recommendations. In particular, we introduce
four notions of citation knowledge to address the above mentioned
recommendation task: the citation graph (or relations between papers
based on citations), citation context (or texts that surround citations
within the papers), citation section (or sections of the papers where
citations appear) and citation intention, or intention behind citing the
paper (providing background knowledge, comparing against other
approaches, etc.).
The idea of using citation knowledge to recommend scientific publications to users has been previously applied in the literature. Sugiyama
et al. [252], for example, explored the use of citations to enrich user
profiles, capturing a user’s research interests by considering not only
their past publications, but also the citations of such publications, and
the publications citing the user’s work. In an extension of this work
[253], the authors explored the use of the content of the publications
citing the user’s work, including: (i) citation context, or text around
the citation, since it may be viewed as an endorsement of the work,
and (ii) textual content from other sections (abstract, introduction,
and conclusions) to complement citation context. Torres et al. [267]
explored the use of the citation graph of CiteSeer to provide recommendations. Their proposed algorithm exploits the content of papers
as well as their citations, when available.
While these works show how citation knowledge can help enhancing
recommendation accuracy, they do not explore the use of citation
knowledge on the particular real-word scenario of recommending
the latest scientific publications to users. In addition to exploring
the use of citation knowledge in this scenario, our work proposes a
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more comprehensive view of citation knowledge. While knowledge in
terms of citation context, citation section, or citation graph (relations
between papers based on citations) has been previously used in RS
for scientific publications [45, 253], to the best of our knowledge, the
concept of citation intention has rarely been applied to this domain
(see Section 3.3). Similarly, combinations of these different aspects
of citation knowledge have also not been previously used for the
recommendation of scientific publications. It is important to highlight
that to capture the above knowledge, access to the publications of
users and the textual content of papers is needed. Existing datasets
used for training and testing academic RS do not provide either
the entire user publication history or scientific publication texts, but
just their metadata, e.g., title, abstract and keywords. As part of
this work, we have also built and made publicly available a novel
evaluation benchmark to enable the implementation and evaluation
of recommender systems for the particular setting of recommending
recently published papers to a user.
Building this benchmark has allowed us to conduct offline evaluations to assess whether the above notions of citation knowledge do
indeed help enhancing the performance of existing recommendation
methods for the task at hand. Experimental results show improvements over baseline methods, evidencing the potential of using citation
knowledge to recommend recently published papers in a personalised
way.
In the next section, we introduce the above benchmark, followed
by our proposed recommendation approaches in Section 5.3 and their
evaluation in Section 5.4.

5.2 dataset building

5.2

dataset building

Multiple datasets have been used in the past to evaluate recommender
systems for academic publications. A comprehensive list of publicly
available datasets is given in Chapter 3, and more particularly in
Table 3.7. For each dataset, the table shows a brief description of the
type of data and time period when its data were collected, the number
of users, items and ratings in the dataset, and whether the full text
PDFav and publication history of the users UPHav are available.
As we can observe from the table, most of the existing datasets do
not provide the full texts of publications, and hence, a wide range
of citation knowledge (e.g., citation section, context, intention, etc.)
cannot be extracted from them. Similarly, many datasets do not
provide the authors’ publication history, and thus knowledge about
the users, particularly their preferences (publications and citations),
cannot be easily captured. To address these limitations, in this thesis,
we have built a new dataset that includes both the textual content
of papers, as well as the authors’ publication history. Our dataset
building process is described next.

5.2.1

Collecting Data

As previously explained, we aimed to build a new dataset that (i)
could serve to investigate the particular recommendation scenario of
discovering the most recent academic papers relevant for a target user,
and (ii) provides the textual content of papers in addition to their
metadata, so that fine grained citation knowledge could be extracted
and used as by recommendation methods.
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Since we were interested in exploring the usage of citation knowledge for recommendation purposes, we needed to ensure that there
are sufficient items (papers) cited by other items within the dataset. Following this requirement, we gathered the publication history
of authors working on the same field (e.g., publishing in the same
conference), since they are likely to cite each other’s publications.
Specifically, we selected the ACM Conference Series on Recommender Systems (RecSys)1 and collected data for 1,931 authors who
have published in the conference from the first RecSys conference in
2007 until the twelfth RecSys conference in 2018. The complete publication histories of these authors were collected from the well-known
computer science bibliography data provider DBLP2 . Collectively 1,931
authors published 80,808 research publications. Note that, the publication history of an author contains not only their RecSys papers but
also papers published in other venues (journals, conferences, etc.).
As shown in Figure 5.1, an author’s publication history contains
metadata of each of the author’s papers, including their titles, abstracts,
publication dates and venues. The metadata also includes a URL to
the corresponding Google Scholar page of each paper, which we used
to gather the Portable Document Format (PDF) file of the paper.
Out of the 80,808 papers crawled from DBLP, we were able to obtain
full content for 35,473 of them (about 44%). We note that, while
initiatives like open access and pre-prints enabled full access to many
scientific publications, many of them are still hidden behind pay-walls
and thus are not publicly accessible.3 Then, to ensure that we had
sufficient historical data to capture user preferences, we discarded all

1 https://recsys.acm.org/
2 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
3 https://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2018/may/21/
scientists-access-journals-researcher-article
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the authors for which we obtained less than 4 publications, keeping a
total of 1,336 authors.
To extract citation knowledge, we parsed the available PDF files
using the GROBID parser4 and the classifier for citation intention
generation provided by [136]. Among the 35,473 papers for which
we have textual content, we could obtain citation intention for 21,924
of them using the classifier of citation intentions provided by [136].
The parser used as a part of the approach of [136] is ParsCit5 which
could only extract citation information for 61% of the collected papers,
reducing the completeness of the data. Then, to ensure that we had
sufficient historical data to capture user preferences, we discarded all
the authors for which we obtained less than four publications, keeping
a total of 1,102 authors.
The parser problem led to the creation of two different datasets: (i)
the first one containing data for 1,336 authors, and citation knowledge
in the form of citation section, citation graph and citation context,
we named it as Dataset_sgc; (ii) the second one containing data for
1,102 authors and citation knowledge in the form of citation section,
citation graph, citation context and citation intention, we named it as
Dataset_sgci. Both datasets were divided into training and test sets by
observing the publication time distribution, and selecting as breaking
date the 1st of January 2018 (see Figure 5.2). All papers published
before that date were considered part of the training set and all papers
published after that date were considered part of the test set. Lastly,
we kept those authors having at least 60% of the data in the training
set, and at least 10% of the data in the test set.
The final two datasets consists of:

4 https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid
5 https://parscit.comp.nus.edu.sg/
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• Dataset_sgc: This dataset contains 547 authors and 15,174 academic papers, from which 12,641 belong to the training set and
2,533 represent the test set. Citation knowledge in the form of
citation section, citation graph and citation context is available
for this dataset.
• Dataset_sgci: This dataset consists of 446 authors and 9,399
academic papers from which 7,786 belong to the training set
and 1,613 represent the test set. Citation knowledge in the form
of citation section, citation graph, citation context and citation
intention is available for this dataset.

5.2.2

Modelling Authors, Papers and Citations

Figure 5.1 shows the different features that are captured for authors
(users), publications and citations, as well as different relations among
them. For each user, we consider four different identifiers, including:
the internal identifier within the dataset, the ORCID identifier6 , and
both, the DBLP and the Google Scholar URLs. In addition, we also
capture name, last name, website and affiliation.
For each publication, we also capture multiple identifiers, including
the internal identifier within the dataset, the DBLP URL (from where
meta-data about the paper has been extracted) and the Google Scholar
URL (from where the PDF file of the paper has been downloaded –if
available–). Metadata about the publication includes: title, abstract,
publication date, and publication venue.
To extract citation knowledge, we have parsed the available PDF
files using the GROBID parser4 . From the PDF of each publication,

6 https://orcid.org/
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Figure 5.1: Capturing citation knowledge

we have extracted: (i) the reference list (i.e., all the papers that are
cited within the publication), (ii) the sections within the publication
where those citations appear (introduction, related work, etc.), (iii) the
citation context (the text that surrounds the citation in the publication).
We consider as citation context three sentences: the one where the
citation appears, and the ones before and after, when available), and
(iv) the citation intention (using the approach proposed by [136]).7
More information about how citation knowledge has been extracted is
described in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.3

Modelling User Preferences

As mentioned in Chapter 3, when the publication history of a user
is sparse, its data may be insufficient to build a reliable profile for
7 Relation between authors, their publications and citations are captured in a database
and its entity relationship is provided in Appendix A.2.
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personalised recommendation. In such a case, relying on citation
information could help enriching the user’s profile.
Hence, we distinguish between two main ways of capturing user
preferences. On the one hand, we consider that a user has a preference
(positive rating) for all the papers they have authored. Authored
papers encapsulate the user’s interest in terms of research areas, topics,
methods, etc., and constitute a relevant source of information to
build their profile. On the other hand, we consider that a user has
a preference for all the papers they have authored as well as the
papers they have cited, since cited papers also encapsulate research
that the user considers relevant in relation to their work. By doing so,
we explore the use of the citation-graph to enrich a user-item rating
matrix.
Figure 5.2 illustrates these two preference models. In the left part
of the figure, we show a rating matrix R P relating authors (rows) and
papers (columns) where a cell has a value 1 if the corresponding user
authored the associated paper, and 0 otherwise. In the right part of
the figure, we show a rating matrix R PC where a cell has a value 1
if the user authored or cited the paper, and 0 otherwise. In addition
to these rating matrices, we also considered four enriched versions
of R PC : (i) R PCX , where X stands for context, R PCXS , where S stands
for section, R PCXI , where I stands for intention and R PCXSI , where SI
stands for section and intention. A more detailed description of these
matrices is provided in Section 5.4.1.

5.3

proposed approach

This section presents the various types of citation knowledge explored
to address the task of recommending recent scientific publications

Figure 5.2: Modelling user preferences

5.3 proposed approach
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for a given user (Section 5.3.1), and our proposed recommendation
methods, which incorporate such knowledge (Section 5.3.2).

5.3.1

Citation Knowledge

We have selected four types of citation knowledge to address this task:
citation section, citation graph, citation context, and citation intention.
This section explains the rationale of using each of these types of
citation knowledge, as well as the process of extracting this knowledge
from the collected data.
• Citation graph: The citation graph represents relations between
papers based on citations. In this graph, nodes represent papers and edges represent relations between such papers based
on their citations. Relations in the citation graph can be either
directed –i.e., they capture the explicit relation between source
(citing) paper and target (cited) papers [183]–, or undirected –i.e.,
they do not consider which paper is the one citing and which
paper is the one being cited [95]. The following process was
followed to extract this knowledge from the collected data. From
the PDF of each publication, we extracted the reference list (i.e.,
all the papers that are cited within the publication). The reference lists are then matched against all the publications of the
dataset to identify the citation-based relations and generate the
citation graph. Paper titles, authors, and publication years were
matched considering a series of heuristics to minimise errors
including: applying lower case, matching at least one author,
and computing the Levenshtein distance8 between the title of
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein_distance
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the publication and the title of the reference. An 85% minimum
threshold was empirically selected for this distance. These heuristics were needed since references sometimes contained errors
or incomplete information.
• Citation Section: The citation section refers to the particular
section of the paper where the citation appears, e.g., introduction, literature review, and conclusions. Citations in different
sections of a paper generally serve different purposes. For example, citations appearing in the introduction section tend to
help motivating and describing the addressed problem, while
citations appearing in the literature review section are generally
used for comparison [45]. To extract this knowledge, we parsed
the PDF of each publication and extracted the sections within the
publication where citations appear. We considered four sections
in this work: introduction, related work, conclusions, and other.
• Citation context: We use the same notion of citation context as
the one described in Chapter 4, the sentence-based text surrounding the citation, i.e., the sentence where the citation appear, as
well as the sentences before and after, when available. Citation
context provides an indication of the semantics with a citation
is mentioned, which could provide relevant information when
it comes to determine relevancy for a recommendation [253].
We use the same process described in Chapter 4 to extract this
knowledge.
• Citation intention: The citation intention mainly reflects the
objective of the citation: provide background, criticise, support,
etc. [160]. Understanding the intention behind a citation, could
also be a relevant indicator to enhance the recommendation
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process. It is important to note that, while the definition and
use of citation intention has been applied in the area of scientometrics to study the evolution of scientific fields [136], or
to quantify the influence of research works [99, 269], to the
best of our knowledge, it has not been explored before for the
recommendation of scientific publications to users. To assign
citation intentions to the referenced papers in our dataset, we
used the classifier provided by [136], which categorises citations
into six main types: background, compare or contrast, use, extension,
motivation and future. More information about the different categorisations of citation intentions can be found in Section 3.3.
This classifier was trained with papers from the ACL Anthology
corpus9 , a corpus of scholarly publications about Computational
Linguistics. To evaluate the performance of this classifier when
identifying citation intentions from the RS field we conducted
a manual assessment of 100 randomly selected citations. Based
on 3 annotators (all of them with computer science background),
displaying a moderate agreement (0.62 Fleiss kappa [76]), we
identified a 69% average correct classification, which is in line to
the one reported by the authors [136].

5.3.2

Proposed Methods

In this section, we describe the proposed hybrid citation knowledgebased recommendation methods. These methods, aside from incorporating citation knowledge, jointly exploit the content of the papers
and the user-item ratings (see Section 5.2.3) to provide personalised
recommendations.
9 https://acl-arc.comp.nus.edu.sg/
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Hybrid methods [38] aim to mitigate the disadvantages of individual
approaches by combining the strengths of each type of approach, in
general Content Based Filtering (CBF) and CF. In our case, we aim
to mitigate the ineffectiveness of CF when recommending the latest
scientific publications by combining it with CBF and exploiting the
captured citation knowledge.
We propose four different hybrid methods that explore different
combinations of citation knowledge presented in this chapter. These
methods, and the citation knowledge they use are summarised in
Table 5.1, and described in the following subsections.
Table 5.1: List of hybrid methods and various citation knowledge they utilised

Method

Exploited citation knowledge

hyb

citation graph and citation context

hybSec

citation graph, citation context and citation section

hybIntent

citation graph, citation context and citation intention

hybIntentSec

citation graph, citation context, citation section and
citation intention

5.3.2.1 Hybrid Recommendation Method: hyb
The first proposed recommendation method, hyb, is based on the itembased CF nearest neighbour heuristic10 where content-based features
are used to compute item similarities. In item-based CF algorithms
[228], similarities between items are used to estimate scores for a (user,
item) pair. In our case, item (paper) profiles are generated based
on textual features, where textual features vary with respect to the
available citation knowledge (see Section 5.2.3): for R P , item profiles
are build from the title of the item; for R PC , item profiles are build from
10 We also tested the user-based CF heuristic, but discarded it due to its non competitive
performance results.
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the title of the item and the titles of the cited papers; and for R PCX ,
item profiles are built from the title of the item, the titles of the cited
papers, and the citations context. To create a profile (– either a user
profile or an item profile), texts are represented as vectors in a vector
space model using Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) method. We formulate our hyb method in Equation (5.1):

r̂u,i =

∑ieN (i0 ) Sim(i, i0 ).ru,i0
∑ieN (i0 ) |Sim(i, i0 )|

(5.1)

where r̂u,i is the preference score to be predicted for the target user
u and item i, Sim(i0 , i ) is the similarity between the interacted item
i0 and an item i from the neighbourhood N (i0 ) of the item i0 . Cosine
similarity is used to measure the similarity between items (i.e. item
profiles). Lastly, ru,i0 is the preference (rating) given by user u to an
item i0 . We also use different sizes of neighbours, specifically 5, 10, 15
and 20.
5.3.2.2 Hybrid Recommendation Method: hybSec
To investigate the relevance of citation sections, we further modified
our hybrid method Equation (5.1) by incorporating a weight, wu,i , that
reflects the strength of an item i for a user u based on the different
sections where u cites i in their publications. Four different sections
are considered in this method: Introduction, Related Work, Conclusions
and Other.
We formulate this method, hybSec, in Equations (5.2) and (5.3).

r̂u,i

∑ieN (i0 ) Sim(i, i0 ).ru,i0 .wu,i0
=
∑ieN (i0 ) |Sim(i, i0 )|

(5.2)

where the strength (weight) wu,i0 is computed by considering all the
instances where i0 is cited by u; Note that, an item i0 may be cited
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by u in several publications, and in different sections of the same
publication. Then, the weight is normalised by the total number of
instances. More formally, the strength wu,i0 of item i0 for user u is
calculated as:

wu,i0 =

∑nj=1 (w jint + w jrelWork + w jconcl + w jothers )
nu,i0

(5.3)

where nu,i0 is the number of times i0 is cited by u in their papers,
and w jint , w jrelWork , w jconcl and w jothers reflect the number of times i0 is
cited in the introduction, related work, conclusion or other sections,
respectively.
5.3.2.3 Hybrid Recommendation Method: hybIntent
To investigate the relevance of the different intents of citations, we
further modified our hybrid method by incorporating a weight, wu,i0
in the Equation (5.1) heuristic, that reflects the strength of an item i0 for
a user u based on the different citation intents, named as hybIntent.
Five different intentions are considered [136]: Background, Compare or
Contrast, Motivation, Use, Extension.
Equation (5.4) represents hybIntent hybrid method. We formulate
this method hybIntent in Equations (5.4) and (5.5).

r̂u,i

∑ieN (i0 ) Sim(i, i0 ).ru,i0 .wu,i0
=
∑ieN (i0 ) |Sim(i, i0 )|

(5.4)

where the strength (weight) wu,i0 is computed by considering all the
instances where i0 is cited by u; Note that, an item i0 may be cited by
u in several publications, and with different citation intentions. Then,
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the weight is normalised by the total number of instances. Formally,
the strength wu,i0 of item i0 for user u is calculated as:

wu,i0 =

∑nj=1 (w jbkg + w jcom + w jmot + w juse + w jext + w j f ut )
nu,i0

(5.5)

where nu,i0 is the number of times i0 is cited by u in their papers, and
w jbkg , w jcom , w jmot ,w juse ,w jext and w j f ut reflect the weight when i0 is cited
as background, compareOrContrast, motivation, use, extension, or
future respectively.

5.3.2.4

Hybrid Recommendation Method: hybIntentSec

Our last hybrid method that combines all the citation knowledge
previously mentioned, i.e., citation graph, citation context, citation
section and citation intention. To investigate the relevance of different
citation intentions within different sections, we modified our hyb
method and incorporated a weight reflecting the strength of an item
cited with a specific intention on a particular section.
We assume that a paper being cited with one intention in a particular
section (e.g. intention:motivation / section:introduction) may carry different intention in the same or other section (e.g. intention:compare or
Contrast / section:related work). Therefore, we incorporate a weight,
wu,i0 in hyb, that reflects the strength of an item i0 for a user u based
on different intentions and sections. This method, hybIntentSec, is
presented in Equations (5.6) and (5.7).

r̂u,i =

∑ieN (i0 ) Sim(i, i0 ).ru,i0 .wu,i0
∑ieN (i0 ) |Sim(i, i0 )|

(5.6)
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where the strength (weight) wu,i0 is computed by considering all the
instances where i0 is cited by u; Note that, a publication i0 may be
cited by u in several publications, and with different citation intention
and section of the publications. Then, the weight is normalised by the
total number of instances. More formally, the strength wu,i0 of item i0
for user u is calculated as below:

s=S,t= T

wu,i0 =

∑s=1,t=1 (ws,t )
nu,i0

(5.7)

where nu,i0 is the number of times, the publication i0 is cited by the
user u in the author’s (u’s) papers, and s and t are citation section and
citation intention respectively. s ranges from 1 to the total number of
chosen citation sections, that is, S. t ranges from 1 to the total number
of chosen citation intention, that is, T.
ws,t reflects the number of times a publication is cited in a citation
section chosen from s as a citation intention from t. There are numerous combinations how the weights can be assigned. An example
is shown in Table 5.2, where a publication is cited with Background
intention in the Introduction section, hence, this cell is assigned as
weight of 1. Heuristically, various combinations of citation intention
and section can be taken into account by shifting the weight (i.e. 1).
Table 5.2: An example of the combination of citation intention and citation section that are applied in Equation (5.7). Here, BKG and
Introduction are chosen as citation intention and citation section
respectively.

BKG

COM

MOT

USE

EXT

FUT

Introduction

1

0

0

0

0

0

Related work

0

0

0

0

0

0

Conclusion

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0
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5.4

evaluation

This section reports the experiments conducted to assess the proposed
recommendation methods. Two evaluations are presented here. The
first evaluation (see Section 5.4.2) has been conducted with the complete dataset and three types of citation knowledge: citation graph,
citation section and citation context. The second evaluation (see Section 5.4.3), has been conducted with a subset of the original dataset
and with all types of citation knowledge, including citation intention.
Note that, as described in Section 5.2.1, the classifier used to extract
citation intention [136] could not parse all PDF documents. Hence,
our second evaluation has been conducted with a reduced subset of
the data, but with the complete set of citation knowledge. We present
below the proposed evaluation set-up as well as the obtained results.

5.4.1

Evaluation Set-up

In this section, we present the followed evaluation set-up, including
the datasets used for evaluation, the proposed evaluation methodology,
the baselines used for comparison, and the selected evaluation metrics.
• Datasets: As described in Section 5.2, we have two datasets for
evaluation, Dataset_sgc, for which we have citation knowledge
in the form of citation section, citation context and citation graph
and Dataset_sgci, a subset of Dataset_sgc for which we also
have citation intention.
The knowledge of the citation graph in these datasets is used
to capture user preferences based on two different preference
models. On the first model, we consider that a user has a
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preference (positive rating) for all the papers they have authored.
On the second model, we consider that a user has a preference
for all the papers they have authored as well as the papers they
have cited. Figure 5.2 illustrates these two preference models. In
the rating matrix R P , a cell has a value 1 if the corresponding
user authored the associated paper, and 0 otherwise. In the
rating matrix R PC a cell has a value 1 if the user authored or
cited the paper, and 0 otherwise.
In addition to these rating matrices, we also considered four
enriched versions of R PC : (i) R PCX , where X stands for context,
ii) R PCXS , where S stands for section, iii) R PCXI , where I stands
for intention, and iv) R PCXSI , where SI stands for section and
intention.
In case of R PCXS for every rating based on citations, it captures
the section in the paper and the text around a citation. In case
of R PCXI for every rating based on citations, it captures the
intention of citing and the text around a citation. In the case
of R PCXSI , for every rating based on citations, it captures the
citation intention, the citation section, and the citation context.
In our experiments, the above matrices are split into training
and test sets according to a target time, in particular, the 1st of
January 2018. The final dataset splits for the two datasets are as
follows:
– Dataset_sgc: This dataset contains 547 authors and 15,174
academic papers, from which 12,641 belong to the training

Dataset for Hyb,

set and 2,533 represent the test set. These publications were

HybSec

cited 4,358 times in the introduction sections, 3,999 in the
related work sections, 82 times in the conclusion sections,
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and 12,213 times in other sections. Citation intention knowledge is not available for this dataset, hence, only the first
four matrices are available. The splits are:
training

∗ RP

: 547 users, 12, 641 items and 14, 555 ratings

∗ Rtest
P : 547 users, 2, 533 items and 3, 082 ratings
training

∗ R PC

: 547 users, 12, 641 items and 20, 756 ratings

∗ Rtest
PC : 547 users, 2, 533 items and 3, 233 ratings
training

∗ R PCX

: 547 users, 12, 641 items, 20, 756 ratings, and

citation context and section information
∗ Rtest
PCX : 547 users, 2, 533 items and 3, 233 ratings, and
citation context and section information
training

∗ R PCXS

: 547 users, 12, 641 items, 20, 756 ratings, and

citation context and section information
∗ Rtest
PCXS : 547 users, 2, 533 items and 3, 233 ratings, and
citation context and section information
– Dataset_sgci: This dataset consists of 446 authors and 9,399
Dataset for Hyb,

academic papers, from which 7,786 belong to the training

HybIntent,

set and 1,613 represent the test set. These publications were

HybIntentSec

cited 2,820 times in the introduction sections, 2,784 in the
related work sections, 44 in the conclusion sections, and
8,113 in other sections. Citations were classified in terms of
their intention 9,933 times as background, 3,032 as Compare
Or Contrast, 225 times as Extend, 449 times as Use, 83 times
as Motivation and 39 times as Future. Since this dataset
contains citation intention, the six matrices are available for
it. The splits are:
training

∗ RP

: 446 users, 7, 786 items and 9, 348 ratings
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∗ Rtest
P : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 033 ratings
training

∗ R PC

: 446 users, 7, 786 items and 13, 104 ratings

∗ Rtest
PC : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 126 ratings
training

∗ R PCX

: 446 users, 7, 786 items and 13, 104 ratings,

and citation context and section information
∗ Rtest
PCX : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 126 ratings, and
citation context and section information
training

∗ R PCXS

: 446 users, 7, 786 items and 13, 104 ratings,

and citation context and type information
∗ Rtest
PCXS : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 126 ratings, and
citation context and type information
training

∗ R PCXI

: 446 users, 7, 786 items and 13, 104 ratings,

and citation context and type information
∗ Rtest
PCXI : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 126 ratings, and
citation context and type information
training

∗ R PCXSI : 446 users, 7, 786 items and 13, 104 ratings,
and citation context and type information
∗ Rtest
PCXSI : 446 users, 1, 613 items and 2, 126 ratings, and
citation context and type information
• Evaluation Method: Based on the above generated benchmarks,
containing ground truth data, we are able to conduct an offline
evaluation that allow us to compare various baselines systematically. More information about the offline evaluation methodology
is described in Chapter 2.
• Evaluation Baselines: We tested our recommendation methods
against a variety of baselines. Note that, CF is not among these
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baselines. As stated at the beginning of the chapter, this recommendation method is not able to provide recommendations for
the task we are addressing, i.e, the recommendation of recent scientific publications. A similar problem can be observed with the
methods like PageRank [36] and ItemRank [89] where there are
no connections between training and testing nodes (i.e. papers).
The rest of the baselines are described below:
– Content-based recommendation:
As described in Chapter 2, Content-based filtering methods
recommend items (academic papers) to a user (author) that
are ‘similar’ to those they positively rated (i.e., authored or
cited). The similarity between users and items is computed
based on profiles built from textual information. User preferences and item attributes correspond to text features; in
our case, keywords extracted from the titles of the papers,
title of referenced papers and citation context. Recommendations are generated by means of user and item similarities
in the text feature space.
More formally, an item in ’s profile consists of a vector
in = wn,1 , wn,2 , ..., wn,l ∈ R L where wn,l denotes the relative
relevance (weight) of feature f l for in , and L is the number
of existing features. To compute the weights wm,l we use
TF-IDF [135].
Similarly, a user um ’s profile is represented as a vector um =
wm,1 , wm,2 , ..., wm,l ∈ R L , where wm,l denotes the relative
relevance (weight) of feature f l for um , and L is computed
by aggregating the contents of all the papers that have a
rating associated to the user, i.e., all the papers for which
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the user has expressed an interest. The recommendation
score of an item i for a target user u is then computed as
the cosine similarity score(u, i ) = cos(u, i ). We refer to this
method as cb.
The textual features used to model user profiles for cb varies
according to the available citation knowledge. For R P , a
user’s profile is built by considering the titles of the papers
that user has authored. For R PC , a user’s profile is built
by considering the titles of the papers they authored and
the papers they cited. Lastly, for R PCX , R PCXS , R PCXI and
R PCXSI , a user’s profile is built by considering the titles of
the papers they authored, the tiles of the papers they cited,
and the citation contexts, i.e., the texts around citations
within the papers.
– Collaborative Topic Modelling (ctr):
Wang et al. [272] built a hybrid method (–named as ctr)
by combining the well-known Matrix Factorisation (MF)
and topic modelling (Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA))
methods to recommend scientific publications to users. It
represents users with their topics of interests and assumes
that documents are generated by a topic model [272]. It is a
generative model where for each user u, a latent vector is
drawn based on their interaction with items. For each item,
latent topics are inferred following a multi-nominal distribution of words from the textual contents of items using a
probabilistic topic modelling model, LDA. We adapted the
work of [272] considering users’ authored as well as cited
publications to generate the rating matrices R P , R PC and
R PCX . To generate the latent vectors for users and items, we
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consider the titles of authored publications R P , and titles
of both authored and cited publications for R PC , R PCX . For
the last matrix, we also consider citation context when generating the latent vectors. Note that, this baselines does not
use citation section and citation intention. We refer it as ctr.
– Factorisation Machine (fm):
As explained in Chapter 2, factorisation Machines have the
benefit of being able to work with feature-rich datasets.
We have selected Rendle’s model [218] available as part of
the RankSys recommendation framework.11 for our work
In addition to the user-rating matrix, we have included
textual features in this model. We have also adjusted the
dimensionality hyperparameter, k, and the global bias w0
in our matrices as follows:
∗ R P : textual features are extracted from the titles of
users’ authored publications. The number of textual
features = 8,000. k=100, w0 = 0.01.
∗ R PC textual features are extracted from the titles of
users’ authored and cited publications. The number of
textual features = 25,000. k=100, w0 = 0.01.
∗ R PCX , R PCXS , R PCXI and R PCXSI textual features are
extracted from the titles of users’ authored and cited
publications, as well as from the citation contexts The
number of textual features = 60,000. k=100, w0 = 0.01.
Note that, this baselines does not use citation section and
citation intention. We refer it as fm.

11 https://github.com/RankSys/RankSys
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– Random (random): We also consider as baseline the random recommendation method, where a recommendation
list for a user is generated randomly. We use the random recommendation method from the Ranksys recommendation
framework11 . We refer it as random.
• Evaluation Metrics: We have selected a variety of evaluation
metrics to assess the different aspects of the recommendation. In
particular, we consider precision (P), recall (R), F1 measure (F1),
Mean Average Precision (MAP) (M), and Normalised Discounted
Cumulative Graph (nDCG) (N). All of them at different levels
of 5 and 10. More information about these metrics can be found
in Chapter 2. Metrics were computed through the RiVal open
source evaluation framework [225].

5.4.2

Evaluation Results: Hyb & HybSec Recommendation Methods

This section presents the results of our first evaluation using Dataset_sgc and assessing our proposed Hyb and HybSec recommendation methods. The key objective of this evaluation has been to assess
whether citation graph, section and context are aspects of citation
knowledge that could help improving existing recommendation methods for scientific publications when addressing the task of providing
personalised recommendations of recent scientific publications to a
user.
The results of this offline evaluation, using Dataset_sgc for Hyb and
HybSec methods, against the baselines described above are presented
in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Note that, the hyb5, hyb10, hyb15 and hyb20 refer
to our proposed hybrid methods with 5, 10, 15 and 20 neighbourhoods
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respectively. Likewise, hybSecN (.,.,.,.) refers to our proposed hybrid
method with N neighbourhoods containing weights for four selected
sections; introduction, related work, conclusion and other sections.
For example, the hybSec5 (1,0,0,0) method is a hybrid method with
five neighbourhoods which indicates the citation is in the introduction
section and not in any of the other sections, namely related work
(second position), conclusion (third position) and other (fourth position) sections. The weight selected in this case is 1 for the introduction
section and 0 for the rest of the sections.
The first conclusion that we derive from them is the fact that incorporating knowledge from the citation graph into the original authorpublication matrix R P entails an improvement of the generated recommendations for hybrid methods for all metrics, but only when
the number of neighbours is higher than 10. The less rating sparsity
of the R PC matrix allows finding valuable item similarities and relations that are effectively exploited when more than 10 neighbours are
considered.
When incorporating knowledge about citation context, captured in
the R PCX matrix, we achieve further improvements on our hyb approach with all neighbourhood sizes (i.e., 5, 10, 15 and 20 neighbours),
for all metrics over both the matrices R P and the R PC . The best results
for all metrics is obtained when considering a size of five neighbours.
This indicates that citation context, is a prominent feature to enhance
recommendations in our given setting. Even though there is an increment in the performance of the hybrid methods, but a decrease
in the performance of the cb method. The saturation in the textual
features between R PC and R PCX matrices may be the cause of this drop
in performance.
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Table 5.3: Experimental results of the baselines and proposed hybrid recommendation methods. A gray scale is used to highlight better (dark
gray) and worst (white) values for each each metric (column). For
every metric, the best values are in bold. Here, P stands for precision, R stands for recall, M stands for MAP and N stands for
nDCG.
Matrix

RP

Method

P@5

P@10

R@5

R@10

F1@5

F1@10

M@5

M@10

N@5

N@10

hyb5

0.056

0.04

0.071

0.09

0.062

0.055

0.044

0.047

0.08

0.083

hyb10

0.059

0.039

0.072

0.093

0.065

0.055

0.044

0.048

0.084

0.084

hyb15

0.055

0.039

0.068

0.088

0.061

0.054

0.041

0.045

0.078

0.081

hyb20

0.05

0.037

0.064

0.086

0.056

0.052

0.041

0.046

0.076

0.081

cb

0.054

0.039

0.063

0.088

0.058

0.054

0.044

0.048

0.081

0.084

ctr

0

0

0.001

0.001

0

0

0

0

0.001

0.001

fm

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0

0

0.002

0.002

0

0

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

hyb5

0.052

0.04

0.066

0.095

0.058

0.056

0.043

0.049

0.078

0.085

hyb10

0.056

0.037

0.068

0.091

0.062

0.053

0.044

0.048

0.08

0.083

hyb15

0.055

0.04

0.068

0.09

0.061

0.055

0.044

0.048

0.081

0.085

hyb20

0.054

0.041

0.067

0.092

0.06

0.057

0.044

0.048

0.081

0.086

cb

0.052

0.041

0.062

0.091

0.056

0.056

0.041

0.047

0.077

0.084

ctr

0

0

0.001

0.001

0

0

0

0

0.001

0.001

fm

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

random

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0

0

0.001

0.001

hyb5

0.065

0.048

0.076

0.108

0.07

0.066

0.053

0.06

0.095

0.102

hyb10

0.062

0.047

0.077

0.106

0.069

0.065

0.052

0.058

0.092

0.098

hyb15

0.062

0.045

0.076

0.105

0.068

0.063

0.051

0.056

0.091

0.096

hyb20

0.06

0.044

0.073

0.104

0.066

0.062

0.049

0.055

0.088

0.095

cb

0.029

0.023

0.04

0.061

0.034

0.033

0.025

0.029

0.043

0.05

ctr

0

0

0.001

0.001

0

0

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

fm

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.003

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hybSec5 (0, 0, 0, 1)

0.059

0.045

0.073

0.103

0.065

0.063

0.05

0.056

0.086

0.095

hybSec5 (0, 0, 1, 0)

0.058

0.043

0.07

0.098

0.063

0.06

0.049

0.054

0.085

0.091

hybSec5 (0, 1, 0, 0)

0.058

0.044

0.072

0.103

0.064

0.062

0.05

0.056

0.086

0.093

hybSec5 (1, 0, 0, 0)

0.059

0.044

0.074

0.101

0.065

0.061

0.05

0.055

0.086

0.093

hybSec5 (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.056

0.044

0.068

0.1

0.061

0.061

0.048

0.054

0.082

0.091

hybSec5 (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0)

0.057

0.043

0.069

0.097

0.062

0.059

0.048

0.053

0.083

0.09

hybSec5 (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)

0.057

0.043

0.069

0.096

0.062

0.059

0.048

0.054

0.083

0.09

hybSec5 (0.5, 0, 0, 0.5)

0.055

0.043

0.069

0.1

0.061

0.06

0.048

0.054

0.082

0.091

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1)

0.054

0.041

0.067

0.094

0.06

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.08

0.086

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.095

0.06

0.058

0.047

0.052

0.08

0.087

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.095

0.059

0.058

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.087

hybSec5 (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.094

0.059

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.086

hybSec5 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.094

0.059

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.086

random

R PC

R PCX

random

R PCXS
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Table 5.4: Experimental results of the baselines and proposed hybrid recommendation methods. A gray scale is used to highlight better (dark
gray) and worst (white) values for each each metric (column). For
every metric, the best values are in bold. Here, P stands for precision, R stands for recall, M stands for MAP and N stands for
nDCG.
Matrix

R PCXS

Method

P@5

P@10

R@5

R@10

F1@5

F1@10

M@5

M@10

N@5

N@10

hybSec5 (0, 0, 0, 1)

0.059

0.045

0.073

0.103

0.065

0.063

0.05

0.056

0.086

0.095

hybSec5 (0, 0, 1, 0)

0.058

0.043

0.07

0.098

0.063

0.06

0.049

0.054

0.085

0.091

hybSec5 (0, 1, 0, 0)

0.058

0.044

0.072

0.103

0.064

0.062

0.05

0.056

0.086

0.093

hybSec5 (1, 0, 0, 0)

0.059

0.044

0.074

0.101

0.065

0.061

0.05

0.055

0.086

0.093

hybSec5 (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.056

0.044

0.068

0.1

0.061

0.061

0.048

0.054

0.082

0.091

hybSec5 (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0)

0.057

0.043

0.069

0.097

0.062

0.059

0.048

0.053

0.083

0.09

hybSec5 (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)

0.057

0.043

0.069

0.096

0.062

0.059

0.048

0.054

0.083

0.09

hybSec5 (0.5, 0, 0, 0.5)

0.055

0.043

0.069

0.1

0.061

0.06

0.048

0.054

0.082

0.091

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1)

0.054

0.041

0.067

0.094

0.06

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.08

0.086

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.095

0.06

0.058

0.047

0.052

0.08

0.087

hybSec5 (0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.095

0.059

0.058

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.087

hybSec5 (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.094

0.059

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.086

hybSec5 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

0.054

0.041

0.066

0.094

0.059

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.079

0.086

hybSec10 (0, 0, 0, 1)

0.053

0.041

0.07

0.098

0.061

0.058

0.048

0.053

0.082

0.089

hybSec10 (0, 0, 1, 0)

0.05

0.038

0.066

0.089

0.057

0.054

0.044

0.049

0.076

0.082

hybSec10 (0, 1, 0, 0)

0.051

0.039

0.068

0.092

0.058

0.055

0.047

0.051

0.079

0.085

hybSec10 (1, 0, 0, 0)

0.05

0.039

0.064

0.092

0.056

0.055

0.045

0.05

0.077

0.084

hybSec10 (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.049

0.038

0.064

0.089

0.055

0.053

0.044

0.048

0.075

0.081

hybSec10 (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0)

0.05

0.037

0.065

0.088

0.057

0.053

0.045

0.049

0.077

0.082

hybSec10 (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)

0.05

0.038

0.065

0.088

0.056

0.053

0.045

0.049

0.077

0.082

hybSec10 (0.5, 0, 0, 0.5)

0.05

0.038

0.065

0.09

0.056

0.054

0.045

0.05

0.077

0.083

hybSec10 (0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1)

0.047

0.036

0.063

0.085

0.054

0.05

0.043

0.047

0.072

0.078

hybSec10 (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3)

0.048

0.037

0.063

0.086

0.055

0.051

0.043

0.047

0.074

0.079

hybSec10 (0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3)

0.048

0.036

0.063

0.085

0.055

0.051

0.043

0.047

0.074

0.079

hybSec10 (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)

0.048

0.036

0.063

0.086

0.054

0.051

0.043

0.047

0.073

0.079

hybSec10 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

0.048

0.036

0.063

0.085

0.055

0.051

0.043

0.047

0.073

0.078

hybSec15 (0, 0, 0, 1)

0.054

0.041

0.07

0.099

0.061

0.058

0.047

0.052

0.082

0.089

hybSec15 (0, 0, 1, 0)

0.05

0.038

0.066

0.089

0.057

0.053

0.045

0.049

0.077

0.082

hybSec15 (0, 1, 0, 0)

0.052

0.038

0.069

0.089

0.059

0.053

0.047

0.05

0.08

0.084

0.05

0.037

0.065

0.085

0.057

0.051

0.046

0.05

0.078

0.082

0.052

0.038

0.067

0.091

0.058

0.054

0.046

0.05

0.079

0.084

hybSec15 (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.05

0.037

0.066

0.085

0.057

0.051

0.046

0.049

0.078

0.082

hybSec15 (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)

0.051

0.037

0.066

0.086

0.057

0.051

0.046

0.049

0.078

0.082

hybSec15 (0.5, 0, 0, 0.5)

0.051

0.037

0.067

0.088

0.058

0.052

0.047

0.051

0.08

0.084

hybSec15 (0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1)

0.047

0.035

0.063

0.084

0.054

0.05

0.043

0.047

0.074

0.078

hybSec15 (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3)

0.049

0.036

0.065

0.084

0.056

0.05

0.045

0.048

0.076

0.079

hybSec15 (0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3)

0.049

0.036

0.065

0.086

0.056

0.051

0.044

0.048

0.076

0.08

hybSec15 (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)

0.048

0.035

0.064

0.085

0.055

0.05

0.044

0.048

0.075

0.079

hybSec15 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

0.049

0.035

0.064

0.085

0.055

0.05

0.044

0.048

0.076

0.079

hybSec20 (0, 0, 0, 1)

0.054

0.04

0.07

0.098

0.061

0.057

0.047

0.052

0.082

0.088

hybSec20 (0, 0, 1, 0)

0.05

0.036

0.066

0.088

0.057

0.051

0.044

0.048

0.077

0.081

hybSec20 (0, 1, 0, 0)

0.052

0.037

0.069

0.089

0.059

0.052

0.046

0.049

0.08

0.082

hybSec20 (1, 0, 0, 0)

0.051

0.037

0.066

0.092

0.058

0.053

0.045

0.049

0.078

0.083

hybSec20 (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.051

0.037

0.066

0.087

0.058

0.051

0.045

0.048

0.078

0.081

hybSec20 (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0)

0.052

0.036

0.066

0.085

0.058

0.05

0.045

0.049

0.078

0.081

hybSec20 (0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)

0.051

0.036

0.065

0.085

0.057

0.05

0.045

0.048

0.077

0.08

hybSec20 (0.5, 0, 0, 0.5)

0.051

0.037

0.067

0.088

0.058

0.052

0.046

0.05

0.079

0.083

hybSec20 (0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1)

0.048

0.035

0.063

0.086

0.054

0.05

0.042

0.046

0.074

0.078

hybSec20 (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3)

0.05

0.035

0.065

0.083

0.056

0.049

0.044

0.047

0.076

0.078

hybSec20 (0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3)

0.05

0.035

0.065

0.086

0.056

0.05

0.044

0.048

0.076

0.08

hybSec20 (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3)

0.049

0.035

0.064

0.083

0.056

0.049

0.043

0.047

0.075

0.078

hybSec20 (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

0.049

0.035

0.064

0.083

0.056

0.049

0.043

0.046

0.075

0.078

hybSec15 (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0)
hybSec15 (1, 0, 0, 0)
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When adding information about citation section, on the R PCX matrix,
our hybSec approach does not outperform its hyb counterpart. This
indicates that the section of the citation within the paper may not be a
relevant feature to enhance recommendations in the studied scenario.
The proposed baselines also performed poorly in this scenario, with
content based methods being the most competitive. We hypothesise
that the low performance from ctr may be due to the model dependency on the LDA topic model. LDA is an unsupervised learning
model. To generates topics it requires a large amount of textual contents [32], otherwise the model may be unable to effectively learn
available features. Regarding the fm baseline we hypothesise that,
with the incorporated features were insufficient, or the dataset is too
sparse to detect pairwise feature interactions.
It is important to highlight that we are targeting a particular difficult
scenario, recommending the most recent publications to users. In this
scenario, items in the test set do not have any connections to items
in the training set, hence CF methods do not work, and some of the
studied baselines (see Section 5.4.1) performed very poorly. Even our
proposed hybrid method, which has proven to outperform the best
performing baseline, in this case content-based, also shows moderate
performance. It is, however, promising to observe how, in this scenario,
the use of citation knowledge, and more particularly the use of the
citation-graph and citation context, can help providing more accurate
recommendations to users.
In Tables 5.3 and 5.4, we have shown the results in a grayscale to
differentiate among the highest and the lowest values of each metric
across methods (– both proposed and baselines). The darker shade
represents the highest values obtained for the metric across methods
while the lighter shade encapsulates the lowest values in comparison.
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To obtain this, we have used the ‘conditional formatting’ functionality
of ‘Microsoft Excel’. This functionality is often used as colour-based
formatting to highlight, emphasise, or differentiate among data.
To be consistent with the previous technical chapter, we conducted a
statistical test in this chapter as well. However, the choice of a statistical
hypothesis test is a challenging open problem for interpreting machine
learning results. Given the nature of the problem (recommending
recent scientific publications to a user) we could not use a standard
cross-validation approach for evaluation [65] but we used a time-split
based partition of train and test sets of the data.
According to [65], the McNemar’s test is a suitable test for those
cases where the algorithms that are being compared are evaluated
on a single test set, as opposed to repeated evaluations via a resampling technique, such as k-fold cross-validation. Therefore, we
conducted the McNemar’ test which is a paired distribution-free
statistical hypothesis test.
Due to a large number of conducted experiments, for simplicity, we
show the paired comparison between the competitive baselines and
the highest performing methods. The results are shown in Table 5.5.
The alpha value is higher than the obtained p-values, showing that
the results are statistically significant.
Table 5.5: McNemar hypothesis significance test results between the baseline
and the proposed methods.
Matrix

Baseline

Methods

Statistics

p-value

RP

cb

hyb5

139

0.025

R PC

cb

hyb5

134

0.0011

R PCX

cb

hyb5

103

1.767 × 10−14

hybSec5 (0, 0, 0, 1)

104

3.194 × 10−13

hybSec5 (0, 0, 1, 0)

112

6.705 × 10−11

hybSec5 (0, 1_0, 0)

109

6.106 × 10−11

hybSec5 (1, 0, 0, 0)

111

1.464 × 10−10

R PCXS

cb

alpha

0.05

5.4 evaluation

5.4.3

Evaluation Results: HybIntent & HybIntentSec Recommendation
Methods

This section presents the results of our second evaluation using Dataset_sgci and assessing our proposed Hyb, HybIntent and HybIntentSec
recommendation methods. The key objective of this evaluation has
been to assess whether citation graph, section, context and intention
are aspects of citation knowledge that could help improving existing
recommendation methods for scientific publications when addressing
the task of recommending the most recent scientific publications to a
user.
The results of this offline evaluation, using Dataset_sgci, against
the baselines are presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. Note that, the hybIntentN (.,.,.,.,.,.) refers to our proposed hybrid method with N
neighbourhoods, where intention is represented with six weights that
define whether the citation is used as background, compareOrcontrast, motivation, use, extend and future work. For example, the
hybIntent5 (1,0,0,0,0,0) method is a hybrid method with five neighbourhoods which indicates the citation has been used with the intention of providing background as the weight at the first position is
1. The rest of the weights, compareorcontrast (second position), motivation (third position), use (fourth position), extend (fifth position)
and future (sixth position) are 0. Likewise, in the hybrid methods
leveraging both citation section and citation intention, for example,
the hybIntentSec5_concl − use method is a hybrid method with five
neighbourhoods where we select a weight of 1 when a paper is cited
with the use intention in the conclusion (concl ) section, for everything
else we select a weight of 0.
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Table 5.6: Experimental results of the baselines and proposed hybrid recommendation methods including hybIntent. A gray scale is used
to highlight better (dark gray) and worst (white) values for each
ranking metric. For every metric, the best values are highlighted
in bold. Here, P stands for precision, R stands for recall, M stands
for MAP and N stands for nDCG.
Matrix

RP

Method

R@10|

F1@5

F1@10|

M@5

M@10|

N@5

hyb5

0.05

0.037

0.063

0.094

0.056

0.053

0.039

0.045

0.073

0.08

hyb10

0.05

0.039

0.063

0.099

0.056

0.056

0.039

0.045

0.073

0.081

hyb15

0.049

0.039

0.061

0.099

0.054

0.056

0.039

0.045

0.072

0.081

hyb20

0.048

0.039

0.057

0.096

0.052

0.055

0.037

0.043

0.069

0.079

cb

0.053

0.043

0.065

0.105

0.058

0.061

0.044

0.052

0.08

0.091

ctr

0

0

0.001

0.001

0

0

0

0

0.001

0.001

fm

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hyb5

0.05

0.035

0.065

0.095

0.057

0.051

0.042

0.047

0.075

0.081

hyb10

0.055

0.041

0.074

0.106

0.063

0.059

0.046

0.052

0.082

0.09

hyb15

0.057

0.042

0.077

0.108

0.066

0.06

0.048

0.053

0.085

0.092

hyb20

0.056

0.041

0.077

0.108

0.065

0.059

0.047

0.052

0.083

0.09

cb

0.056

0.046

0.071

0.112

0.063

0.065

0.047

0.052

0.083

0.095

random

R PC

R@5

N@10

0

0.001

0.001

0.001

0

0.001

0

0.001

0.001

0.001

fm

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.001

0

0

0

hyb5

0.054

0.039

0.07

0.098

0.061

0.056

0.043

0.048

0.08

0.085

hyb10

0.058

0.043

0.074

0.112

0.065

0.062

0.049

0.055

0.086

0.095

hyb15

0.059

0.043

0.074

0.108

0.066

0.062

0.051

0.057

0.089

0.096

hyb20

0.057

0.044

0.073

0.108

0.064

0.063

0.052

0.058

0.088

0.097

cb

0.036

0.027

0.048

0.07

0.041

0.039

0.032

0.036

0.054

0.059

ctr

0.002

0.002

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.005

0.005

0.003

0.002

fm

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.003

0

0

0.001

0.001

0

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

hybIntent5(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

0.067

0.062

0.111

0.172

0.084

0.091

0.066

0.078

0.099

0.126

hybIntent5(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

0.067

0.062

0.11

0.168

0.083

0.091

0.066

0.079

0.101

0.126

hybIntent5(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

0.06

0.058

0.106

0.161

0.077

0.085

0.064

0.075

0.096

0.121

hybIntent5(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

0.067

0.061

0.111

0.167

0.084

0.089

0.067

0.079

0.101

0.126

hybIntent5(0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.04

0.039

0.074

0.125

0.052

0.059

0.046

0.055

0.069

0.089

hybIntent5(1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.037

0.034

0.063

0.104

0.047

0.051

0.041

0.048

0.063

0.078

hybIntent5 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25)

0.037

0.03

0.06

0.093

0.046

0.045

0.041

0.047

0.062

0.073

hybIntent5 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15)

0.037

0.03

0.061

0.094

0.046

0.045

0.041

0.047

0.062

0.074

hybIntent5 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15)

0.037

0.031

0.06

0.096

0.046

0.047

0.041

0.047

0.061

0.074

hybIntent5 (0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.037

0.03

0.06

0.094

0.046

0.045

0.041

0.046

0.061

0.073

hybIntent5 (0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.035

0.03

0.058

0.093

0.044

0.045

0.04

0.046

0.059

0.072

hybIntent5 (0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.037

0.03

0.06

0.091

0.046

0.045

0.041

0.047

0.062

0.073

hybIntent10(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

0.048

0.042

0.094

0.144

0.064

0.065

0.051

0.061

0.075

0.096

hybIntent10(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

0.046

0.041

0.087

0.143

0.06

0.064

0.048

0.059

0.073

0.095

hybIntent10(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

0.049

0.04

0.097

0.14

0.065

0.062

0.054

0.063

0.08

0.097

hybIntent10(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

0.049

0.043

0.096

0.147

0.065

0.067

0.052

0.062

0.077

0.098

hybIntent10(0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.035

0.027

0.067

0.095

0.046

0.042

0.039

0.044

0.06

0.07

hybIntent10(1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.041

0.029

0.068

0.092

0.051

0.044

0.04

0.044

0.063

0.07

hybIntent10 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25)

0.039

0.028

0.062

0.087

0.048

0.042

0.036

0.041

0.06

0.066

hybIntent10 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15)

0.039

0.028

0.062

0.088

0.048

0.042

0.037

0.041

0.06

0.067

hybIntent10 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15)

0.039

0.027

0.062

0.087

0.048

0.041

0.036

0.04

0.059

0.066

hybIntent10 (0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.039

0.028

0.062

0.087

0.048

0.042

0.036

0.041

0.06

0.066

hybIntent10 (0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.036

0.027

0.057

0.084

0.044

0.041

0.034

0.039

0.056

0.064

hybIntent10 (0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.038

0.026

0.062

0.086

0.047

0.04

0.036

0.041

0.058

0.065

hybIntent15(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

0.034

0.033

0.068

0.125

0.045

0.052

0.035

0.045

0.053

0.075

hybIntent15(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

0.035

0.031

0.063

0.114

0.045

0.049

0.034

0.043

0.054

0.072

hybIntent15(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

0.037

0.033

0.074

0.123

0.049

0.052

0.039

0.048

0.059

0.078

hybIntent15(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

0.034

0.033

0.068

0.127

0.045

0.052

0.035

0.045

0.053

0.076

hybIntent15(0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.03

0.024

0.053

0.085

0.038

0.037

0.03

0.035

0.049

0.06

hybIntent15(1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.04

0.027

0.063

0.086

0.049

0.041

0.036

0.04

0.059

0.065

hybIntent15 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25)

0.036

0.026

0.055

0.079

0.044

0.039

0.033

0.038

0.054

0.061

hybIntent15 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15)

0.037

0.026

0.056

0.079

0.045

0.039

0.033

0.038

0.055

0.061

hybIntent15 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15)

0.035

0.026

0.054

0.079

0.042

0.039

0.033

0.037

0.053

0.061

hybIntent15 (0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.036

0.026

0.055

0.079

0.044

0.039

0.033

0.038

0.054

0.061

hybIntent15 (0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.036

0.025

0.053

0.075

0.043

0.038

0.032

0.036

0.053

0.059

hybIntent15 (0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.036

0.027

0.058

0.084

0.044

0.041

0.035

0.039

0.055

0.063

hybIntent20(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

0.027

0.026

0.05

0.101

0.035

0.041

0.028

0.037

0.042

0.061

hybIntent20(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

0.028

0.025

0.046

0.091

0.035

0.039

0.028

0.036

0.043

0.059

hybIntent20(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

0.03

0.027

0.055

0.101

0.039

0.043

0.033

0.041

0.049

0.067

hybIntent20(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

0.026

0.026

0.05

0.101

0.034

0.041

0.028

0.037

0.042

0.061

hybIntent20(0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.027

0.022

0.041

0.074

0.033

0.034

0.026

0.031

0.042

0.053

hybIntent20(1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0)

0.039

0.026

0.06

0.08

0.047

0.039

0.035

0.038

0.057

0.062

hybIntent20 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25)

0.033

0.025

0.051

0.076

0.04

0.038

0.031

0.036

0.05

0.058

hybIntent20 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15)

0.033

0.025

0.051

0.076

0.04

0.038

0.031

0.036

0.05

0.058

hybIntent20 (0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15)

0.033

0.024

0.051

0.075

0.04

0.036

0.03

0.035

0.049

0.057

hybIntent20 (0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.033

0.025

0.051

0.076

0.04

0.038

0.031

0.036

0.05

0.058

hybIntent20 (0.15, 0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.033

0.024

0.048

0.072

0.039

0.036

0.029

0.034

0.049

0.056

hybIntent20 (0.25, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15)

0.036

0.026

0.056

0.081

0.044

0.039

0.033

0.038

0.054

0.061

random

R PCXI

P@10|

ctr
random

R PCX

P@5
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Table 5.7: Experimental results of the baselines and proposed hybrid recommendation methods including competitive part of hybIntent and
hybIntentSec. A gray scale is used to highlight better (dark gray)
and worst (white) values for each ranking metric. For every metric,
the best values are highlighted in bold. Here, P stands for precision,
R stands for recall, M stands for MAP and N stands for nDCG.
Matrix

R PCXI

R PCXSI

Method

P@5

P@10

R@5

R@10

F1@5

F1@10

M@5

M@10

N@5

N@10

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

0.067

0.062

0.111

0.172

0.084

0.091

0.066

0.078

0.099

0.126

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

0.067

0.062

0.11

0.168

0.083

0.091

0.066

0.079

0.101

0.126

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

0.06

0.058

0.106

0.161

0.077

0.085

0.064

0.075

0.096

0.121

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

0.067

0.061

0.111

0.167

0.084

0.089

0.067

0.079

0.101

0.126

hybIntent5 (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

0.04

0.039

0.074

0.125

0.052

0.059

0.046

0.055

0.069

0.089

hybIntent5 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

0.037

0.034

0.063

0.104

0.047

0.051

0.041

0.048

0.063

0.078

hybIntentSec5_concl-use

0.068

0.062

0.112

0.169

0.085

0.09

0.067

0.079

0.102

0.127

hybIntentSec5_intro-bkg

0.041

0.045

0.071

0.138

0.052

0.067

0.048

0.059

0.07

0.097

hybIntentSec5_intro-com

0.069

0.062

0.114

0.171

0.086

0.091

0.07

0.083

0.105

0.13

hybIntentSec5_intro-ext

0.07

0.063

0.114

0.172

0.087

0.092

0.069

0.081

0.105

0.129

hybIntentSec5_other-bkg

0.043

0.036

0.075

0.115

0.054

0.055

0.041

0.048

0.066

0.081

hybIntentSec5_other-com

0.061

0.062

0.106

0.172

0.078

0.091

0.066

0.08

0.098

0.128

hybIntentSec5_other-ext

0.065

0.061

0.109

0.167

0.081

0.089

0.065

0.078

0.099

0.125

hybIntentSec5_other-fut

0.067

0.062

0.111

0.172

0.083

0.091

0.066

0.078

0.099

0.126

hybIntentSec5_other-mot

0.067

0.061

0.111

0.167

0.083

0.09

0.067

0.079

0.101

0.126

hybIntentSec5_other-use

0.059

0.058

0.105

0.163

0.076

0.085

0.063

0.074

0.095

0.121

hybIntentSec5_relW-bkg

0.068

0.063

0.113

0.172

0.085

0.092

0.068

0.08

0.103

0.129

hybIntentSec5_relW-com

0.039

0.039

0.073

0.123

0.051

0.059

0.044

0.053

0.067

0.087

hybIntentSec10_concl-use

0.048

0.042

0.096

0.146

0.064

0.065

0.052

0.062

0.077

0.098

hybIntentSec10_intro-bkg

0.042

0.03

0.07

0.095

0.052

0.045

0.04

0.045

0.063

0.072

hybIntentSec10_intro-com

0.051

0.044

0.098

0.149

0.067

0.068

0.055

0.066

0.08

0.102

hybIntentSec10_intro-ext

0.052

0.045

0.098

0.15

0.068

0.069

0.054

0.064

0.08

0.101

hybIntentSec10_other-bkg

0.043

0.03

0.068

0.105

0.053

0.047

0.037

0.043

0.062

0.073

hybIntentSec10_other-com

0.047

0.04

0.094

0.141

0.062

0.062

0.056

0.065

0.079

0.099

hybIntentSec10_other-ext

0.044

0.04

0.086

0.142

0.059

0.063

0.048

0.059

0.071

0.094

hybIntentSec10_other-fut

0.048

0.042

0.094

0.144

0.063

0.065

0.051

0.061

0.075

0.096

hybIntentSec10_other-mot

0.049

0.043

0.096

0.147

0.065

0.066

0.052

0.062

0.077

0.098

hybIntentSec10_other-use

0.047

0.04

0.095

0.14

0.063

0.062

0.052

0.061

0.076

0.095

hybIntentSec10_relW-bkg

0.049

0.043

0.096

0.148

0.065

0.067

0.052

0.063

0.077

0.099

hybIntentSec10_relW-com

0.032

0.026

0.064

0.095

0.043

0.04

0.035

0.04

0.055

0.066

hybIntentSec15_concl-use

0.033

0.033

0.068

0.126

0.045

0.053

0.035

0.045

0.053

0.076

hybIntentSec15_intro-bkg

0.034

0.027

0.055

0.086

0.042

0.041

0.033

0.038

0.052

0.063

hybIntentSec15_intro-com

0.037

0.034

0.072

0.128

0.049

0.054

0.039

0.049

0.058

0.079

hybIntentSec15_intro-ext

0.037

0.035

0.07

0.129

0.049

0.055

0.037

0.047

0.057

0.078

hybIntentSec15_other-bkg

0.04

0.028

0.062

0.091

0.049

0.043

0.033

0.038

0.057

0.065

hybIntentSec15_other-com

0.036

0.033

0.072

0.124

0.048

0.052

0.041

0.049

0.06

0.08

hybIntentSec15_other-ext

0.034

0.03

0.063

0.114

0.044

0.047

0.034

0.043

0.053

0.071

hybIntentSec15_other-fut

0.034

0.033

0.068

0.125

0.045

0.052

0.035

0.045

0.053

0.075

hybIntentSec15_other-mot

0.034

0.033

0.068

0.127

0.045

0.053

0.035

0.045

0.053

0.076

hybIntentSec15_other-use

0.035

0.032

0.071

0.12

0.047

0.05

0.036

0.045

0.055

0.074

hybIntentSec15_relW-bkg

0.034

0.033

0.069

0.127

0.046

0.053

0.036

0.046

0.054

0.076

hybIntentSec15_relW-com

0.027

0.022

0.049

0.082

0.035

0.035

0.026

0.032

0.044

0.055

hybIntentSec20_concl-use

0.026

0.026

0.05

0.101

0.034

0.041

0.028

0.037

0.042

0.062

hybIntentSec20_intro-bkg

0.03

0.024

0.046

0.077

0.037

0.036

0.03

0.035

0.047

0.057

hybIntentSec20_intro-com

0.03

0.027

0.055

0.105

0.039

0.043

0.033

0.041

0.047

0.066

hybIntentSec20_intro-ext

0.03

0.028

0.052

0.103

0.038

0.044

0.03

0.039

0.046

0.064

hybIntentSec20_other-bkg

0.039

0.026

0.056

0.083

0.046

0.04

0.031

0.035

0.054

0.061

hybIntentSec20_other-com

0.03

0.026

0.056

0.1

0.039

0.041

0.035

0.042

0.05

0.067

hybIntentSec20_other-ext

0.026

0.024

0.046

0.091

0.034

0.038

0.028

0.036

0.042

0.059

hybIntentSec20_other-fut

0.027

0.026

0.05

0.101

0.035

0.041

0.028

0.037

0.042

0.061

hybIntentSec20_other-mot

0.026

0.026

0.05

0.101

0.035

0.041

0.028

0.037

0.042

0.061

hybIntentSec20_other-use

0.029

0.026

0.053

0.098

0.038

0.041

0.03

0.039

0.046

0.063

hybIntentSec20_relW-bkg

0.027

0.026

0.051

0.102

0.035

0.041

0.029

0.038

0.043

0.062

hybIntentSec20_relW-com

0.023

0.02

0.037

0.07

0.029

0.031

0.022

0.027

0.037

0.048
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The foremost conclusion we draw from the experiment is that the
incorporation of citation knowledge helps improving the performance
of recommendation methods. Between the rating matrices R P and
R PC (where R PC reduces the sparsity because of the additional citation
information added to it), cb and our hyb method show improvements
with all the evaluation metrics at the cut-off points of 5 and 10. The
improvement continues in all the sizes of neighbourhoods, i.e., 5, 10,
15 and 20. This shows that the decrease on the sparsity of the matrix,
thanks to the incorporation of user preferences based on the citation
graph, allows finding valuable relationships between items and users
that are productively exploited.
When incorporating citation knowledge in the form of citation
context, captured in the R PCX matrix, we notice further increment
in the performance of the hybrid methods, but a decrease in the
performance of the cb method. The saturation in the textual features
between R PC and R PCX may be the cause of this drop in performance.
Exploiting citation knowledge in the form of citation intentions
(hybIntent), captured in the R PCXI matrix, outperformed all other
methods (i.e., hyb and cb) for all the evaluation metrics. This shows
that citation intention is a useful feature for recommending recent
papers to a user. In particular, the performance of our hybIntent
method is higher when the citation belongs to a Future or Extension
categories. This corroborates the intuition that citations that are related
to future research and to work that is being extended or enhanced,
represent relevant pointers for new directions in a research field.
As can be seen in Table 5.6, precision, recall and nDCG@5 values
are higher when citations belong to Future category, while nDCG,
precision and recall@5 values are higher when the citation intention
is Extension. In this context, while higher precision and recall values
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show the methods were able to find relevant and new items, the higher
nDCG value shows that novel papers are appearing earlier in the
recommendation lists. In addition, the Motivation intention category
also has positive impact on the recommendation. This can imply,
citations that motivate the work are helpful on reflecting problems
that may be targeted not only in the present, but also in future scientific
publications.
Our final recommendation method, combining all the different types
of citation knowledge hybIntentSec, outperforms hybIntent. As can
be seen in Table 5.7, in particular, citations intended to provide Extensions or to compare or contrast in the Introduction (Intro) section
proved to be more effective than other combinations. This corroborates the intuition that a paper cited in the introduction referring to a
work that is being extended, represent an important pointer for new
directions in a research field.
As in our previous experiments, our baselines did not perform
adequately. The item cold-start problem of the addressed recommendation scenario, the sparsity of the rating matrices, and amount of text
from which topics are being generated (particularly for the ctr and Factorisation Machine (FM) methods) are some of the factors influencing
their performance.
In order to quantify the statistical significance, similar to Section 5.4.2,
we conducted the McNemar’s test. Due to a large number of conducted experiments, for simplicity, we show the paired comparison
between the competitive baselines and the highest performing methods. The results are shown in Table 5.8. The alpha value is higher than
the obtained p-values show that the results are statistically significant.
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Table 5.8: McNemar hypothesis significance test results between the baseline
and the proposed methods.
Matrix

Baseline

Methods

Statistics

p-value

RP

cb

hyb5

82

0.0018

R PC

cb

hyb5

84

0.0025

R PCX

cb

hyb5

60

7.125 × 10−11

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

49

2.755 × 10−52

hybIntent5_0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

48

3.496 × 10−51

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

46

1.145 × 10−50

hybIntent5 (0, 0, 1, 0, 0,0)

48

7.593 × 10−54

hybIntent5 (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

53

6.651 × 10−24

hybIntent5 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

55

7.435 × 10−15

hybIntentSec5_concl-use

48

0

hybIntentSec5_intro-bkg

55

3.069 × 10−27

hybIntentSec5_intro-com

49

0

hybIntentSec5_intro-ext

49

0

hybIntentSec5_other-bkg

50

2.112 × 10−20

hybIntentSec5_other-com

48

2.661 × 10−48

hybIntentSec5_other-ext

48

3.496 × 10−51

hybIntentSec5_other-fut

49

2.755 × 10−52

hybIntentSec5_other-mot

48

7.593 × 10−54

hybIntentSec5_other-use

47

2.546 × 10−50

hybIntentSec5_relW-bkg

49

5.196 × 10−53

hybIntentSec5_relW-com

54

2.514 × 10−24

R PCX I

R PCXSI

5.5

cb

cb

alpha

0.05

discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of providing personalised recommendations of recently published papers. For this
problem, traditional recommendation methods, such as CF, cannot
be used since they are unable to establish rating-based similarities
and patterns between new items. Motivated by this fact, in addition
to content-based features, we advocate for the exploitation of paper
citations knowledge as a bridge to link related papers.
Note that, while citation knowledge has been explored in the literature to provide paper recommendations in different scenarios, our
research brings two key novelties with respect to previous works: (i)
a real-world and challenging scenario, where recent papers are the
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ones to be recommended, and (ii) an exploration of a wider notion
of citation knowledge for this particular scenario, which includes the
citation graph, citation context, citation section, and citation intention.
In particular, we have presented a series of hybrid approaches that
make use of the citation graph to enrich the rating matrix, while
exploring the use of citation context, citation section and citation intention as features for recommendations. Our experimental results have
shown that incorporating citation knowledge in terms of the citation
graph, citation context, and citation intention allows for effective item
suggestions, while the use of citation section with citation context and
citation graph decreases the performance of recommendations. Nonetheless, the combination of all the citation knowledge (i.e. citation
graph, citation context, citation section, and citation intention) showed
higher performance against the baselines.
It is important to note that, while we have implemented multiple
baselines (including PageRank, ItemRank, Matrix Factorisation, Factorisation Machines, and the Random method) to compare against our
proposed hybrid methods, the results obtained with these baselines
were significantly worst than the ones achieved by content-based
methods. Our hypothesis is that the scenario that we are targeting in
this work poses significant challenges for these methods, since items
in the test set do not have any connections to items in the training
set. This problem was also highlighted in the prior work of [272],
where a well-established CF method like MF was not able to provide
recommendations.
It is also important to highlight that, while existing services, such as
Google Scholar, do have their own recommender systems to provide
paper recommendations, the methods behind these systems are not
public, and hence it has not been possible for us to replicate them here
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as baselines. Comparisons against these systems could be conducted
by means of user studies, which is one of the future directions of this
work.
We should also note that, based on the distribution of the collected
dataset, and based on the requirement of recommending the most
recent publications to users, we have selected as time split 01/01/2018.
However, exploring various time-based data splits, and hence different data distributions, could provide further insights on the desired
amount of authored and cited papers to build users profiles, and on
the optimal ways of handling the time aspect to provide more relevant
suggestions to users.
Our work also provides a novel evaluation benchmark which is
publicly available12 , that we hope will encourage and serve the community to further investigate this interesting and challenging problem.
A particular interesting form of citation knowledge captured in this
benchmark is citation intention, including background, compare or contrast, use, extension, motivation and future. Citation intention are not
only useful to enhance paper recommendation (as shown in our evaluation), but can also enable further refinement of the recommendation
process based on the users’ intention. For instance, users with an
interest on how to use or apply certain algorithms or techniques, may
receive recommendations for papers cited under the type ‘use’ or
‘extension.’ Refining recommendations based on the users’ intent, in
addition to the users’ publication and citation history, is one of our
future lines of work.

12 https://ordo.open.ac.uk/articles/Citation_Knowledge_based_Dataset/
10673132/1
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Despite the timeliness and potential of this evaluation benchmark
we also acknowledge several limitations including issues with data
sampling, data annotation and data filtering.
Regarding data sampling, it is important to note that our benchmark
is representative of the area of RS. Complementing it with papers from
different fields will help assessing whether the obtained findings are
specific to the RS research field or are representative of other areas.
Regarding data annotation, although we tested that the classifier
provided by [136] achieved comparable results when identifying citation intentions for our collected papers, the average obtained accuracy
is 69%, indicating the presence of noise in the classification process.
In addition, the PDF parser used as part of this classifier could only
extract citation information for 61% of the collected papers, reducing
the completeness of the data. Providing more effective citation intention classification methods is an interesting research question for the
analysis, search and recommendation of scientific publications.
Regarding data filtering, in order to capture users’ preferences we
discarded from our dataset all authors for which we obtained less than
four publications. Our dataset therefore does not capture the scenario
of recommending recent papers to a user for which no preferences
have been gathered, i.e., user cold start situations.
Despite the above mentioned limitations over the generated benchmarks and conducted research, we believe the work presented in this
chapter opens new directions on the investigation of recommender
systems for scientific publications, and on targeting the particular
real-world scenario of recommending a user with the most recent
papers that may be of her interests.
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6
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we describe how the conducted work has helped us
to answer our research questions. We highlight its strengths, acknowledge its limitations, and point directions for future work.
As stated in the introductory chapter, the key goal of this thesis has
been to capture and exploit citation knowledge for the recommendation of scientific publications. To achieve this goal, we investigated the
following research questions:
• RQ1: Which types of citation knowledge have been used in
Recommender Systems (RS) for scientific publications?
• RQ2: Which are the different recommendation tasks that have
been proposed in the literature of RS for scientific publications
and how citation knowledge has been applied for each of these
tasks?
• RQ3: When addressing the task of recommending scientific publications for a particular piece of work, can citation knowledge
help improving existing RS?
• RQ4: When addressing the task of recommending recent scientific publications to a user, can citation knowledge help improving existing RS?
In the first part of the thesis, we have focused on addressing RQ1
and RQ2. We have conducted a systematic literature review where
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more than 170 papers have been analysed and categorised to better
understand the landscape of academic RS. We particularly focused on
understanding the different notions of citation knowledge that have
been used up to date for recommendation purposes, and how this
citation knowledge has been incorporated into the recommendation
processes, including the modelling of items and targets, as well as the
proposed recommendation methods. We also observed how two main
recommendation tasks have been so far investigated in the literature:
(i) the recommendation of scientific publications for a given piece of
work, and (ii) the recommendation of scientific publications to a user.
We note that these two tasks are different in nature since, for the first
one, target (e.g., paper) preferences are fixed, while for the second
one, target (user) preferences are dynamic and evolve over time.
In the second part of the thesis, we focus on addressing RQ3 and
RQ4. While RQ3 targets the task of recommending scientific publications for a given piece of work, RQ4 focuses on recommending
scientific publications to a user. On targeting RQ3, we have focused
on exploring existing and novel notions of citation knowledge, in
particular, citation proximity and citation context. We have proposed
novel recommendation methods that incorporate such knowledge for
the the recommendation of scientific publications. By means of user
studies, we have shown how the incorporation of fine-grained notions
of citation knowledge, particularly in combination, can enhance the
recommendation of scientific publications in comparison with baseline
methods.
RQ4, on the other hand, focuses on the task of recommending
scientific publications to a user. We have focused on the particular realworld scenario of recommending recent scientific publications to users.
This is a challenging scenario scarcely addressed in the literature,
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where traditional recommendation methods such as collaborative
filtering, are ineffective of providing recommendations, due to the
item cold-start problem. We have explored this scenario by proposing
a range of hybrid recommendation methods that incorporate existing
and novel notions of citation knowledge: citation graph, citation
section, citation context, and citation intention. The use of citation
intention is particularly novel since, to the best of our knowledge,
this type of citation knowledge has not been previously used for the
recommendation of scientific publications to users. We have assessed
our proposed recommendation methods against a variety of baselines.
We have shown how the incorporation of the various notions of citation
knowledge, particularly in combination, enhances the performance
of existing recommendation methods. As part of this evaluation, we
have also generated a novel benchmark to conduct offline evaluations,
which constitutes a key contribution of this thesis to the scientific
community.
In the next sections, we discuss some of the key contributions of our
work and its limitations. We organise our discussion around the topics
introduced by our research questions (see Section 6.1). We point to
future lines of work (see Section 6.2) and conclusions (see Section 6.3).

6.1

discussion

In this section, we discuss the key contributions and limitations of the
conducted work.
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6.1.1

Recommendation of Scientific Publications

We have analysed more than 170 scientific articles during the course
of this thesis. A key contribution of this analysis has been the identification of the different recommendation tasks proposed in the literature
of RS for scientific publications, and an exploration of how citation
knowledge has been used for each of the existing recommendation
tasks. In conducting this literature analysis, we have also identified
some of the key challenges and opportunities of the field.
We have broadly identified two main tasks: (i) the recommendation
of scientific publications to a user and (ii) the recommendation of
scientific publications for a given piece of work. The first task is
more commonly mapped to the area of RS, where the target of the
recommendation is a user, whose preferences may vary over time. The
second recommendation task can be understood as an information
retrieval problem where the user uses a specific work (e.g., a paper) to
query for relevant and related scientific publications. In this case, preferences are static (i.e., do not vary over time). While we acknowledge
that there may be a fuzzy line on whether this is a recommendation or
a retrieval problem, we have treated it as a recommendation problem
in this thesis following previous works in the literature [45, 183, 195,
259]. This last task can, at the same time, be divided into different
sub-tasks depending on the target of the recommendation. Specifically,
it can be defined as: (i) a paper, (ii) a set of papers, (iii) an ongoing
manuscript (i.e., a paper under development), or (iv) a fragment of
text (this can be a title, an abstract, etc.).
We have identified multiple limitations of existing works when
studying the above mentioned recommendation tasks. For a comprehensive list of the identified limitations, the reader is referred to
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Chapter 3. We, however, highlight here some of the main limitations
addressed in the thesis.
• Publication Time Awareness: The first limitation that we noticed is that, when addressing the task of recommending scientific publications to a user, existing works are focused on
providing recommendations independently on when papers are
published. To the best of our knowledge, only the works of
[95, 272] have previously focused on recommending the most
recent scientific publications to a user. This is one of the key
limitations that we have aimed to address in the thesis with the
work presented in Chapter 4.
• Citation Knowledge Awareness: We noticed that many of the
studied works use limited notions of citation knowledge when
addressing the above mentioned tasks. We hypothesised that
this is due to the lack of access to the full-text of scientific articles when extracting such knowledge. Fine-grained notions of
citation knowledge (such as citation intention), that have been applied in other fields, such as scientometrics, but have been under
explored for the recommendation of scientific publications.
• Citation Knowledge Application: We noticed that many of the
studied works, while they explore the use of different types of
citation knowledge in isolation, they rarely explore the use of
different types of citation knowledge in combination with one
another.
• Evaluation Benchmarks: We noticed multiple problems with
the conducted offline evaluations, particularly in terms of the
used evaluation datasets and benchmarks. These benchmarks
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either do not provide preferences/ratings, or do not provide the
full textual content of papers. In those cases, when benchmarks
do provide the full content of papers, the datasets are relatively
small - in the hundreds of articles. This can be seen in Table 3.7.
Next, we present how we have addressed some of these limitations,
and the contributions provided during our investigation.

6.1.2

Citation Knowledge

A key contribution of our analysis has been the identification of the
different types of citation knowledge used so far in the literature of
recommender systems for scientific publications. We have identified
those types of citation knowledge that are largely available and used,
since they are extracted from the metadata of publications, (e.g., citation graph) as well as other types of citation knowledge that have
been less frequently used in the literature due to the inaccessibility
to the full text of scientific publications (e.g., citation context, citation
section).
In addition, we have identified several notions of citation knowledge
used in different fields, like scientometrics (e.g., citation intention),
and adapted and incorporated such notions of citation knowledge to
the recommendation of scientific publications.
Our contributions in this particular case can be summarised as
follows:
• The identification of the different types of citation knowledge
that have been used in the literature of RS for scientific publications.
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• The identification of different types of citation knowledge that,
while used in different fields, were not yet applied for the recommendation of scientific publications.
• The definition, extraction and incorporation of fine-grained characterisations of citation knowledge (extracted from the full textual content of publications) to the recommendation of scientific
publications.
One of the key challenges faced during the work conducted in
the thesis was the extraction of citation knowledge from the full
content of publications. Most publications online are available in
Portable Document Format (PDF) format. While PDF parsers do
exist, its effectiveness is limited, and multiple errors emerge while
using such parsers. The extraction and identification of sections,
positions, references, etc., and the disambiguation and mapping of
the extracted references to the corresponding articles was a complex
engineering task. While we have not detailed all the complexities
behind the designed and developed parsers in the thesis (since this
has been an engineering task, more than a research task), we have
made available for the scientific community a variety of datasets with
citation knowledge already extracted from them. The details of these
datasets can be found in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

6.1.3

Exploitation of Citation Knowledge for the Recommendation of Scientific Publications

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 show how we have employed fine-grained
notions of citation knowledge for the recommendation of scientific
publications. While Chapter 4 addresses the task of recommending
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scientific publications for a given piece of work, Chapter 5 addresses
the task of recommending scientific publications to a user. The contributions of these two chapters can be summarised as follows:
• Proposal of novel notions of citation knowledge to be explored
in the recommendation of scientific publications.
• Proposal of novel recommendation methods that incorporate
different types of citation knowledge (in isolation and in combination) for the recommendation of scientific publications.
• Addressing a novel recommendation scenario where recent scientific publications are suggested to users in a personalised
way.
• Conducting rigorous evaluations of the proposed methods against
multiple baselines by means of offline evaluations and user studies.
We have highlighted specific limitations of the conducted work at
the end of each chapter. We next highlight some of the high-level
limitations.
• Explored citation knowledge per recommendation tasks: We
have explored a much wider range of citation knowledge for
the recommendation of scientific publications to a user than for
the recommendation of scientific publications for a given piece
of work. It is important to notice that not all types of citation
knowledge are useful for all recommendation tasks. For example,
citation proximity is not applicable for the recommendation of
the most recent scientific publications to users. Note that, these
publications, because they are recent, would not be co-cited with

6.1 discussion

other works. Hence, citation proximity is not applicable for this
task. Other notions of citation knowledge (e.g., citation intention,
citation section, etc.), however, could have been explored for
the recommendation of scientific publications for a given piece
of work. We have not conducted a full exploration of citation
knowledge for this recommendation task due to lack of time, but
we acknowledge that this is an interesting future line of work.
• Combinations of citation knowledge: We observed in our experiments that some combinations of different types of citation
knowledge were more successful than others. In particular, the
application of citation section was somehow controversial. While
it decreases the performance of the recommendation when it is
combined with citation graph and citation context knowledge, it
helps enhancing the performance of recommendation methods
when it is combined with citation intention. Further experiments
and in-depth error analyses are needed to better understand
why certain combinations are more successful than others.
• Modelling user preferences: In chapter 5, we proposed two
different ways of capturing the users’ preferences based on
their publication history. First, we assumed that a user has a
preference for all the papers they have published. Then, we
assumed that a user has a preference for all the papers they have
published as well as all the papers they have cited. Please note
that, this may not be entirely true since a user may cite a paper to
criticise it, and not necessarily because she has a preference for
it. Similarly, user preferences do change over time and according
to different purposes (conducting a survey, writing a paper, etc.),
user types (senior researchers, junior researchers), etc. We have
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not taken into consideration any of these factors when defining
user preferences, and acknowledge that this is an important
limitation of our work, but also a great opportunity for future
work.
• Exploration of the Time Aspect: It is important to highlight
that, when addressing the task of recommending recent scientific
publications to a user, we used one unique time split. However,
exploring various time-based data splits, and hence different
data distributions, could provide further insights on the desired
amount of authored and cited papers to build users profiles, and
on the optimal ways of handling the time aspect to provide more
relevant suggestions to users.
• Scientific Fields: The datasets used for our research contain
papers from the Computer Science research field. It is possible
that papers that belong to different research fields (humanities,
social sciences, physics, etc.) are somehow structured in different ways, or follow different citation patterns. Our results are
therefore bounded to the computer science field, and should not
be generalised to different research fields without conducting
appropriate experiments.

6.1.4

Evaluation of Recommender Systems for Scientific Publications

As we have previously discussed along the thesis, the evaluation of
RS for scientific publications is still in its infancy compared with the
evaluation of RS in other domains. This is rooted in multiple problems.
Firstly, only industries with RS in production, such as Mendeley,
can conduct online evaluations and perform A/B testing of their
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recommendation methods. In terms of offline evaluations, existing
(and publicly available) datasets either do not provide user-preferences
(which means that evaluations need to be conducted by means of
user studies - a highly expensive process) or do not provide the full
textual content of documents. Moreover, in those cases where the full
textual content of documents is provided, the collections are small as
mentioned in Table 3.7.
Aiming to alleviate some of the above mentioned issues, this thesis
has provided two important evaluation benchmarks.
• The first evaluation benchmark is provided as part of Chapter 4.
It consists of citation information content from 2 Million publications. These publications encompass 665,330,651 co-citations
among them. Citation knowledge, in terms of citation context
and citation proximity, has been extracted from this dataset. This
dataset can be downloaded from here.1 . It is important to notice that, although a large number of citation records is made
available as part of this dataset, no ratings are provided.
• The second evaluation benchmark is provided as part of Chapter 5.
It consist on 446 authors and 9,399 academic papers (including their content), from which 7,786 belong to the training set
and 1,613 represent the test set. Ratings (user preferences) are
provided for each of these authors. Citation knowledge in the
form of citation graph, citation section, citation intention, and
citation context, is also provided. This resource is published in
scientific conference of Language Resources (LREC ’20) - (see
Chapter 1 for the list of publication associated to this thesis),
addresses all the above mentioned limitations of the previously
1 Citation-context

dataset

(C2D):

Citation-Context_Dataset_C2D_/6865298

https://ordo.open.ac.uk/articles/
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inspected evaluation benchmarks. It indeed constitutes one of
the key contributions of this work to the scientific community
and can be accessible from here.2
While we acknowledge that these benchmarks could be improved
(e.g., by providing more refined user preferences, a higher number of
scientific publications, etc.), considering the actual evaluation landscape of RS for scientific publications (see Table 3.7), we believe that
the provided benchmarks are a key contribution of this thesis to the
scientific community. Note that, these resources would enable to conduct more robust and systematic evaluations, e.g., using the provided
benchmarks to compare approaches against each other.

6.2

future work

Following our previous discussion, as well as the discussion provided
in Chapter 3 about the limitations found in the area of RS for scientific
publications, we highlight here three future research directions that
could constitute an important follow up of the work in this thesis:
• Modelling user preferences: Capturing user preferences is an
important aspect of RS and a wide range of works have focused
on it. However, when it comes to the particular field of recommending scientific publications, not many works have attempted
to provide appropriate user models capturing the various relevant aspects of the problem. While some works have considered
seniority (i.e., whether the user is a junior or a senior researcher
[251]), to the best of our knowledge, important aspects, such as
the intention of the user (produce a survey paper, get up to date
2 Citation Knowledge based dataset: https://ordo.open.ac.uk/articles/Citation_
Knowledge_based_Dataset/10673132
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with the latest literature of the field, find seminal papers etc.),
the variability of preferences across research topics, the potential
multidisciplinary of preferences, etc. have not been investigated.
This constitutes an important area of future research in the field.
• Further exploration of the time aspect: While we have so far
explored the scenario of recommending the most recent scientific
publications to users, we have not assess the impact of the variability of the time aspect. In this scenario, it is important to
understand which papers are considered ‘recent’, for a particular research field/user/situation. Some research fields, like
computer science, can progress at a very fast rate, while others,
like physics, may take longer periods of time to produce novel
results. In a similar manner, not all users process scientific literature at a similar rate. While some users may be more up to
date with the latest developments in their scientific fields, others
may study those fields at a slower pace. Studying how different
variations of time may affect the recommendation process could
shed further light on the effectiveness of different time splits
when taking into consideration variability across users, research
fields, etc.
• Cross comparison/validation across scientific fields: Our research has explored how citations, and knowledge extracted
from those citations, can help improving RS for scientific publications. We have particularly focused on the Computer Science
research field (as our database in Chapter 5 contains publications
from the computer science domain). However, as previously
mentioned, different research fields may cite works differently.
Understanding the particulates of how citations are applied in
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different research fields could provide a better idea of the real
impact of citations in the recommendation of scientific publications.

6.3

conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied the use of citation knowledge to enhance the recommendation of scientific publications. Starting from
this position we have investigated different types of citation knowledge, namely citation proximity, citation context, citation section,
citation graph, and citation intention. We have proposed definitions
and adaptations for such notions of citation knowledge and design
and develop new recommendation methods that incorporate such
knowledge, individually and in combination. By conducting offline
evaluations, as well as user studies, we have shown how the use of
citation knowledge does indeed help enhancing the performance of
existing recommendation methods when addressing both (i) the task
of recommending scientific publications for a given work, and (ii) the
task of recommending scientific publications to a user. For the latter,
we have particularly concentrated on the challenging scenario of recommending the latest scientific publications to a user. An additional
contribution of this thesis has been the development of two evaluation
benchmarks that we have made publicly available for the scientific
community. Strengths and limitations of this work have also been
discussed as well as the most prominent future lines of work, which
include (i) further investigations on the different aspects to consider
when capturing user preferences, (ii) further exploration of the time
aspect and how it may influence the recommendation of scientific pub-

6.3 conclusion

lications, and (iii) a comparison across scientific fields on the impact
of citations for recommendation.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we present additional information relating to Chapter 3
and Chapter 5. In A.1, we present a list of prior works using various features for building item profiles. In A.2, a database schema of
an entity-relationship diagram is exhibited that has been used while
preparing our benchmarks in Chapter 5.

a.1

features for item modelling

In this section, we present a list of reviewed papers and their use of
features from scientific publications to represent items’ (publications’)
profiles. Table A.1 exhibits the feature information for item modelling.

Table A.1: List of reviewed papers utilising different item features for modelling item profiles. Ti stands for Title, Ab stands for Abstract,
Ke stands for Keywords, Au stands for Author, Af stands from
Affiliation, Pd stands for Publication date, Ve stands for Venue, Tx
stands for Taxonomy, Rl stands for Reference list, Ck stands for
Citation knowledge
References

Ti

Ab

Ke

Au

Af

PD

V

Tx

Rl

[166]

x

x

x

x

x

[121]

x

x

x

x

x

[10]

x

x

x

x

x

[168]

x

x

x

x

[119, 192]

x

x

x

x

x

[92]

x

x

x

x

x

[155]

x

x

x

x

x

Ck
x

x

x

x
x
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[256]

x

x

x

x

x

[286]

x

x

x

x

[255]

x

x

x

x

[260]

x

x

x

x

[34]

x

x

[48]

x

[6, 11, 21, 118, 169,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

[289]

x

x

x

x

[283]

x

x

x

x

[217]

x

x

x

x

[284]

x

x

x

x

[181]

x

x

x

x

[102, 167]

x

x

x

[231]

x

x

x

[132]

x

x

[30]

x

x

[251, 253]

x

x

[101, 112, 191, 195,

x

x

173, 175, 198, 211,
257, 275, 294, 295]
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

265, 272, 282, 285]
[33]

x

x

x

x

[291]

x

x

x

x

[5]

x

x

x

x

[232]

x

x

[234]

x

x

[110, 177]

x

x

[71]

x

[197]

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
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[196]

x

x

[233]

x

x

[236]

x

x

[44]

x

[120]

x

[18]

x

[182]

x

[131]

x

[2, 75, 91, 138, 203]

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

[276]

x

x

x

x

x

[128]

x

x

[58]

x

x

[180]

x

[15, 287]

x

x

[154, 215, 235]

x

x

[17, 37, 59–61, 145,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

271]
[90]

x

x

x

[261]

x

x

x

[9, 242]

x

x

[165, 297]

x

[274]

x

x

x

x

x

x

[163, 184]

x

x

[79, 281]

x

[281]

x

[64]

x

[150]

x

[277]

x

[63]

x

x

x
x
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[47]

x

[46]

x

[278]

x

[23, 80, 202, 252,

x

x

x

x

267]
[7, 16, 42, 45, 49,
72, 83–85, 93, 95,
97, 98, 113, 116,
117, 127, 130, 140,
143, 144, 151, 152,
159, 160, 164, 183,
199, 244, 250, 254,
259, 279, 288, 298]
[96]

x

[248]

x

[50, 69, 74, 88, 94,

x

129, 247]

a.2

database schema diagram

An entity-relationship diagram for the database created in Chapter 5
is presented in Figure A.1, which shows the relationships between
tables in the database. The database contains eight tables and each
table is briefly introduced below.
• authors : This table contains authors’ details.
• publications : This table holds records for scientific publication
written by the author present in the authors table.

A.2 database schema diagram

Figure A.1: A schema diagram of the database created in Chapter 5
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• paper_references : This table contains records for publications
that are referenced in the papers available in the publications
table.
• paper_citation : This table holds the records of citation details
obtained for those papers that are cited in the papers available
in the publications table. This table contains different notions of
citation knowledge.
• author_publications : Relationships between authors and publications.
• paper_references_publications : Relationships between publications and their references.
• ref_author_references : This table records details for authors of
the referenced papers from the paper_references table.
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